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A number of MIR sensing platforms and methods were developed in this research 
work demonstrating potential applicability of MIR spectroscopy for studying 
hydrocarbon systems in extreme environments.   
First of all, the quantitative determination of the diamondoid compound 
adamantane in organic media utilizing IR-ATR spectroscopy at waveguide surfaces was 
established.  The developed analytical strategy further enabled the successful detection of 
adamantane in real world crude oil samples.  These reported efforts provide a promising 
outlook for detection and monitoring of diamondoid constituents in naturally occurring 
crudes and petroleum samples.   
IR-ATR spectroscopy was further utilized for evaluating and characterizing 
distribution, variations, and origin of carbonate minerals within sediment formations 
surrounding a hydrocarbon seep site - MC 118 in the Gulf of Mexico.  An analytical 
model for direct detection of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates associated with cold 
seep ecosystems was constructed.  Potential applicability of IR-ATR spectroscopy as 
direct on-ship – and in future in-situ - analytical tool for characterizing hydrocarbon seep 
sites was demonstrated.  
MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy was also utilized to expand the 
understanding on the role of surfactants during gas hydrate formation at surfaces.  This 
experimental method allowed detailed spectroscopic observations of detergent-related 
surface processes during SDS mediated gas hydrate formation.  The obtained IR data 
XVII 
 
enabled proposing a mechanism by which SDS decreases the induction time for hydrate 
nucleation, and promotes hydrate formation.  Potential of MIR fiberoptic evanescent field 
spectroscopy for studying surface effects during gas hydrate nucleation and growth was 
demonstrated.  
Next, quantifying trace amounts of water content in hexane using MIR evanescent 
field absorption spectroscopy is presented.  The improvement in sensitivity and of limit 
of detection was obtained by coating an optical fiber with layer of a hydrophilic polymer. 
The application of the polymer layer has enabled the on-line MIR detection of water in 
hexane at low ppm levels.  These results indicate that the MIR evanescent filed 
spectroscopy method shows potential for in-situ detection and monitoring of water in 
industrial oils and petroleum products. 
Finally, quantification of trace amounts of oil content in water using MIR 
evanescent field absorption spectroscopy is reported.  Unmodified and modified with 
grafted hydrophobic polymer layer silver halide optical fibers were employed for the 
measurements.  The surface modification of the fiber has enabled the on-line MIR 
analysis of crude oil in water at the low ppb level.  Potential application of MIR fiber-
optic evanescent field spectroscopy using polymer modified waveguides toward in-situ 






Thesis Objective: The objective of this thesis was the design and application of mid-
infrared (MIR) chemical sensor platforms for the analysis of hydrocarbon containing 
systems in extreme environments.  Specifically, this thesis was focused on the potential 
of MIR spectroscopy for studying hydrocarbon seep ecosystems and hazardous scenarios 
associated with oil/gas production, storage, and transportation. 
 
Original Contributions of this Thesis:  
 Infrared attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) spectroscopy for the quantitative 
determination of the diamondoid compound adamantane in organic media.  
Application of the developed analytical strategy for the successful detection and 
quantification of adamantane in crude oil matrices was shown.  
 IR-ATR spectroscopy on gravity core marine sediment samples collected around 
hydrocarbon seeps.  IR-ATR spectroscopy was demonstrated as a potential rapid 
and cost-effective on-ship identification and characterization method for active or 
previously active hydrocarbon seepage areas.  
 Establishment of an IR indicator parameter suitable for the detection of 
microbially mediated authigenic carbonate precipitations around cold seep 
ecosystems.  A straightforward method was developed and utilized to instantly 
differentiate between biogenic and hydrocarbon derived antigenic carbonate 
formation in marine sediments. 
 2 
 In-situ monitoring of propane gas hydrate formation.  Gas hydrate formation in 
the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant in a pressure cell utilizing 
fiberoptic MIR evanescent field spectroscopy was observed and mechanistically 
studied for explaining surface processes during SDS driven gas hydrate formation. 
 Quantification of low water content in hexane.  As a model for oil/petroleum 
products, the utility of MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy for detecting 
water in hexane was studied using silver halide MIR waveguides with/without surface 
modification based on polyacrylic acid membranes.   
 Quantification of trace amounts of oil in water.  MIR evanescent field absorption 
spectroscopy using silver halide MIR waveguides with/without grafted epoxidized 
polybutadiene layers was applied for determining trace amounts of oil in water.  
 
1.1 Motivation and chapter summary 
Hydrocarbons derived from petroleum, natural gas, or coal play a major role in 
modern life 
1
, and are among the Earth's most important energy resources 
2
.  The bulk of 
globally retrievable hydrocarbons is used for fuels, electrical power generation, and 
heating.  Additionally, chemical, petrochemical, plastics, and rubber industries are 
dependent on hydrocarbons as raw materials for their products.  In fact, the majority of 
industrially significant synthetic chemicals are derived from petroleum sources (i.e., 
plastics, paraffin, waxes, solvents, and lubricants).  Presently, the overall oil usage of the 
world exceeds ten million metric tons a day 
1
.  While hydrocarbons play a major role in 
our everyday life, there are also certain negative effects associated with them.  
Refinement, transportation, storage, and other industrial processes involving 
 3 
hydrocarbons frequently result in an increased loading of hydrocarbons in water and 
necessitate remediation before release 
3
.  Accidental releases can cause extensive damage 
to marine life, terrestrial life, human health, and natural resources 
3, 4
. 
Thus, the need to understand the role of hydrocarbons in aqueous matrices is of 
increasing importance.  Therefore, it is important to study natural (i.e., origin, 
environment, role in nature, etc.) and industrial (i.e., refinery, production, storage, 
transportation, etc.) processes involving hydrocarbons in order to maximize their 
potential in energy applications, while minimizing environmental contamination effects.  
However, for analytical assessment of diverse hydrocarbon incarnations in aqueous 
environments, it should be noted that ―hydrocarbon environments‖—natural or 
industrial—maybe considered extreme environments.  Extreme environments are 
identified as areas of low/high temperatures, high pressures, subsea/subearth locations, 
etc.; that is, extreme environments are considered locations difficult to study with 
conventional laboratory analytical techniques.  Hence, there is an ongoing need to 
develop robust analytical procedures and technologies capable of operating in these 
environments.  A variety of optical chemical sensors has been applied to studies at 
environmentally challenging conditions 
5-10
.  To this end, Chapter 2 of this thesis presents 
an overview of optical sensors, and their advantages over other sensing techniques for 
such applications 
7, 11-14
.  Particular attention is paid to optical sensors operating in the 
mid-infrared (MIR) spectral regime, which appear well suited for studies in extreme 
environments, as described in Chapter 2 
15-17
.  
Other chapters of this thesis experimentally investigate the potential of MIR 
evanescent field absorption spectroscopy utilizing either MIR transparent fiberoptic 
 4 
waveguides as active transducer or crystalline ATR sensing elements for studying 
hydrocarbon related processes in extreme environments, as summarized in Figure 1.1.  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Diagram presenting the topics covered in this thesis. 
(Individual images are taken from Google images) 
 
First, MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy was used as a technique for studying 
diamandoid compounds that are found in virtually all crude oils.  Then, carbonates and 
gas hydrates have been investigated, which are components of hydrocarbon seep 
ecosystems.  Additionally, MIR sensor platforms capable of monitoring the water content 
in hydrocarbon matrices are described, which are of crucial interest for oil/petroleum 
industries.  Finally, this thesis wraps up with research on the application of MIR sensors 




The smallest member of the diamondoid family of molecules, adamantane, is the 
simplest polycyclic saturated hydrocarbon.  Adamantane and higher diamondoids occur 
naturally in nearly all crude oils, intermediate petroleum distillates, and finished 
petroleum products 
18
.  Characterization of diamondoids properties in geosystems, and 
their geographic distribution may facilitate a better understanding of the thermal maturity, 
migration history, source rock type, and age of condensates from wells worldwide 
19
.  
Additionally, these compounds are considered hazardous materials in the petroleum 
industry, as they have a tendency to segregate during production and transportation of 
natural gas, gas condensates, and light crude oils 
20
.  Therefore, it is important to rapidly 
assess whether or not diamondoids occur in a reservoir fluid at concentrations that may 
potentially affect production operations.   
To this end, Chapter 3 of this thesis discusses the application of IR-ATR 
spectroscopy for the quantitative determination of adamantane in organic matrices 
including dichloromethane, hexane, and carbon tetrachloride, for the direct evaluation of 
adamantane in crude oil standards.  Additionally, the feasibility of this analytical 
technique for analyzing real-world crude oil samples was demonstrated.  Finally, the 
potential capability of IR-ATR spectroscopy for low-level detection and monitoring of 







Carbonates are naturally occurring minerals, and are ubiquitous features of 
hydrocarbon seep areas at the seafloor.  Hydrocarbon seeps are also referred to as 
methane or cold seeps, and represent discrete sites where fluids rich in methane and other 
hydrocarbons seep from deeper sediment depth to the sediment–water interface 
21
.  
Natural gas and crude oil deposits have frequently been found in the proximity of 
hydrocarbon seeps 
22
.  Authigenic (formed in place) carbonates derived from 
hydrocarbon seeps are identified by unique carbon isotopic ratios (depletion in 
13
C 
carbon).  Thus, by locating these authigenic carbonates in marine sediment, it would be 
possible to indirectly locate passive or active hydrocarbon seeps, which potentially may 
lead to the discovery of gas and/or crude oil deposits.  
Consequently, Chapter 4 describes IR-ATR spectroscopy studies on gravity core 
marine sediment samples collected around hydrocarbon seeps in the Gulf of Mexico.  IR-
ATR spectroscopic study revealed that carbonates formed from different sources of 
carbon may be identified by diverse IR absorption profiles of the ν3 asymmetric 
carbonate stretching vibration.  This enabled deriving an analytical model based on IR 
spectra for directly detecting 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates associated with cold 
seep ecosystems.  Furthermore, there is potential for the application of IR-ATR 
spectroscopy as a direct on-ship and in future in-situ analytical tool for detecting and 





1.1.3 Gas hydrates 
Gas hydrates are naturally occurring ice-like structures primarily composed of 
water molecules oriented in solid cage structures filled with small guest molecules (i.e., 
methane, ethane, propane, carbon dioxide, adamantine, etc.) 
23, 24
.  Gas hydrate deposits 
are considered to be potentially highly hazardous in oil-gas industries causing, for 
example, blocking of oil and gas flow lines 
25
.  Since the discovery of naturally occurring 
gas hydrates, their potential as an alternative energy source has been driving much of the 
current natural hydrate research.  Furthermore, gas hydrates are drawing attention 
because of their ability to serve as a high-capacity gas storage medium 
26, 27
.  Recently, 
several studies have indicated that addition of some surfactants to water prior to gas 
hydrate formation accelerates the nucleation time and the growth rate of hydrates, thus 
rendering the application of gas hydrates as a gas storage medium an economically 
feasible process. 
To this end, Chapter 5 describes in-situ monitoring of propane gas hydrate 
formation in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant using surface 
sensitive MIR fiberoptic evanescent field absorption spectroscopy.  Following detailed 
spectroscopic observations of SDS-related surface processes during gas hydrate 
formation, a mechanism describing the role of SDS in decreasing hydrate nucleation 
times and in promoting hydrate growth is discussed.  Elucidation of these surface effects 





1.1.4 Water in hydrocarbons 
As mentioned above (Section 1.1.3), gas hydrates are considered potentially 
highly volatile and even explosive hazards 
28
.  Water trapped in gas/oil pipelines at low 
temperatures and high pressures may form gas hydrates, which can block gas/oil flow 
through the pipelines causing serious disruptions.  Therefore, it is important to monitor 
the water level within gas/oil matrices contained in pipelines.  Additionally, water is the 
most common contaminant in a wide variety of industrial oils and petroleum products.  
Even small amounts of emulsified water in industrial oils and petroleum products may be 
detrimental to refinery equipment, heavy equipment, and automotive parts 
29, 30
.  It is, 
therefore, immediately evident that the quantification of water in various industrial 
oils/petroleum products is crucial.   
 In Chapter 6, an innovative MIR evanescent field fiberoptic sensor platform for 
the detection and semi-quantification of low water content in hexane was developed.  In 
this work, both unmodified and surface modified silver halide MIR waveguides using 
hydrophilic polyacrylic acid layers were tested.  Limits of detection (LOD) and limits of 
quantification (LOQ) for water in hexane utilizing crosslinked polyacrylic acid modified 
fiber were significantly better than the figures-of-merit for unmodified fibers.  Water 
content as low as 10 parts per million (ppm) was identified with this method.  Thus far, 
the results obtained provide a promising outlook for low-level detection and monitoring 





1.1.5 Hydrocarbons and crude oil in water 
Hydrocarbon spills are reported daily on a global scale 
3
.  These spills are most 
frequently caused by failed infrastructure, human error, or natural hazards.  Spills of oil 
and related petroleum products in the marine environment may have serious impacts on 
human health, and to terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 3, 4.  Hence, early detection of 
trace amounts of hydrocarbons in water is of substantial importance, particularly for 
sensitive ecosystems 
31
.   
Consequently, Chapter 7 reports on the quantitative determination of crude oil 
content in water at parts per billion (ppb) concentration levels via MIR evanescent field 
fiberoptic sensor platforms.  The measurements are conducted with unmodified and 
surface modified silver halide MIR waveguides utilizing grafted hydrophobic (epoxidized 
polybutadiene) sensing layers.  The sensitivity and limit of detection were significantly 
improved using polymer-modified fibers, detecting 46 ppb of crude oil in water.  To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the smallest amount of crude oil reported in literature using 
MIR based sensing techniques without prior sample preparation, separation, or solvent 
extraction. 
 
Concluding remarks and an outlook toward future studies derived from the results 
obtained in this thesis are summarized in Chapter 8 followed by an appendix section 
comprising supplemental information. 
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This thesis is focused on the design and application of mid-infrared (MIR) sensor 
platforms for the analysis of hydrocarbon containing systems in extreme environments.  
Therefore, this chapter describes background information on optical chemical sensors and 
their application at such conditions.  Furthermore, fundamentals of infrared (IR) 
spectroscopy are covered with emphasis on attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) 
spectroscopic techniques. 
 
2.1 Optical chemical sensors 
2.1.1 Chemical sensors 
During the past three decades, research and development in the area of chemical 
sensors has exponentially expanded in terms of financial investment, number of papers 
published, and number of active researchers worldwide 
1-3
.  Hence, the research field of 
chemical sensors is considered among the fastest growing areas in modern analytical 
chemistry 
2, 4-7
.  The increasing interest in chemical sensors is driven by the need for in-
situ and on-line applications in the field of environmental monitoring, industrial process 
analysis and control, biological/biochemical analysis, and high throughput screening in 






A chemical sensor differentiates from a physical transducer by providing 
information on the chemical composition of its environment 
1
.  Therefore, chemical 
sensors may be defined as devices that responds to a chemical or physical quantity, and 
consequently produce a signal output as a measure of that quantity 
6
.   A thorough review 
of chemical sensors and the main characteristics of an “ideal” sensor has been presented 




2.1.2 Optical sensors 
The field of chemical sensing can be divided into four main areas: thermal, mass, 
electrochemical, and optical transducers.  Optical chemical sensors are based on the 
interaction between chemical species and light waves, which changes either the intensity, 
amplitude, polarization, phase, or wavelength of the incident radiation 
8
.  Because the 
field of telecommunications has been rapidly progressing, technologies such as fiber 
optics waveguides and laser diodes have become affordable, thus contributing to the 
rapid evolution of optical sensing devices 
3, 9
.  Specifically, the application of optical 
fibers for signal transportation and signal transduction has enabled the conversion of 
bench-top optical instrumentation into portable optical sensors capable of in-situ analysis 





Optical sensing offers several advantages compared to other transduction 
techniques
15-18
.  Because the signal is optical, it is less susceptible to magnetic fields, 
surface potentials, or electrical interferences 
1




transmission of optical signals over very long distances enabling remote sensing, 
therefore rendering these systems suitable for use in extreme environments 
8
.  Detailed 
information on applications of optical sensors can be found in several reviews 
3, 12-15, 19
.   
Optical sensors based on optical fibers may be further divided into two categories: 
extrinsic or intrinsic sensors 
1
.  In an extrinsic sensor, the waveguide (most commonly an 
optical fiber) is used simply to transmit light to and from the sensing location 
20
.  
Extrinsic sensors are already widely used in biomedicine 
21
, environmental monitoring 
22
, 
and process control and safety 
23
.  These sensors have several attractive features including 
simplicity, chemical robustness, thermal tolerance, inherent safety, electrical passivity, 
and compatibility with telemetry 
1
.  Additionally, extrinsic sensors may be miniaturized, 
thus making them compatible with in vivo applications 
20
.  On the contrary, in an intrinsic 
sensor, the waveguide itself plays an active role in the transduction process.  The analyte 
directly interacts with the radiation transported in the waveguide and transforms chemical 
information into a detectable optical/analytical signal 
8
.  Intrinsic sensors present a 
number of attractive features in addition to those found in most extrinsic sensors.  
Intrinsic sensors may be used for studies of interfacial processes and of thin films taking 
advantage of the evanescent field for optically discriminating chemical species via 
interactions with this leaky mode 
20
.  These sensors present flexibility in the choice of 
their sensing mode, and in their analytical features by manipulation of material 
parameters such as the waveguide material and structure 
3
.  For instance, the interaction 
of an evanescent wave can be influenced by the design of the waveguide, its geometry, 







2.1.3 General applications of optical sensors 
A range of recently developed optical chemical sensors and their applications 
have been described in detail in many reviews 
2-7, 10-15, 20, 24, 25
.  This section highlights 
only a few of the most recent findings contrasting the technologies applied in this thesis. 
2.1.3.1 Fluorescence sensors 
Sensors based on the principle of fluorescence are used for determining a broad 
range of analytes in liquid, solid, and gaseous samples, if the analytes exhibit intrinsic 
fluorescence or may quench or enhance fluorescence associated with selected reagents or 
markers/labels 
2, 3, 13, 20
.  Recently, Park et al. described the development of fiber optic 
sensors for the detection of inter- and intracellular dissolved oxygen 
26
.  Preejith et al. 
developed a tapered fluorescent fiber optic evanescent wave based sensor for serum 
protein 
27
.  Planar waveguide chemical sensors based on detection of fluorescence have 
been developed for a broad range of analytes including oxygen 
28-31
, solution with 
different pH 
29
, carbon dioxide 
32
, and a variety of biological species 
33-35
.  A recent 
overview of direct fluorescence sensing for biomedical applications has been summarized 
by McDonaugh et al.
3
 
2.1.3.2 Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) sensors 
Sensing based on UV absorption has mainly been used in environmental analysis 
to monitor pollutants such as heavy metals, hydrocarbons, and volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) in air and water 
3, 12, 13
.  For example, Tau and Sarma reported a 
sensor to detect Cr(VI) in water based on a flexible fused silica capillary and intrinsic 
evanescent-wave UV absorption of Cr ions in a water sample in the capillary 
36
.  A UV-




measure the concentrations of ozone and NO2 in the atmosphere; in addition, the 
contribution of NO2 in limiting ozone formation was evaluated 
37
.  UV-DOAS was also 
utilized to monitor VOCs and aromatic hydrocarbons in ambient air in the vicinity of a 
refinery 
38
.  A similar approach was used to identify VOCs that were primarily resulting 
from vehicle emissions in a field study in Mexico 
39
. 
2.1.3.3 Raman sensors 
Raman spectroscopy is a useful technique for sensing of gaseous and liquid 
analytes.  In particular, it is advantageous over IR spectroscopy for aqueous media 
sensing, since there is little interference from the vibrational spectrum of water 
3
.  Thus, 
Raman spectroscopy is a useful technique for application in biomedical diagnostics 
where aqueous environments are ubiquitous.  Owen et al. have summarized the progress 
in Raman spectroscopy and its application in toxicological testing and tissue engineering 
40
.  This review demonstrated that Raman spectroscopy may be used as a non-invasive 
tool to study living cells.  Principal components analysis of Raman spectra has been 
applied to distinguish between different cancer cells 
41
.  Kneipp et al. have used a Raman 
imaging system based on fiber optic probes to image breast tissue 
42
.  
The disadvantages of conventional Raman spectroscopy, such as low scattering 
cross-sections, may be overcome by using surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) 
techniques 
43
.  Additionally, with better understanding of the details of the plasmonic 
interaction and advances in materials fabrication, SERS is being increasingly applied in 








2.1.3.4 Infrared sensors 
Applications of NIR fiber optic sensors for environmental monitoring have been 
extensively covered in the literature 
25, 48-53
.  The main advantage of NIR-based fiberoptic 
sensor systems is the availability of virtually any length of optical fiber required for 
remote sensing with material-associated attenuation losses close to the theoretical levels 
25
.  Major drawbacks of NIR sensors include limited selectivity and sensitivity due to 
relatively unspecific absorption features of organic molecules in this frequency range 
resulting from overtone vibrations.  On the other hand, the mid-infrared spectral regime is 
in principle ideally suited for optical sensing applications 
8
.  
Fundamental rotational and vibrational transitions in the MIR region (4000–400 
cm
-1
) provide strong and molecular-specific absorption bands, thus rendering mid-
infrared optical sensing both sensitive and selective 
54-57
.  Furthermore, the inherent 
selectivity provided by the fingerprint region (1200–400 cm
-1
) of the MIR spectrum 
renders this technique even more attractive for optical sensing
52, 58
.  Additionally, the 
development and commercial availability of appropriate IR transparent materials 
contributed to the rapid evolution of MIR sensing schemes in recent years 
9
.  
The basic principle of molecular level detection for the majority of published MIR 
sensors utilizes the well-recognized technique of attenuated total reflection (ATR) 
spectroscopy, and the resulting evanescent field, which may be derived from the general 
principle of internal reflection spectroscopy first explained by Harrick 
8, 59, 60
.  Utilizing 
optical fibers or elongated ATR-elements offers several advantages over conventional 
reflection or transmission based systems 
8
.  Firstly, since signal transportation is 




Secondly, the optical path length may be increased with the number of internal reflections 
and the length of the active sensing region.  Thirdly, measurements in aqueous matrices 
(i.e., strong IR absorbers) , particularly if an appropriate chemical recognition layer with 
a thickness larger than the penetration depth of the evanescent field is provided 
8, 61
.  
In general, two classes of recognition layers (enrichment membranes) have been 
utilized for liquid phase IR-ATR sensors: polymer membranes 
62-65
 and sol-gel materials 
66-69
.  The enrichment layer/membrane is designed to extract analytes of interest from the 
aqueous medium, thus enhancing the analyte signal, which is generated by molecule-
specific absorption of light via interaction with the evanescent field 
70, 71
.  Utilization of 
coated IR-ATR waveguides enables detection limits at low µg/L (ppb) levels for a wide 
variety of organic compounds with low susceptibility to temperature, turbidity, salinity, 
and humic acids, which are commonly encountered during direct analysis of e.g., natural 
samples from aqueous environments 
72-77
.  Hence, direct liquid phase detection of 
hydrocarbons and pesticides in water has been intensively investigated using MIR optic 
chemical sensor systems during the last two decades 
9, 62, 64, 72-90
. 
As of today, only a few studies have reported on gas analysis based on surface 
modified IR fiber optics, because these methods were shown to be not very sensitive 
91, 92
.  
Yet, the development of hollow waveguides (HWG) has provided a vital element to the 
field of MIR gas sensing enabling e.g., gas phase VOC analysis in a compact format 
93-96
.   
Comprehensive reviews and articles on the various applications of optical sensors 
and polymers used for optical sensors are found in the relevant literature 
3, 9, 12, 13, 17, 22, 69, 
97-99
.  As of now, novel developments in the field of mid-infrared sensing are largely 




establishing MIR sensor systems 
3, 9, 25, 100
.  Significant progress in the miniaturization of 
light sources (e.g., quantum cascade lasers) and optics (e.g., chip-integrated waveguides) 
is evident 
101
.  Thus, in combination with advanced chemical recognition schemes 
102
, a 
new generation of molecule specific optical sensors can be envisioned 
25
.   
 
2.1.4 Optical sensors in extreme environment: submersible MIR sensor systems 
In the past decade, a relatively novel field of chemical sensing applications 
involving monitoring subsea and coastal water environments has emerged in 
environmental and marine-aquatic chemistry communities 
103
.  These developments are a 
result of the continuous increase in environmental pollution of fresh/seawater reserves 
caused by expanding industrialization and concomitant domestic waste 
75, 104
.  In 
addition, substantial interest has emerged in studying target analytes in their native 
environments, if they are not stable when removed from the pressure and temperature 
regime they are initially present in, such as e.g., high temperature hydrothermal vent 
fluids and gas hydrates 
105
. 
There have been extensive efforts to design chemical sensors and analyzers 
capable of operating at in situ subsea environmental conditions 
103
.  The majority of these 
efforts have been recently reviewed in two dedicated book volumes discussing chemical 
sensor systems for aquatic sciences 
106, 107
.  These volumes include chapters describing a 
variety of continuous flow analyzers, electrochemical sensors, and optical sensors for in 
situ measurements of dissolved chemical species.  However, most of the above-




systems, and only comparatively few chemical sensors are readily available that are 
sufficiently robust for routine and widespread use in deep sea environments 
103
. 
Recently, Raman spectrometers, infrared spectrometers, and mass spectrometric 
devices have been introduced for a variety of subsea sensing applications.  Several 
studies utilizing Raman spectrometers exploring hydrothermal gas vents and hydrate 
systems were carried out, mostly focusing on characterizing mineral components, gas 
hydrate structures and compositions, dissolved gases, and gas bubbles 
108-113
.  
Additionally, detection and monitoring of dissolved gases and a wide range of VOCs 
were conducted using submersible mass spectrometers 
114-123
.   
From the general description on the applicability of MIR sensors above, it is 
evident that they are highly suited for environmental and industrial monitoring in extreme 
environments, yet providing the demanded molecular selectivity and sensitivity.  The 
recent availability of MIR transparent robust optical waveguides permitted analytical 
access to remote and potentially hazardous locations 
3, 9, 13, 25, 124-126
.  However, to date 
there has been only one submersible FT-IR spectrometer system demonstrated, which 
was designed and developed by our research group in the past decade.  The feasibility of 
this approach has been demonstrated by multi-component analysis of aliphatic and 
aromatic hydrocarbons in seawater, which may be applied to a water depth of approx. 
1,000 m 
74, 87, 127
.  The described system implemented core components from a 
commercial Bruker Vector 22 FT-IR spectrometer.  An unclad silver halide fiber with a 
diameter of 700 µm and length of 38 cm in U-shaped geometry coated with an ethylene-
co-propylene enrichment layer was used as the sensing fiber for quantitative evaluation of 




Overall, the complete system dimensions were approx. 1 m in length, 0.32 m in diameter, 
and approx. 95 kg of dry weight.  Furthermore, the thesis of Dobbs has presented design 
considerations and initial efforts towards the development of the second generation of 
submersible MIR spectrometers and chemical sensing platforms for subsea exploration at 




2.2 Fundamentals of infrared spectroscopy 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is based on the interaction of infrared radiation with 
matter.  The IR spectrum of a compound provides important information on its chemical 
nature and molecular structure.  Most commonly, the spectrum is obtained by measuring 
the absorption of IR radiation, although infrared emission and reflection are also 
commonly applied techniques.  While infrared spectroscopy is most commonly applied 
for the analysis of organic materials, inorganic structures also provide highly specific 
vibrational spectra, as also shown in this thesis.  
The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum is generally considered in the 
wavelength range from approx. 800 nm to 1000 µm; the corresponding wave number 
range is from 12,900 to 10 cm
-1
 (Figure 2.1).  The entire electromagnetic spectrum 
ranges from cosmic rays and X-rays to visible light and extending into microwaves; 
independent of the wavelength, radiation may be considered as a wave or particle 
traveling at the speed of light (Figure 2.1) 
129
.  Each regime is characterized by a 
different wavelength and frequency.  Frequency, v, is the number of oscillations of an 
electromagnetic wave per second 
57
.  It is measured in Hz, where 1 Hz = 1 cycle/sec.  The 








.  The 
relationship between these parameters is as follows: 
ν
c
λ  ,                                                         Equation 2.1 
where c is the speed of light in vacuum (3 × 10
10
 cm/sec).  Furthermore, 
λ
1
ω                                                                  Equation 2.2 
Radiant energies in the IR region are of the order of magnitude relevant for 
vibrational and rotational transitions.  Hence, IR spectroscopy is frequently referred to as 
a vibrational spectroscopic technique.  The IR region is usually further subdivided into 
three regimes (Figure 2.1).  The near-infrared (NIR) region extends from 770 nm to 2.5 
µm (12,900 to 4000 cm
-1
), the mid-infrared (MIR) region from 2.5 to 50 µm (4000 to 200 
cm
-1



















Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic spectrum with emphasis on the Mid-infrared (MIR) 






The fundamental principle of IR absorption spectroscopy is based on the fact that 
radiation absorbed by a sample results in a decrease of initial light intensity (Figure 2.2).   
 
 
The light intensity (incident radiation), I, is the energy per second per unit area of 




T                                                        Equation 2.3 
Therefore, T has the range of 0–1.  Expressed as percentage (100T), transmission is 
usually given using a scale of 0 to 100%.  In spectroscopy, absorbance (A) is a more 
frequently utilized expression for quantitative applications, and may be calculated by 
rearranging Equation 2.3: 
 














TA 0log)log(                                        Equation 2.4 
Furthermore, the absorbance is directly proportional to the concentration, c, of the light-
absorbing species in the sample.  This relationship is expressed by the Lambert-Beer law 
and provides the fundamentals for quantitative absorption spectroscopy: 
clA  ,                                                   Equation 2.5 
where ε is the molar absorptivity, c is the concentration, and l is the optical path length 
(i.e., absorption path length) of the radiation propagating through the sample (Figure 
2.2).  A is a dimensionless parameter, c is usually given in units of moles per liter (M), l 






.  The molar 
absorptivity is and individual (molecular) characteristic of any substance.  
As IR spectroscopy is frequently used for quantitative determinations, the 
Lambert-Beer law reveals the linear dependence of the absorbance (A) on the 
concentration (c).  However, at high analyte concentrations, the relationship may become 
non-linear, largely due to deviations in ε arising from electrostatic interactions between 




2.3 Principles of infrared-attenuated total reflection spectroscopy 
Infrared-attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) spectroscopy, an infrared reflection 
technique, was first described in the early 1960s by Fahrenfort and Harrick 
59, 70
.  ATR 
spectroscopy
 




is propagated through an optically dense waveguide with a refractive index (n1) 
surrounded by an optically rarer medium (n2); with n1 > n2 (Figure 2.3).  Radiation 
propagating towards the interface between the waveguide and the surrounding medium at 
incident angles greater than the critical angle (θc) will be totally internally reflected 
(Figure 2.3).   
 






sinc                                                  Equation 2.6 
 
 





At each internal reflection point, a standing wave is formed commonly referred to as the 
evanescent field, which penetrates into the optically rare medium normal to the reflection 
interface resulting from the superposition of electrical fields for incoming and reflected 
waves 
59
.  Figure 2.3 presents a schematic representation of the evanescent field resulting 
from total internal reflection of light propagated through a waveguide (here, a trapezoidal 
internal reflection element). 
The intensity of the evanescent field, E, exponentially decays with the distance 
from the optical interface following: 













0 ,                                         Equation 2.7  
where E
0 
is the evanescent field intensity at the surface (z = 0); z is the distance from the 
surface; and d
p 
is the penetration depth where E0 has decreased to a value of 1/e 
59
.  The 
penetration depth is dependent on the refractive indices of the waveguide and the 
surrounding medium, n1 and n2; the incident angle of the propagated radiation θ; and the 











                             Equation 2.8 
One of the major advantages of IR-ATR spectroscopy is the fact that absorption 
spectra are readily obtainable on a wide variety of sample types with minimum sample 
preparation 
57, 129, 130
.  The ATR method is frequently used to acquire spectra of 
challenging (i.e., opaque) samples such as e.g., polymer films, rubbers, food, fabrics, 
powders, and turbid liquid media 
59
.  It is important to note that, in practice, the effective 




distance from the optical interface from which analytical information on a sample can be 
obtained is defined as the effective sample thickness (de).  In ATR spectroscopy, the 
relationship between the attenuation of reflected light (R) at N reflection points and the 
sample absorption properties is established via de 
59, 60
:  
edcR N)(ln   ,                                         Equation 2.9 
where lnR is comparable to lnT for transmission-absorption spectroscopy, and Nde is the 
absorption pathlength comparable to l.  Therefore, the sample absorbance in IR-ATR 
spectra may be expressed in a modified form of the Lambert-Beer law: 
                                                  edcA N)(                                               Equation 2.10 
 
2.3.1 Waveguide materials 
A variety of IR transparent ATR crystal materials and optical fibers are available 
to fulfill the conditions of total internal reflection for IR-ATR spectroscopic 
measurements 
131-133
.  Table 2.1 provides a listing of most commonly used IR-ATR 
waveguides, however, represent only a fraction of available IR transparent materials 
9, 131-
133
.   
From a geometrical point of view, variations in thickness and length of the 
applied waveguides determine the number of internal reflections 
134
.  Additionally, the 
refractive indices control the penetration depth, and the optical properties of the 
waveguide material define the attenuation losses of guided IR radiation 
131-133












) Refractive index Comments 
Fibers 
Silver halides (AgX) 2500-500  2.1 @ 10.6 μm insoluble in water 
      incompatible with strong acids and bases 
Chalcogenides (AsSeTe glasses)  10,000-900  2.9 @ 10.6 μm insoluble in water 
      incompatible with strong acids and bases 
Sapphire (Al2O3)  50,000-2500  1.62 @ 5 μm  insoluble in water 
      incompatible with strong acids and bases 
ATR crystal 
Zinc selenide (ZnSe) 17,000-720 2.41 @ 9.5 μm incompatible with acids and strong alkalis 
      insoluble in water and organic solvents 
Germanium (Ge) 5,500-600  4.00 @ 9.72 μm insoluble in water 
      insoluble in most bases and acids 
Silicon (Si)  4000-1500 1.62 @ 5 μm insoluble in water 
      insoluble in most bases and acids 
Thallium bromoiodide (KRS-5)  20,000-250  2.37 @ 10 μm slightly soluble in water 
      soluble in bases 






2.3.2 Measurement approaches  
2.3.2.1 Uncoated waveguides 
As mentioned in section 2.3, the interaction of the evanescent field with the 
surrounding medium provides analytical information on IR absorbing species within the 
penetration depth.  Because the path of excitation radiation is separated from the actual 
measurement, minimal disturbances may be anticipated.  Therefore, attenuated total 
reflection has become a well-established and widely used technique in analytical 
chemistry, and is particularly important in the MIR due to the rather large penetration 
depth. 
In this thesis, MIR transparent silver halide (AgX, where X is Br and Cl) optical 
fibers and trapezoidal ZnSe crystal are used; these elongated ATR elements with an 
increased number of internal reflections provide enhanced sensitivity for the in situ 
measurements.  The utilization of uncoated waveguides (Figure 2.4a) for analytical 
sensing is well suited to evaluate major components of liquid phase samples via the direct 
exposure of a sample matrix to the evanescent field (studies in Chapter 3, 4, and 5).  
Depending on the absorption characteristics of the targeted analyte and matrix 
interferences, the sensitivity may range from parts per million to low mass percentages 
135
.  Measurements utilizing uncoated waveguides require no sample preparation, and 
enable almost real-time measurements providing IR spectra in the matter of seconds.  
However, if lower detection limits and enhanced sensitivity are needed, the performance 
of these waveguides needs to be improved by chemical enhancements based on 








2.3.2.2 Coated waveguides 
Polymeric enrichment layers are frequently applied if matrix components (e.g., 
water) strongly interfere with analyte absorption features.  The enrichment membrane 
facilitates the suppression of background bulk matrix interferences, as the film thickness 
is generally exceeding the penetration depth of the evanescent field (dp).  In the case of 
water, the surface of optical waveguides is usually coated with hydrophobic polymers to 
minimize the amount of water in the sensing area, as shown in Figure 2.4b 
62, 69, 89, 136, 137
.  
Additionally, polymer films may also serve for enhancing the optical signal during the 
detection of small compounds 
62, 69, 137
.  If the analyte has a higher affinity for the 

ZnSe or
 AgX (n )1
IR-beam
Evanescent field










Analyte molecules in solutionb.
 
Figure 2.4: IR-ATR sensing strategy utilizing (a.) uncoated and (b.) polymer modified 





polymer layer/membrane than the bulk matrix solution, the analyte will preferentially 
partition into the polymer (Figure 2.4b).  Thus, the analyte content within the membrane 
is significantly increased; when probed by the evanescent field much lower detection 
limits are achieved due to this enrichment effect usually providing at least one order of 
magnitude improvement in sensitivity 
62, 89
.  This technique has successfully been 
demonstrated for enriching organic molecules from water into a polymer layer using mid-
infrared ATR techniques 
62, 68, 89
.  However, selecting an appropriate enrichment 
membrane may be challenging, as the polymer membrane should exhibit high thermal, 
chemical, and physical stability, while providing high analyte affinity with rapid and 
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Quantification of Diamondoid Compound, Adamantane, in Organic 
Media via Infrared Attenuated Total Reflection Spectroscopy 
 
This chapter establishes the quantitative determination of the diamondoid 
compound adamantane in organic media via infrared attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) 
spectroscopy at unmodified waveguide surfaces.  Limits of detection (LOD) and 
quantification (LOQ) of adamantane in dichloromethane, hexane, and carbon 
tetrachloride were determined.  Quantitative IR-ATR measurements additionally 
facilitated the determination of adamantane solubility limit in dichloromethane, hexane, 
and in carbon tetrachloride.  The developed analytical strategy further enabled the 
successful detection and quantification of adamantane in crude oil matrices.  
 
3.1 MOTIVATION 
The need for understanding the nature of diamondoids present in crude oil, and 
their role during production and processing of petroleum is well recognized around the 
world 
1, 2
.  Diamondoids occur naturally in virtually all crude oils, intermediate petroleum 
distillates, and finished petroleum products 
3
.  These compounds—including their 
alkylated homologues—have frequently been considered hazardous materials in the 
petroleum industry, as they are inclined to deposit during production and transportation 
of natural gas, gas condensates, and light crude oils 
4
.  At high concentrations, 
diamondoid compounds may segregate from reservoir fluids due to drastic changes in 
pressure and temperature during production 
1
.  Consequently, it is important to rapidly 
 42 
assess whether or not diamondoids occur in a reservoir fluid at concentrations with the 
potential to adversely affect production operations.  
As of today, the ―gold standard‖ for quantifying diamondoids in petroleum 
products is the well-established analytical method of gas chromatography combined with 
mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 
5-8
.  Detection limits of 60–140 ppb of diamondoids in 
petroleum product are possible with GC-MS 
5
.  However, GC-MS has some practical 
drawbacks for on-site analysis including the large size of the instrument, complicated 
sample preparation, and length of time required to perform the analysis.  Thus, there is 
the need for a more cost-effective, rapid, and minituarizable technique for on-site and 
potentially in-situ analysis of diamondoids.   
Unlike GC-MS, IR-ATR spectroscopy provides the distinct advantage of 
substantial measurement flexibility, enabling to readily adapt IR-ATR to a wide variety 
of measurement problems.  It also provides the distinct opportunity for miniaturization, 
rendering this analytical tool suitable for quantitative evaluation of single- and multi-
constituent sample systems.  With IR-ATR spectroscopy, quantitative results may be 
obtained within several seconds to minutes without any sample preparation, rendering 
this technique particularly suitable for in-situ or rapid on-ship analysis.   
As of today, infrared attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) spectroscopic analysis 
has yet to be reported as a flexible and possibly miniaturizable analytical tool for rapid 
quantification of adamantane in organic matrices relevant to the petroleum industry, even 
though IR-ATR appears ideally suited for this application 
9-14
.  Thus, in this chapter, the 




3.2.1 Diamondoids  
3.2.1.1 Structure 
Diamondoids are a class of saturated hydrocarbons that consist of a diamond-like 
carbon cage, where all carbon atoms are sp
3
 hybridized, and dangling bonds at the edges 
of the cage system are terminated with hydrogen atoms 
15
.  The lower diamondoids have 
chemical formulas of C4n+6H4n+12, where n equals the number of diamond-cage subunits.  
The smallest member of the diamondoid family, adamantane (C10H16), is composed of a 
single diamond unit cell, followed by its homologues diamantane, triamantane, 
tetramantane, pentamantane, hexamantane, and heptamentane, etc. (Figure 3.1).  
 
3.2.1.2 Discovery 
Adamantane was the first diamondoid discovered and isolated from a sample of 
Czechoslovakian petroleum in 1933 
16
.  Adamantane, higher diamondoids, and their 
various substituted equivalents are widely found in crude oils, intermediate petroleum 
distillates, and finished petroleum products 
2
.  Lin and Wilk observed a suite of petroleum 
polymantanes, including tetramantane, pentamantane, and hexamantane in a gas 
condensate produced from a very deep petroleum reservoir located in the United States 
Gulf Coast 
17
.  Dahl et al. reported the successful separation of a wide variety of the 

















Figure 3.1:  Diamondoid structures (hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity; all 

















Diamondoids have been obtained via synthetic methods as well.  Presently, the 
most efficient syntheses of all of the lower diamondoids, from adamantane to 
triamantane, involve the carbocation-mediated superacid equilibration reaction 
discovered by P. von R. Schleyer 
19
.  Schleyer’s 1957 synthesis 
20
 transformed 
adamantane from an exotic species into one of the staples of organic chemistry 
21
.  
However, when applying this method to the higher diamondoids, i.e., tetramantane and 
higher, it is limited by strict kinetic (mechanistic) constraints, and all attempts to 
synthesize the higher diamondoids have been proven ineffective to date 
22
.  Recently, 
there has been one case of tetramantanes prepared by complex yet low-yielding 
alternative synthetic pathways devised by McKervey's research group 
22, 23
.   
 
3.2.1.4 Significance 
Adamantane and its derivatives reveal remarkable rigidity, strength, and 
thermodynamic stability, as well as interesting electronic properties 
15, 24, 25
.  Hence, 
adamantane (and other diamondoids) have gained interest in research and engineering 








6, 7, 34, 35
, geology 
2, 8, 17, 36-39
, and nanotechnology 
40
.  
Compounds containing adamantyl radicals are useful catalysts for many chemical 
reactions, such as the refining of halogen atoms and preparation of heterogeneous 
bimetallic catalysts 
26, 27
.  The rigid, spherical structure of adamantane reduces inter chain 




Adamantane-containing molecules have also been found to have antiviral activity 
30-33
.  




, leukemia and deafness 
31
, 
and many other diseases 
30
. 
Since adamantane and higher diamondoids are found in most petroleum products, 
they are utilized in so-called forensic environmental investigations.  Fingerprinting 
adamantane and higher diamondoids provides a diagnostic pattern for correlation and 
differentiation of spilled oils 
6, 7, 34, 35
.  Additionally, because of variation in the thermal 
stability of methyl-substituted diamondoids, geologists have applied certain isomer ratios 
as parameters for the elucidation of the thermal maturity, migration history, source rock 
type, and the age of condensates from the wells worldwide 
2, 36, 41, 42
.  Additionally, from 
an astrophysical viewpoint there has been substantial interest of this class of molecules 
since nanometersized ―diamond-like‖ molecules have been found in meteorites 
24, 43, 44
.  
Recent interest in higher diamondoids has been renewed
 





 and use as seed
 






3.2.1.5 Natural formation 
Despite their unique properties, application relevance, and natural occurrence, the 
formation process of diamondoid compounds within the geosphere remains largely 
unexplained 
39, 41, 49
.  Researchers have proposed that diamondoids may be created via 
carbocation-mediated rearrangements arising when newly generated petroleum reacts 
with superacid sites at naturally occurring clay minerals such as montmorillonite 
2, 38, 39
.  









3.2.2 Vibrational spectroscopy and diamondoids  
3.2.2.1 Experimental research 
From a spectroscopic point of view, adamantane has been subject to numerous 
structural studies 
50
.  In 1959, Mair et al. presented transmission IR spectra comparing 
synthetic adamantane to natural adamantane isolated from petroleum; however, no 
explanation of absorption signatures or experimental procedures was provided 
51
.  Six 
years later, Snyder and Schachtschneider recorded infrared spectra of adamantane at -189 
ºC and compared the position of experimental vibrational modes to theoretically 
calculated ones 
52
.  In the early 1970s, Broxton et al. recorded the first infrared spectra of 
adamantane and fifteen other representative series of 1-substituted adamantanes in the 




.  In the same year, infrared and laser Raman spectra of 
adamantane-h16 and d16 in solution and plastic crystalline phases at room temperature 
were obtained 
54
.  In 1975, heat of vaporization and frequency shifts of the infrared-active 
internal modes of adamantane as a function of temperature change (225 to 298 K) were 
reported by Lee and Slusky 
55
.  In addition, Raman analysis of the vibrational spectra of 
crystalline adamantane both as a function of temperature and at room temperature as a 
function of hydrostatic pressure were reported 
56
.   




far-infrared absorption spectrum of adamantane 
57
 and a first mentioning of near-infrared spectroscopy used to record the overtone spectra 
of adamantane in various phases and temperatures occurred 
58
.  Further utilizing infrared 
 48 
spectroscopy, Corn et al. have studied the phase transition considering CH stretching and 
bending vibrations of randomly H-substituted isotopically diluted C10D15H at 




. The pressure 
dependence of the CH stretching bands was determined at low temperature (7 K) and 
room temperature (298 K) 
60
.  In 1992, Rassat et al. showed surface effects and forbidden 
transitions in the reflection-infrared (RIR) spectrum of adamantane
61
.  Because of the 
difference in local symmetry to which molecules at the surface and in the bulk of a 
crystal are subjected, the selection rules which differentiate between infrared (IR) and 
Raman spectroscopy were modified.  
 
3.2.2.2 Theoretical studies 
In addition to the experimental studies, a variety of theoretical methods have been 
applied to predict the vibrational spectra for diamondoid molecules.  A vibrational 
assignment of adamantane and some of its isotopomers have been recorded and assigned 
using valence empirical force field shifts 
50
.  Szazs and Kovacs interpreted experimental 
vibrational spectra of adamantane compounds using the scaled quantum mechanical 
(SQM) method 
62
.  Molecular polarizability and changes in the polarizability associated 
with the stretch of CC and CH bonds have been calculated for adamantane as well 
63
.  
The Raman and IR spectra of adamantane and a selection of its ionic and dehydrogenated 
radical species were computed using density functional theory (DFT)
21
.  That same year, 
an infrared spectroscopic study on deposited diamondoid nanoparticles (5–350 nm in 




.  The Raman spectrum of crystalline cyclohexamantane was interpreted with 




3.2.2.3 Recent developments 
As a result of recent breakthroughs in the isolation of higher diamondoids from 
petroleum products 
18
, a new wave of experimental studies of diamondoids originated in 
order to better detect, identify, and characterize these species.  A highly detailed Raman 
spectra assignment of the normal modes of vibration of both adamantane and deuterated 
adamantane has been published by Jenson 
66
.   Raman spectra of diamondoids with 
dimensions from adamantane to heptamantane have also recently been published 
67
.  
More recently, Oomens et al. reported the first infrared spectra for individual higher 




As presented above, the literature coverage of diamondoids, and particularly 
adamantane, is extensive including a variety of experimental and theoretical studies on IR 
active vibrational mode assignments of diamondoids.  Table 3.1 presents general modes 
of diamondoids, which were reviewed by Oomens et al 
15
.  Additionally, Table 3.2 
highlights selected studies where vibrational modes of adamantane in particular were 
present. 
Table 3.1: General vibrational signature assignments for diamondoids. 
 
General assignment pertinent to all diamondoid molecules  
Spectral Ranges (cm
-1
)  General description 
2900 CH stretch 
1450 CH2 scissor 
1000–1400  CH2 rock, wag, twist 




Table 3.2: Fundamental mode assignments of adamantane. 
 
Fundamental Modes of Adamantane  
Wavenumbers  Assignment Wavenumbers  Assignment Wavenumbers  Assignment Wavenumbers  Assignment 
(cm
-1
)   (cm
-1
)   (cm
-1
)   (cm
-1
)   
Nicholas (1940) Broxton (1971) Bristic (1995) Jensen (2004) 
KBr disk   solution   solid   liquid   
2933 v CH2 2929 vs 
asym CH2 
stretch 2940 s  v20 CH2 stretch 2950 CH stretch 
2907 v CH 2908 vs CH stretch 2910 v21 CH stretch 2944 CH stretch 
2857 v CH2 2850 sym SH2 stretch 2850 s  v22 CH2 stretch 2913 CH stretch 
1453 CH2 scissor 2670 w   2670 w  v24 + v25 1450 
CH2 
scissors 
1357 CH2 wag 2658 w 1354 + 1307 2660 w   1353 CH2 wag 
1155 
CH 
deformation 2640 vw   2640 w v22 - v25 + v26 1312 CH wag 
1101 skeletal 2568 vw   2560 w v23 + v26 1105 CH2 rock 
966 skeletal 1453 s CH2 scissor 1455 m v23 scissor 972 CC stretch 
799 CH2 rock 1354 m CH deformation 1359 m  v24 wag 800 CC stretch 
  1307 vw skeletal 1310 w v25 CH bend 638 CCC bend 
  1099 m   1105 w v26 rock 444 CCC wag 
  967 w   970 w v27 rock   
  795 vw (sh)   950 w v11 CC stretch   
  784 w CH2 rock 800 w v28 CC stretch   
  762 vw   718 vw     
      640 vw v28 CCC deformation   
 




3.3 INTRODUCTION  
In this chapter, IR-ATR spectroscopy has been applied for the quantification of 
adamantane in organic matrices including dichloromethane (DCM), hexane, carbon 
tetrachloride, and for the direct evaluation of adamantane in crude oil standard.  In 
addition, the feasibility of this analytical technique for analyzing real-world crude oil 
samples was demonstrated.  For commercial applications it is crucial that large quantities 
of diamondoids of different degrees of purity be available at a reasonable cost.  Solubility 
data are essential in the design of separation processes to recover diamondoids from 
petroleum 
68
; thus, the value of IR-ATR spectroscopy was further demonstrated with the 
determination of adamantane solubility limits in organic solvents and crude oil standards. 
 
3.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.4.1 Instrumentation 
 IR-ATR spectra were recorded from 4000 to 400 cm
-1
 using a Bruker Equinox 55 
Fourier transform (FT-IR) spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA).  The 
spectrometer was equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride 
(MCT) detector (Infrared Associates, Stuart, FL) and an in-compartment horizontal ATR 
unit (Gateway, Specac Inc., Woodstock, GA) with a trough top plate and 6-reflection 
trapezoidal ZnSe (nD=2.43 at  = 5 µm) ATR crystal (MacroOptica, Moscow, Russia).  
 
3.4.2 Reagents 
 Adamantane samples were prepared by dissolving high-purity (99.0%) 
adamantane (Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee, WI) in dichloromethane (DCM), 
 52 
hexane, carbon tetrachloride (Certified ACS grade, Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ), 
crude oil standard (ASTM D5307 Crude Oil Internal Standard; 25% by weight of 
Heptadecane, Hexadecane, Pentadecane, and Tetradecane, Aldrich Chemical Company, 
Milwaukee, WI), and in natural crude oil (ExxonMobil Research and Engineering 
Company, Annadale, N J) at room temperature followed by rapid mixing for 10 min.  The 
mass of adamantane was determined using a GR-200 analytical mass balance (A&D 
Company, engineering Milpitas, CA).  The volume of organic solvents and crude oil 
standards were measured using a 100-1000 L Eppendorf pipet (calibrated pipette with 
error <0.3% RSD by volume, Eppendorf North America Inc., New York, NY). 
 
3.4.3 Experimental procedures 
Prior to IR-ATR analysis, each sample was prepared by adding a precisely 
measured quantity of adamantane to 2 mL of solvent.  Each sample mixture was then 
rigorously stirred for ~10 min prior to deposition of a 1 mL aliquot of the sample onto the 
ZnSe crystal waveguide surface, which was then covered with a glass plate to minimize 
solvent evaporation and facilitate extended measurement times.  Following sample 
deposition, five consecutive measurements were recorded at intervals of 90 s.  Each 
sample preparation and measurement procedure was repeated in triplicate for each 
individual adamantane standard.  All IR-ATR spectra represent the average of 100 
sample scans at a spectral resolution of 1 cm
-1
 while the instrument was purged with dry 




3.4.4 Spectral data analysis 
Using the software package OPUS (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA), infrared 
absorption features of adamantane were evaluated by peak area analysis.  Figure 2 
highlights the spectral regions utilized for data analysis in representative IR-ATR spectra 
of adamantane dissolved in various solvents.  Peak areas from each spectral region 
collected during replicated measurements were averaged and used for further 
calculations.  Consequently, from here on, the three averaged peak areas for a given 
spectral region and respective sample mixture is indicated as Avg. PA.   
 To establish quantitative calibration functions for each combination of 
adamantane and solvent, a first order linear fit was applied.  To test the applicability of 
the established calibrations for unknown samples, a set of blind samples was prepared 
and analyzed for each matrix (blind samples were prepared following the same 
procedures as the calibration samples).  The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of 
quantification (LOQ) of adamantane in each organic solvent and crude oil standard were 
extracted from the calibration plot (LOD definition: 3 concentration determination from 
the regression fit using the criterion of three times the noise of a blank sample.  LOQ: 6 
concentration determination from the regression fit using the criterion of six times the 
noise of a blank sample).  The solubility limit of adamantane in organic solvents and in 
crude oil standards was calculated by determining the point of intersect between the first 
order calibration line and a second first order regression line fit through measurement 




3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.5.1 IR spectra of adamantane in organic solvents 
The present chapter is focused on developing a novel method for directly 
quantifying dissolved adamantane in several organic matrices via IR-ATR spectroscopy, 
and then applying this strategy to determine adamantane concentrations in a multi-
component crude oil reference standard.  The first IR spectrum of adamantane was 
reported by Mair et al. 
51
; since then, a variety of publications have reproduced and 
expanded upon the initial findings, i.e., that adamantane exhibits characteristic vibrational 
absorption features resulting from CH stretches near 2900 cm
-1
, CH2 scissoring at ~1450 
cm
-1




and skeletal deformations 
below 1000 cm
-1 66
 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2). 





















































































Figure 3.2: IR-ATR spectra of adamantane with major vibrational modes assigned.  
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The absorption feature predominantly utilized for adamantane quantification in 
this study is centered at ~1099 cm
-1
, which corresponds to the CH rocking (16) or CH2 
wagging (26) feature (Figure 3.2) 
66
.  Visual inspection of the spectra provided in 
Figure 3.3 illustrate that there are no significant spectral interferences from solvents, 
which renders the peak at 1099 cm
-1
 suitable for quantification studies of adamantane in 
the respective organic solvents with potential application using other similar solvents.  
 




















































































Figure 3.3: IR-ATR spectral region of adamantane in (a.) DCM, (b.) hexane, and  
(c.) carbon tetrachloride. 
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It was determined from spectral analysis that the precise peak position of the 
adamantane CH rocking (16) or CH2 wagging (26) feature in dichloromethane, hexane, 
and carbon tetrachloride was 1099.8 ± 0.1 cm
-1
.  For quantitative analysis of adamantane 
in carbon tetrachloride, CH stretch features (2954.5–2828.5 cm
-1
) were also analyzed, as 
carbon tetrachloride has no background absorptions in that spectral region.   
 
3.5.2 Quantitative evaluation of adamantane  
Figure 3.4 displays the increase of IR absorption intensities for both the 1099 cm
-
1
 feature of adamantane in DCM and for CH stretches of adamantane in carbon 
















































































Figure 3.4: A series of IR-ATR spectra focused on the adamantane absorption feature  
used for quantitative evaluation of adamantane in (a.) DCM and (b.) carbon tetrachloride.
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As a result of the limited solubility of adamantane in these organic solvents, 
spectral absorption intensities level off once the solubility limit of adamantane has been 
reached.  IR-ATR data revealed only a slight variance in absorption intensity upon 
saturation, which is attributed to light scattering from settling of undissolved particulates 
on the waveguide surface.  Hence, the solubility limit of adamantane in these solvents can 
be determined from evaluating these spectral signatures, as indicated in Figure 3.5.  The 
peak area of each characteristic absorption feature was integrated (Avg. PA) for 
establishing a first order linear calibration function to correlate absorbance vs. 
concentration of adamantane in solution from the lowest detectable concentration up to 
the solubility limit (Figure 3.5).  
Table 3.3 summarizes the linear fit parameters for adamantane in DCM, hexane, 
and carbon tetrachloride, and confirms that a suitable first order linear correlation 
function is obtained for the quantification of adamantane in these solvents.  The linear fit 
equation follows: y = m*x + b with a goodness of the fit (R
2
) equaling 0.996, 0.999, and 
0.998 for adamantane in DCM, hexane, carbon tetrachloride, respectively.  Furthermore, 
a first order linear fit was also established for quantifying adamantane using the CH 
stretch in carbon tetrachloride with R
2
 = 0.999.  LOD and LOQ of adamantane in all 
studied solvents and for the given instrument configuration were calculated: 
dichloromethane, 0.16 mg/mL (121 ppm), 0.62 mg/mL (468 ppm); hexane, 0.25 mg/mL 
(379 ppm), 0.97 mg/mL (1472 ppm); and carbon tetrachloride, 0.4 mg/mL (251 ppm), 0.8 


























































































































































































Figure 3.5: First order linear calibration plot with blind sample concentrations (actual), 
predicted concentrations, and the solubility limit of adamantane in (a.) DCM, (b.) 
hexane, (c.) carbon tetrachloride, and (d.) CH stretch region in carbon tetrachloride. (The 



















    Table 3.3: Calibration points used for constructing first order linear calibration plot. 
DCM Hexane Carbon tetrachloride           
 (CH stretch) 
Crude oil standard 
Conc. 
(mg/mL) 































2.50 0.014 2.50 0.004 2.73 0.014 0.260 2.47 -0.013 
7.62 0.032 7.62 0.018 12.65 0.064 1.866 7.22 0.006 
12.52 0.056 12.60 0.039 50.13 0.219 8.310 12.6 0.027 
25.28 0.107 25.23 0.074 100.13 0.406 15.519 25 0.081 
50.22 0.201 50.08 0.160 150.03 0.592 22.032 49.6 0.182 
75.17 0.293 75.12 0.239 175.18 0.676 24.430 67.9 0.255 
90.42 0.327 90.13 0.293 
 
Table 3.4: Limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantification (LOQ) for adamantane in organic 
solvents and crude oil standard. 




 LOD LOQ LOD LOQ LOD LOQ LOD LOQ LOD LOQ 
Mass (mg/mL) 0.16 0.62 0.25 0.97 0.50 1.49 0.4 0.8 0.12 0.78 
PPM 121 468 379 1472 314 935 251 502 154 1018 
% by mass 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.1 
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To test the applicability of the established calibrations for unknown samples, a set 
of blind samples was prepared and analyzed for each matrix.  Figure 3.5 displays the 
actual concentration of the blind samples vs. the predicted concentrations using the 
established calibration function.  The average absolute mass error for these solutions 
amounted to 1.66 mg/mL (with a lowest error of 0 mg/mL and a highest error of 6.9 
mg/mL), thereby yielding an average relative error of 4% (range: 0–13.3%), and an 
average absolute mass error of 0.18% (range: 0–0.46 %).  The absolute mass error for 
predicting adamantane concentrations was calculated by subtracting the predicted from 
the actual concentration; the relative error was calculated by dividing the absolute mass 
error by the actual concentration multiplied by one hundred.  Finally, the absolute mass 
error was determined by dividing the absolute mass error by the density of the solvent 
and multiplying by one hundred.  Detailed performance data for these experiments is 
summarized in Table 3.5.  In addition, the solubility limit of adamantane in these 
solvents was derived by determining the point of intersect between the first order 
calibration function and the line through the saturation concentrations, as shown in 
Figure 3.5.  The resulting solubility limit for adamantane in dichloromethane is 88.7 
mg/mL (6.7% by weight); in hexane, 89.7 mg/mL (13.6%); and in carbon tetrachloride, 








Table 3.5: Comparison between blind samples (actual concentrations) and predicted 
















8.4 7.3 1.1 13.3 0.08 
15.05 14.5 0.5 3.8 0.04 
31 31.2 0.2 0.7 0.02 
45.35 46.7 1.3 2.8 0.10 
60.1 60.0 0.1 0.2 0.01 
75.25 75.6 0.3 0.5 0.03 
85.1 84.1 1.0 1.2 0.07 
Hexane 
10.2 9.4 0.8 7.7 0.12 
15.1 15.0 0.1 0.5 0.01 
30.4 31.6 1.2 3.8 0.18 
39.5 36.9 2.6 6.5 0.39 
45.35 47.2 1.8 4.1 0.28 
60.1 62.1 2.0 3.3 0.3 
66 64.0 2.0 3.1 0.31 
85.1 87.9 2.8 3.3 0.43 
Carbon tetrachloride 
5.9 7.5 1.6 20.8 0.10 
25.3 25.15 0.2 0.7 0.01 
31.3 30.2 1.1 3.7 0.07 
78.1 75.1 3.0 4.0 0.19 
153.1 157.5 4.4 2.8 0.28 
156.4 160 3.6 2.3 0.23 
162.7 165 2.3 1.4 0.14 
(CH stretch) Carbon tetrachloride 
7.5 7.5 0.0 0.6 0 
25.8 25.3 0.5 2.2 0.03 
82.0 75.1 6.9 9.1 0.43 
156.0 157.5 1.5 0.9 0.09 
160.5 165 4.5 2.7 0.28 
165.7 170.4 4.7 2.8 0.29 
Crude oil standard 
5.75 5.19 0.56 9.8 0.07 
8.05 8.35 0.30 3.7 0.04 
13.85 14.00 0.15 1.1 0.02 
16.5 17.06 0.56 3.4 0.07 
24.0 23.99 0.01 0.0 0.00 
60.03 57.23 2.8 4.7 0.36 
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3.5.3 Evaluation of adamantane in crude oil matrices 
Adamantane concentrations in petroleum products occur over an extremely wide 
range, from parts per billion (ppb) (1 ppb = 1 g/kg) to thousands of parts per million 
(ppm) (1 ppm = 1 mg/kg); however, lower concentrations are more typical 
2, 5
.  Generally 
high concentrations of diamondoids are common where there has been evidence of 
thermal cracking in crude oil 
36, 69
.   Sassen et al. 
36
 recently reported on a series of 
condensate samples from the Kimmeridgian and Albian reservoirs containing a high 
relative abundance of diamondoid compounds at 4742 ppm (adamantane, 4038 ppm) and 
4774 ppm (adamantane, 4266 ppm), respectively.  Experimental characterization of 
diamondoid properties in geologic systems and their geographic distribution can help 
better elucidate the thermal maturity, migration history, source rock type, and age of 
condensates from the wells worldwide 
36
.  Overall, diamondoid properties may be useful 
criteria for characterization of highly mature condensates at a global level in absence of 
typical diagnostic information from common biomarkers 
36
. 
To this end, in the final set of experiments mixtures of crude oil standard and 
adamantane were prepared and analyzed in a manner similar to the aforementioned 
experiments for assessing the real-world applicability of the developed IR sensing 




used for the quantification of 
adamantane in crude oil standards, as indicated in Figure 3.6.  A first order linear 
correlation function was obtained for the quantification of adamantane in crude oil with 
R
2
 = 0.999 (Figure 3.6; refer to Table 3.3 for the parameters of the linear fit).  The 
applicability of the established calibration was again tested with a set of blind samples.  
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Figure 3.6 shows the actual concentration of the blind samples vs. the predicted 
concentrations using the established calibration function.  For the analysis of adamantane 
in crude oil standards, the average absolute mass error was determined at 0.73 mg/mL 
with an average relative error of 3.8% and an absolute mass error of 0.09% (Table 3.3).  
Notably, the difference between the actual concentrations and the predicted 
concentrations appears to increase, as adamantane approaches the solubility limit.  This 
observation is attributed to an increase in optical losses by scattering resulting from the 
deposition of undissolved particulates at the waveguide surface at higher concentrations.  
The solubility limit for adamantane in crude oil was determined at 74.7 mg/mL (9.6% by 
weight); the LOD of adamantane in crude oil standard was calculated at 0.12 mg/mL 
(154 ppm) and the LOQ at 0.78 mg/mL (1018 ppm).  
 

























 Adamantane in Crude oil standard ((67 mg/mL))
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Figure 3.6: (a.) IR-ATR spectral region of adamantane in crude oil standards. (b.) First 
order linear calibration plot with blind sample concentrations (actual), predicted 
concentrations, and the solubility limit of adamantane in crude oil. (The error bars 
displayed are twice the standard deviation.) 
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Finally, the applicability of the developed quantification method for analyzing 
real-world crude oil samples was demonstrated in a series of IR-ATR measurements for 
natural crude oil samples containing adamantane (Figure 3.7).  Figure 3.7a demonstrates 
that the peak located at 1099 cm
-1
 enables us to detect adamantane unambiguously in 
crude oil samples.  Figure 3.7b illustrates that the absorption intensity of the adamantane 
feature at 1099 cm
-1
 increases with the concentration of adamantane in crude oil, thereby 
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Figure 3.7: (a.) IR-ATR spectrum of adamantane in natural crude oil. (b.) Series of IR-ATR  
spectra highlighting the increase of the adamantane absorption feature in crude oil with 





3.6 CONCLUSIONS  
This chapter has focused on the quantification of adamantane in organic solvents 
including DCM, hexane, and carbon tetrachloride using IR-ATR spectroscopy; 
furthermore, this method was applied to the quantification of adamantane in crude oil 
standard.  In addition, the feasibility of applying this analytical technique to real-world 
crude oil samples was demonstrated.  Currently established LOQ and LOD values for 
adamandane in crude oil standards using IR-ATR spectroscopy are somewhat higher than 
those obtained by well-established analytical methods such as gas chromatography 
combined with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 
6-8
.  
However, unlike GC-MS, IR-ATR spectroscopy provides a sensitive and flexible 
instrumental scheme for environmental and industrial molecular monitoring particularly 
useful for application in liquid phase environments 
10
.  Quantitative results may be 
obtained via IR-ATR spectroscopy within several seconds to minutes without any sample 
preparation, thus rendering this technique particularly suitable for in-situ or rapid on-ship 
analysis.  While IR-ATR methods developed to date may have only been appropriate for 
high-maturity crude oil fluids as a complimentary supplement to GC-MS at higher 
concentrations, further advancements in tunable laser technology (e.g., quantum cascade 
lasers) and thin-film IR waveguides promise an improvement of detection limits by more 
than one order of magnitude 
6-8
. 
In summary, IR sensing technologies promise in-situ quantification capabilities 
for adamantane and higher diamondoids in crude oils readily amenable to real-world 
scenarios, provided there is little or no spectral interference from the sample matrix.  
Thus far, these initial efforts provide a promising outlook for low-level detection and 
 66 
monitoring of diamondoid constituents in naturally occurring crudes and petroleum 
samples.  As high concentrations of diamondoid compounds may segregate from 
reservoir fluids, and therefore may adversely affect transport processes, it is essential to 
identify and monitor relevant concentration changes, and to quantitatively determine 
critical concentrations of adamantane in petroleum products.  The present study 
demonstrates that IR evanescent field sensing techniques may facilitate rapid in-situ 
analysis amenable to field deployment even in extreme environments.  
 
3.7 OUTLOOK 
3.7.1 Improving detection and quantification limits 
In order to enhance sensitivity and lower detection capabilities of IR-ATR 
technique toward diamondoids in organic media/crude oil, application of diffusion-based 
extraction membranes may be utilized 
11, 70, 71
.  The waveguide-sensing platform, here a 
ZnSe crystal, could be coated with a polymer-like film, which would enrich/capture 
diamondoids from organic media/crude oil in the evanescent wave region of the crystal.  
The application of polymer-like films has been shown in literature 
72
 and in the present 
thesis (see Chapters 6 & 7) to decrease the detection limits by at least one order of 
magnitude. 
Polymer or polymer-like films are commonly deposited onto the waveguide 
surface for enhancing the detectivity for small compounds 
11, 70, 71
.  However, diamondoid 
compounds are quite bulky and relatively large molecules, thus the selection of the 
enrichment layer can be challenging.  However, Molecular Diamond Technologies (a 
subsidary of Chevron, USA) has reported the extraction of diamondoids by reverse phase 
 67 
HPLC, and thus, it is a reasonable proposition that using similar ―extraction materials‖ 
73
 
for coating IR waveguides may improve the sensitivity of the IR-ATR method.  
However, a drawback of this strategy is that any membrane material has to exhibit 
high thermal, chemical, and physical stability, while providing high analyte affinity with 
rapid, reversible diffusion characteristics for serving as part of an in-situ sensor in 
extreme environments.  Additionally, with the application of a polymer-like layer, the 
response time of the measurement is increase compared to bare waveguides.  Hence, 
thorough investigations on potential enrichment materials are required for optimization of 
the sensing behavior. 
  
3.7.2 Spectroscopic studies on diamondoids in real world samples 
For future experiments it would be very interesting to conduct IR characterization 
and quantification studies for higher order diamondoids and their derivatives.  
Additionally, IR-ATR analysis of real world crude oils containing diamondoids would be 
of importance to prove that this technique may be used as in-situ sensor in extreme 
environments.  
Sassen has recently published a contribution examining isotopic ratios of 
diamondoids in natural samples
36
, and has also provided one of these samples for IR-
ATR analysis in the course of this thesis.  According to Sassen, the sample contains 
approximately 97% adamantane, 3% diamantane, and small percentages (<0.5%) of their 
derivatives (ethyl, methyl). (Note: these characteristics were provided after IR-ATR 
experiments were completed and peaks were assigned.) This natural diamondoids sample 
originate from hot gas field in the East Texas Basin, with each single crystal having 
dimensions of ~2–3 mm across (Figure 3.8).  
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The IR-ATR spectra were recorded using the experimental procedure described in 
Section 3.4.  The goal of this experiment was to demonstrate that the IR-ATR technique 
may be utilized for studying natural samples containing mixtures of diamondoids.  
Figure 3.9 presents IR spectra comparing a commercially purchased adamantane sample 
to the natural sample.  Analyzing Figure 3.9 it is evident that majority of the sample is 
















 (skeletal deformations) 
15, 44
; possibly, also their methyl and ethyl derivatives 
are detected at 2955 cm
-1
 (CH stretch) 
15, 53
, which was confirmed by GC-MS 
measurements conducted by Sassen. 
To the best of our knowledge, these experiments present the first application of 
IR-ATR analysis to real word diamondoid samples.  Here, the IR-ATR technique was 
clearly capable of differentiating between adamantane and diamantane absorption 
profiles (Figure 3.9).  The next step would be to apply IR-ATR for analysis of natural 















Figure 3.8: Optical microscopy images of the natural diamondoid sample (each single 












































































































Figure 3.9: IR spectra of adamantane and natural diamondoids – highlighted gray areas 
 represent regions where spectral differences are seen, (a.) full spectra, (b.) enlarged region 
 (3200-2000 cm
-1
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Toward in-situ Detection of Cold Seep Derived Authigenic 
Carbonates via Infrared Attenuated Total Reflection Spectroscopy 
 
In the present chapter, infrared attenuated total reflection (IR-ATR) 
spectroscopy investigations on gravity core marine sediment samples collected around 
hydrocarbon seeps revealed that carbonates formed from different sources of HCO3
-
 
may be identified by different infrared (IR) spectroscopic absorption profiles of the ν3 
asymmetric carbonate stretching vibration.  These profiles have been utilized to 
establish an analytical model for diagnosing the diversity of processes associated with 
the precipitation of carbonate minerals.  An IR indicator parameter was derived that is 
suitable for the identification of microbially mediated authigenic carbonate 
precipitations around cold seep ecosystems.  The obtained results demonstrate that IR-
ATR spectroscopy may be applied as a rapid and cost-effective identification method 
for locations with active or previously active seepage areas. 
 
4.1 MOTIVATION 
 Cold seeps are essential reservoirs of carbon; at appropriate temperature and 
pressure conditions, carbon from this resource is incorporated into gas hydrates, 
which are recognized among the most relevant carbon sinks.  Microbial processes 
around cold seeps may sequester this carbon as authigenic carbonates.  The carbon 
isotopic composition of these carbonates may vary greatly indicating an almost 
equally wide range of potential geochemical processes involved in carbonate 
precipitation 
1
.  Hence, analyzing carbon isotopic ratios of seep-related minerals 
78 
 
provides access to an important geological archive, as these deposits represent one of 





The magnitude of hydrocarbon greenhouse gasses trapped within hydrate and 
carbonate formations indicates the biogeochemical significance of cold seep 
ecosystems within the global carbon cycle 
4, 5
.  Therefore, detailed studies are 
essential to improve our understanding of the role of cold seeps. 
Current standard procedures for locating cold seeps at the oceanic seafloor 
involve detecting anomalous features on the seafloor using acoustic technologies or 
detecting oil slicks at the water surface via satellites 
6-9
.  Once these seeps are 
remotely located, submersible vehicles are then deployed to locate their seafloor 
source 
10-12
 by visualizing outcropping hydrate, carbonate mounds, bubble streams, 
and chemosynthetic communities.  Samples are then taken for the detailed 
characterization of the geochemical, molecular, and microbial processes occurring at 
the site 
13, 14
.  Hence, it would be ideal to provide a rapid, shipboard, or in-situ 
research tool, which facilitates a qualitative and at least semi-quantitative method to 
identify and characterize active or previously active seepage areas.  Such a method 
would work in concert with in-situ or on-ship/submersible detection and analysis 
during a field survey to fully characterize a seep site.   
To this end, this chapter proposes that IR-ATR spectroscopy
15-18
 utilizing an 
internal total reflection waveguide may potentially serve as an optical sensing 
platform for identifying carbonates, which are characteristic of the past or current 







4.2.1 Cold seeps 
Cold seeps were discovered in 1984 by Charles Paull in the Gulf of Mexico at 
a depth of 3,200 meters (10,499 ft) 
19, 20
; these are perhaps the most intensively 
studied cold seeps in the world (Figure 4.1a).  However, also new sites continue to be 
detected even in this well-explored region 
21-23
.   
Cold seeps, also referred to as methane or hydrocarbon seeps, are associated 
with passive and active continental margins within a variety of geological contexts 
including hypersaline fluid seepage, petroleum or natural gas escape, methane 
hydrates, and areas of tectonism, erosion, and slides 
4, 24
.  Cold seeps represent 
discrete sites where fluids are in chemical disequilibrium with seawater, and typically 
rich in methane and other hydrocarbons that seep from deeper sediment depths to the 
sediment–water interface 
25
.   
These seeps provide an abundant source of energy for the establishment of 
complex chemosynthetic communities (i.e., clams, mussels, and tube worms), and for 
sediment microbial populations 
20, 26-28
 (Figure 4.1b).  At cold seeps, enhanced 
microbial activity and fluid flow facilitate the development of unique seafloor features 
such as gas hydrates, mud volcanoes, and authigenic carbonate mounds 
25, 29
.  The 
combination of methane saturated seeping fluids with low temperatures and high 
pressures promotes gas hydrate formation 
30
 (Figure 4.1c).  Carbonate mounds are 
produced from dissolved inorganic carbon, the byproduct of organic matter oxidation 
4, 11, 31
 (Figure 4.1d).  If the fluid flow is rapid enough, mud volcanoes may emanate 
from the seafloor and express themselves into the water column 
32
.  Due to hydrates, 
carbonates, and mud volcanoes unique geophysical signatures are established, which 
80 
 






Carbonates are naturally occurring minerals containing the carbonate ion 
(CO3
2-
).  The most common anhydrous carbonate minerals can be found in the Dana 
Classification -14 of carbonate minerals 
35-37
.  Carbonate mineral precipitation occurs, 




, etc.) in 






Figure 4.1: (a.) Hydrocarbon gas bubbles emerging from the seafloor, (b.) 
chemosynthetic organisms around cold seep ecosystems (mollusk shell 
accumulations), (c.) a massive, sediment draped gas hydrate outcrop, (d.) large 




                      OHMg)CO(Ca,)Mg,(CaOHHCO 23
22
3 
          Equation 4.1 
 
At cold seeps, bicarbonate is frequently produced as a byproduct of microbially 




                                      OHHSHCOSO CH 23
-
44 
                     Equation 4.2 
 
In this work, three anhydrous carbonate minerals were predominately studied: 
calcite, dolomite, and Mg-calcite.  
 
4.2.2.1 Calcite 
Calcite gets its name from "chalix", which is the Greek word for lime.  Calcite 
is the most stable polymorph of calcium carbonate (CaCO3).  Calcite crystals are 
trigonal-rhombohedral 
41
.  Calcite is a very common and widespread mineral with 
highly variable forms and colors comprising approx. 4% (by weight) of the Earth's 
crust, and is formed in many different geological environments 
42
.   
Calcite is a common constituent of sedimentary rocks, and limestone in 
particular.  Additionally, calcite is frequently the primary constituent of the shells of 
marine organisms such as e.g., plankton including coccoliths and planktic 
foraminifera, red algae, sponges, brachiopoda, echinoderms, etc. 
11, 43
.  Today, calcite 
is used in cements and mortars, and for the production of lime; limestone is used in 








Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 was named in 1971 after the French mineralogist 
Deodat de Dolomieu.  The mineral dolomite crystallizes in the trigonal-rhombohedral 
system 
45
.  Ideal dolomite has a crystal lattice consisting of alternating layers of Ca 
and Mg separated by layers of CO.  
Dolomite is a sedimentary rock-forming mineral that can be found in massive 
beds of several hundred feet thickness.  Dolomite can form in lakes, on or beneath the 
shallow seafloor, in zones of brine reflux, and in early to late burial settings 
45
.  About 
80% of the oil and gas reservoirs in North American carbonate rocks are in dolomites, 
and up to 50% of the world‘s carbonate reservoirs are dolomites 
45
. 
Dolomite is an unusual carbonate mineral.  It is common in ancient platform 
carbonates, yet it is rare in recent sediments and, without bacterial mediation, is nearly 
impossible to precipitate in the laboratory at earth surface temperatures.  Disputes 
have arisen as to how these dolomite beds were formed with many theories existing in 
the literature 
11, 45-49
.  Dolomite can form as a primary precipitate, a diagenetic 
replacement (dolomitization), or as a hydrothermal/metamorphic phase—all that it 
requires is permeability, a mechanism that facilitates fluid flow, and a sufficient 
supply of magnesium 
45
. Dolomitization is the diagenetic conversion of calcium 
carbonate into dolomite within Mg-rich environments 
43, 47
.  Dolomite is often used as 
an ornamental stone, as a concrete aggregate, and as a source of magnesium oxide.  It 




4.2.2.3 Magnesian calcite (Mg-calcite) 
Mg-calcite (Ca,Mg)CO3 is a common marine carbonate often encountered in 
cold seep ecosystems, but it is not classified in the Dana scheme 
1, 11, 43
.  Mg-calcite is 
83 
 
a magnesium rich variety of calcite, and important not to be confused with 
magnesium calcite (Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2). 
Magnesian calcites are an important mineral component of modern and 
ancient carbonate sediments 
50
.  These phases are found primarily in the skeletons of 
marine invertebrates and as cements 
51
.  In order for Mg-calcite to form, Mg
2+
 is 
incorporated into calcite crystals following surface adsorption, which results in 
significant perturbation of crystal growth.  The most thermodynamically stable forms 
of magnesian calcite were predicted to contain between 2 and 7 mole% MgCO3 
52
.  
Within cold seep ecosystems, the formation of Mg-calcite is intimately connected 




4.2.3 Infrared spectroscopy and carbonates 
The feasibility of IR spectroscopic techniques for classifying and 
differentiating anhydrous carbonate minerals was recognized over 60 years ago 
56-60
.  
One of the earliest detailed reports on the IR spectra of carbonate minerals was by 
Hunt et al. in 1950.  They were first to acknowledge the ability to discriminate among 





.  In the following two years, Miller and Wilkins constructed an extensive 
collection of infrared spectra of pure inorganic salts (159 compounds) 
60
.  
Additionally, the characteristic fundamental absorption frequencies of carbonate ions 
were established 
58, 61, 62
.   
Alder and Kerr have shown that there are four fundamental absorption bands 
in the spectra of carbonates, the frequencies of which correspond to particular 
deformational modes of the CO3
2- 
ion, which collectively provide discriminatory 





Four fundamental absorption modes are IR active for carbonate minerals: 
 1 symmetric C-O stretch, typically observed between 1085 and 
1050 cm
-1
, is unique to each aragonite group species 
61, 62, 64
; 
 2 out-of-plane absorption feature occurs in the range of 860 – 820 cm
-1
 
and is relatively weak 
62
; 
 3 asymmetric carbonate stretch region (1550 – 1350 cm
2
) is the 
strongest carbonate absorption feature 
62
; 





Furthermore, a variety of IR spectroscopic methodologies, sample preparation 
procedures, and data evaluation strategies have been developed, which assist in IR 
spectroscopy to gain recognition as a powerful analytical tool for carbonate research 
56-58, 61-64
. 
Since these pioneering studies utilizing transmission-absorption IR 
spectroscopy for identifying the most common anhydrous carbonate minerals, a 
variety of IR-ATR applications for evaluating carbonate minerals have been reported 
in literature 
62, 65-71
.  Despite extensively reported applications for IR spectroscopy in 
carbonate mineralogy, few studies have demonstrated the ability of IR methods to 
analyze carbonate minerals in marine sediments 
66, 69, 70
.  
Chester and Elderfield described an infrared (transmission-absorption 
spectroscopy) method for determining the total carbonate amount in various marine 
sediments utilizing the 3 carbonate absorption band 
66
.  In a separate paper they have 
extensively discussed the utility of carbonate spectral features for identifying common 
anhydrous carbonate minerals 
62
.  Additionally, two quantitative applications on the 
use of infrared spectroscopy were established: determination of calcite-dolomite ratios 





In 1992, Herbet et al., presented a study utilizing transmission-absorption 
spectra and similar evaluation methods in contrast to those of Chester and Elderfield 
to quantify the major components of deep-sea sediments, such as, clays, quartz, and 
carbonates 
69
.  A method for quantifying total carbonate mass percentages in marine 
solid samples (sediments, corals) utilized the 3 peak area by FT-IR coupled to the 





In the present chapter, IR-ATR spectroscopy is successfully used for 
characterizing the diversity, distribution, and origin of carbonate minerals in marine 
sediment samples surrounding the cold seeps at Mississippi Canyon 118 (MC118) in 
the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 4.2).  Specifically, the IR spectroscopic analysis of 
sediment has focused on the qualitative and semi-quantitative evaluation of IR 
signatures utilizing two vibrational modes of the carbonate ion (CO3
-
): the ν4 planar 
bending vibration and the ν3 asymmetric carbonate stretch region (shaded regions in 
Figure 4.3).  It is proven that these vibrational modes are highly informative for the 




Furthermore, an analytical model has been developed for rapidly diagnosing the 
diversity of the processes associated with the precipitation of carbonate minerals.  In 
particular, an IR indicator parameter has been established that is capable of immediate 




























Figure 4.2: (a.) Seafloor map of the Gulf of Mexico and close-up of Mississippi 
Canyon 118 (MC 118). (b.) MC118 map: red, yellow and black core numbers exhibit 
microbial activity as low (LMA), moderate (MMA), and high (HMA), respectively. 
Active vents are shown by blue circle. (Courtesy of Dr. Leonardo Macelloni, 




4.4 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
4.4.1 Gravity core collection 
 In May and October of 2005, gravity cores (Figure 4) were collected at 
MC118 site off the Research Vessel (R/V) Pelican (operated by Louisiana 
Universities Marine Consortium)
 25
.  Core positions were targeted using previously 
collected chirp sonar sub-bottom profile data 
72
.  The gravity core collection details 
have been published by Lapham et al.
25
    
During the May cruise, core numbers 1–10 were collected and locations 
determined by the on-board GPS (global positioning system).  For the October cruise, 
cores 21–39 were collected and locations determined by the presence of an ultra short 
baseline transponder (USBL; LinkQuest Inc., California) connected to the core barrel 
 














































































































Figure 4.3: Representative IR-ATR spectrum of dried Core 1 (0-3 cmbsf) sediments 






.  Core depths ranged between 22 and 460 cm below the seafloor (cmbsf).  A 
summary of the gravity core locations examined in this chapter can be found in Table 
A-1.1.  Gravity cores were collected using the apparatus shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
4.4.2 IR-ATR measurement procedures 
 IR-ATR spectra of carbonate minerals were recorded in the spectral range 
4000–400 cm
-1
 using a Bruker Equinox 55 FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc., 
Billerica, MA) equipped with a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled mercury-cadmium-
telluride (MCT) detector (Infrared Associates, Stuart, FL), and a Specac Gateway in-
compartment horizontal ATR unit (Specac Inc., Woodstock, GA).  Each sample was 
directly deposited onto a trapezoidal ZnSe (nD = 2.43 at  = 5 µm) ATR waveguide 







(collects sediment inside) 
Core catcher
 





Sediment samples obtained from our collaborators at Florida State University 
(FSU) were prepared by drying at 60
O
C for 12 hours.  Each sediment sample was 
hand ground into a fine powder with a ceramic mortar and pestle.  Acetone (Certified 
ACS grade, Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) was then added (approx. 2 mL per 300 
mg of sample) to form a suspension for reproducible application onto the waveguide 
surface.   
Prior to the sample deposition, the sample chamber was purged with dry air 
for 5 min to minimize atmospheric CO2 and water vapor interference followed by the 
collection of a reference spectrum using the neat ZnSe crystal.  After collection of the 
reference spectrum, approx. 1 mL of the sample suspension was pipetted onto the 
waveguide surface.  All IR-ATR spectra were recorded at 90 s intervals throughout 
the drying process until a stable spectral signature was obtained.  IR-ATR reference 





4.4.3 GC-IRMS measurement procedure 
The stable carbon isotopic compositions of bulk carbonates (δ 
13
C -CO3) 
within selected sediment samples were determined using gas chromatography coupled 
with isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (GC-IRMS).  Approximately ~300 mg of 
sediment was placed into a 20 mL glass serum vial and sealed with a butyl rubber 
stopper and aluminium cap.   The vial was then flushed with nitrogen for 4 min and 2 
mL of 70% phosphoric acid (Certified ACS grade, Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) 
was added to fully convert the carbonates to CO2 gas for several hours.  Five 
microliters of the evolved CO2/N2 gas mixture were then directly injected into a 
continuous flow Hewlett-Packard 5890 GC equipped with a 6m Poroplot Q column at 
90 
 
35°C and a Finnigan Mat Delta S isotope ratio mass spectrometer at Florida State 
University.  Isotope ratios were reported using the standard ‗‗del‘‘ notation, δ
13
C (‰) 





C) and PDB (Pee Dee Belemnite) is the same ratio of a standard.  Randomly 
selected samples were measured in duplicates; the absolute analytical error was 
<0.8‰ with an average error <0.3‰ based on 16 samples.  For the purposes of this 
paper, the sediment samples which have negative δ 
13
C values will be referred as 
13
C-
depleated (cold seep derived authigenic carbonates), and samples which have positive 
δ 
13
C values will be referred as 
13
C-enriched (biogenic carbonates). 
 
4.4.4 Quantification procedure for dolomite/calcite using IR-ATR spectroscopy 
In this chapter, a method developed by Dobbs 
73
 for the semi-quantitative 
evaluation of the relative mass percentages of calcite and dolomite within the 
carbonate composition of marine sediment samples has been applied for evaluating 
the ν4 peak area obtained from IR-ATR spectra.  
Five standards of calcite-dolomite were analyzed (Figure 4.5a).  A peak 
integration method using the OPUS software package (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, 
MA) was developed to evaluate the ν4 spectral absorptions of calcite (716.3 – 705.2 
cm
-1




.  This integration method was utilized for 
evaluating all calcite-dolomite compositions in the present chapter.  Peak areas (PA) 
from each spectral region were averaged and used for construction of the first order 
linear correlation function, y=0.565+97.639*x (Figure 4.5b)  In this chapter, this 
correlation function was used to extract the relative mass percentages of calcite and 
dolomite with respect to the total carbonate content.  The x-axis of the calibration plot 
was obtained from the ratio of the dolomite absorption intensity divided by the sum of 
intensities for calcite and dolomite (D/(C+D)), where C = calcite and D = dolomite.  
91 
 
Dual y-axes represent the inverse relationship in composition, enabling simultaneous 
calculation of the respective mass percentage contributions for calcite and dolomite.  
 
4.4.5 Spectral deconvolution 
To calculate values for indicators A, B, and F, a spectral deconvolution of the 
carbonate peak in the ν3 and the ν4 region was performed.  A commercial peak fitting 
module (PFM) (Microcal Origin 7.5 software package; OriginLab Corporation, 
Northampton, USA) was used for deconvolution of single and multiple peak data for 
IR-ATR peaks resulting from ν4 planar bending vibrations (750–695 cm
-1
), and ν3 
asymmetric carbonate stretching vibrations (1550–1350 cm
-1
).  The deconvolution 
procedure involved data import from the OPUS program, specification of a spectral 
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Figure 4.5: (a.): IR-ATR spectra highlighting the ν4 carbonate region for calibration 
standards used to establish the first order correlation fit for quantification of calcite and 
dolomite. (b.) First order calibration function for determining the mass % of calcite and 
dolomite contributions to the total carbonate content using Prop.  PA ratios for ν4.  




sub-range (for the ν3 region: 1600-1300 cm
-1
; for the ν4 region: 720-710 cm
-1
 for 
samples with calcite, and 740-710 cm
-1
 for samples with dolomite and calcite), and 
selecting a Lorenzian distribution peak approximation, including the number of peaks, 
manual location of the peak positions, and initial half-width estimates.  All settings 
were kept constant for every ν3 region and every ν4` region deconvolution.  Only the 
sub-range for the ν3 region peak analysis was varied ±5 cm
-1 
for optimization 
purposes.  The parameters obtained by fitting were the location, width, areas of the 
peaks, and goodness of the fit, which were used for further calculations. 
 
4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.5.1 Object of investigation: MC118  
Numerous hydrocarbon seeps have been found in the Gulf of Mexico, where 
hydrocarbons usually originate from deeply seeded petroleum reservoirs 
2, 11, 13, 34
.  A 
typical seep site is MC118 (Figure 4.2) 
25
.  MC118 (location: 28.852295 N; -
88.491950 W) is a well-characterized location, and a potential candidate for 
establishing a long-term seafloor observatory consisting of a variety of sensors and 
sensor networks for monitoring and better understanding the dynamics of cold seep 
ecosystems 
5, 74-76
.   
The site is an exemplary natural laboratory that exhibits the diverse and 
complex biogeochemical characteristics of cold seep ecosystems 
25, 34
.  Two active 
hydrocarbon vents are located at MC118: NW and SW (blue circles in Figure 4.2b).  
These vent areas are of substantial interest, as massive gas hydrate and carbonate 
formations have been observed surrounding the fluid seeps 
25
.  Carbonate minerals are 
ubiquitous throughout the MC118 site, and are characterized by high diversity and 





.  In the remainder of the present chapter, two types of 
carbonate precipitations are of particular interest: authigenic and biogenic formations.  
Seepage comprising methane, hydrocarbons (i.e., petroleum), and other 
organic matter may be oxidized by sediment microbial communities, thereby 
establishing chemical gradients essential to authigenic (―formed-in-place‖) carbonate 
formation 
2, 11, 12





etc.) in combination with a byproduct of microbial activity, i.e., bicarbonate (HCO3
-
), 
allows for the precipitation of authigenic carbonates 
1, 4
.  These authigenic carbonates 
comprise a diverse carbon isotopic composition, identified as the δ
 13
C depending on 




organic matter = -20‰, δ
 13
C of non-methane hydrocarbon 
= -27‰, and δ
 13
C of methane = -56.5‰) (Figure 4.6) 
4,11
.  
Biogenic carbonates at MC118 are transported into the geological system from 
an external source.  These carbonates are primarily calcite products of planktonic 
foraminifera and coccolithophore algae 
34, 43, 77, 78
.  Biogenic carbonates are produced 
in the vesicles of the algae (Golgi body), and then extruded to cover the cell surface 
79
.  The primary carbon source of biogenic carbonates is bicarbonate from carbon 
dioxide dissolved in sea water, and is characterized by a δ 
13





.  Due to mixing of seep related authigenic carbonates and 
biogenic carbonates, the bulk sediment samples around MC118 site reveal highly 
diverse δ 
13























In May and October of 2005, gravity cores were collected at MC118 off the 
Research Vessel (R/V) Pelican
25
 and IR-ATR analysis of 16 selected gravity cores 
was conducted as a function of depth (i.e., a total of 110 sediment samples) with core 
depths ranging between 22 and 460 cm below the surface (cmbsf) (Figure 4.2b).  For 
verification of the obtained IR data, the bulk carbon isotopic compositions of selected 
sediment samples were determined using gas chromatography coupled with mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS), and δ 
13
C values were calculated for comparison with IR-
ATR findings, as shown in Table 4.1.  To comprehensively present the collected IR-
ATR spectroscopic data with respect to the natural settings of the MC118 site, the 
examined sediment samples collected from the gravity cores were arranged into three 
groups, and assigned relative labels of low (LMA), moderate (MMA), and high 
 
 




(HMA) microbial activity (Figure 4.2b, Table 4.1).  The utility of this group 





Table 4.1: List of sediments samples collected from the MC118 site. Summary of 
carbon isotope data of marine sediment, calcite and dolomite compositions with 
respect to the total carbonate content (calcite = 100 – dolomite), and visual spectral 
profiles in sediment samples of selected sediment depth. (*samples where Mg-calcite 



































(%) δ13C (‰) 
1 
0-18 I 1-2 +0.68 
90-213 II 24-46 +0.99 
4 
5-31 I 1-6 +0.89 
53-114 II 21-49 +0.65 
153-156 I 0 +1.33 
5 
0-43 I 3-6 +1.17 
70-113 II 20-33 +0.32 
150-193 I 5-12 +0.99 
35 
0-53 I 4-10 +0.15 






0-3 I 1 +0.31 
15-18 IV 12 -9.31 
30-123 III 35-49 -9.21 
7 
0-23 I 1-3 +0.99 
60-203 III 44-61 -9.36 
2 0-175 III 14-49 -3.55 
29 
0-3 I 2 +0.96 
20-23 IV 0 -4.67 
40-103 III 37-40 -6.00 
21 
0-53 I 1-5 +1.32 
88-115 III * -18.8 
22 
0-24 I 0-2 +0.73 
50-63 III * -18.45 
24 0-15 III * -7.96 
















0-3 I 2 +0.82 
15-47 III 37-69 -7.31 












4.5.2 IR-ATR analysis of MC118 gravity core sediments  
The qualitative and semi-quantitative evaluation of IR spectra obtained from 
sediment samples recovered from MC118 was based on two characteristic vibrational 
modes of the carbonate ion: the ν4 planar bending vibration (750–695 cm
-1
), and the ν3 
asymmetric carbonate stretching region (1550–1350 cm
-1
), as shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
4.5.2.1 ν3 asymmetric carbonate stretch  
The ν3 carbonate vibrational mode is the strongest carbonate absorption 
feature active in all hexagonal and rhombohedral carbonates, and is comprised of 
multiple vibrational contributions 
62
.  This absorption region is not typically used for 
species classification due to its broad spectral characteristics, and because similar 
frequencies of peak maxima are prevalent for several carbonate minerals 
66
.  To date, 
this peak has primarily been utilized for quantifying the total carbonate mass in 
sediments and rocks 
62, 70
; however, the present study determined that a significant 
diversity was observed within the ν3 carbonate profiles of the IR spectra collected for 
MC118 sediments (Figure 4.7a-d).  From visual evaluation of all IR sediment spectra 
collected here, four distinct ν3 carbonate spectral profiles were identified and 
denominated as: I, II, III, and IV (Figure 4.7a-d).  These unique changes in the ν3 
carbonate IR signature of sediment samples were further utilized for deriving an 
analytical model, which may be utilized for the immediate detection of hydrocarbon 
seep related authigenic carbonates. 
However, signatures in the ν3 region may not directly discriminate between 
different carbonate species.  Consequently, combining this information with 
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signatures obtained in the ν4 region for all sediment samples verified that the different 
spectral profiles of ν3 are not just a result of different carbonate mineral species.  
 
4.5.2.2 ν4 planar bending vibration  
The ν4 carbonate vibrational mode is the most utilized absorption feature for 




 In the present study, the ν4 signature is utilized to 
differentiate between calcite, dolomite, and Mg-calcite within the sediments samples.  
Figure 4.7e-h shows four typical ν4 spectral profiles representative for these 
sediments.  Strong carbonate absorption bands are observed in the IR-ATR spectra 
collected from the sediment samples of MC118 (Table A-1.2).  Among all MC118 
sediments evaluated in this study, calcite (713 cm
-1





were the most frequently observed carbonate minerals, with calcite being the only 
species detected in all collected samples.  Some sediment samples were characterized 




 which appears 
as a shouldering feature covering the spectral region between calcite and dolomite, 
and which varies from relatively low (Figure 4.7g) to relatively high (Figure 4.7h) 
concentrations.  
To develop a better understanding of the spatial distribution of major 
carbonate species in sediments collected from MC118, a semi-quantitative evaluation 
of the relative mass percentages of calcite and dolomite within the carbonate 
composition was performed (Section 4.4.4).  This evaluation is based on the method 
pioneered by Chester and Elderfield, which was later expanded by other researchers 
62, 68, 73, 81
.  The relative mass percentage (%) values for calcite and dolomite to the 
overall carbonate composition were calculated using a first order linear calibration 
equation (Figure 4.5b), and ranged within 36-100% and 0–64%, respectively (Table 
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4.1, Table A-1.2).  As the location of the Mg-calcite absorption peak between calcite 
and dolomite may affect this estimation, relative percentages for dolomite and calcite 





























































































































































































 Core 1 (16-18 cmbsf)
  

























































































































 Core 9 (40-43 cmbsf)
 
Figure 4.7: Observed ν 3 carbonate absorption features from IR-ATR spectra of (a.) core 1 (0-3 cmbsf), (b.) core 1 (210-213 
cmbsf), (c.) core 31 (60-63 cmbsf), and (d.) core 9 (120-123 cmbsf). (Dotted green line represents deconvoluted peaks, dashed 
red line represents the fit of deconvoluted peaks to ν 3 carbonate absorption feature, deconvolution procedure can be found in 
section). Selected views of ν4 carbonate absorption features for IR-ATR spectra obtained from (e.) core 1 (16-18 cmbsf), (f.) core 




4.5.3 IR signatures of marine sediment samples 
To study the relationship between different ν3 spectral profiles and the natural 
settings at MC118, the collected IR-ATR spectroscopic data was grouped according 
to the microbial activity level (Figure 4.2b, Table 4.1).
 
 Four LMA cores were 
analyzed with IR-ATR, revealing that the ν3 carbonate C-O stretch of the top sediment 
layers displayed spectral profile I—a feature of biogenic calcite 
82
, with a narrow peak 
at 1413 cm
-1
 and minor shoulders at approx. 1480 and 1520 cm
-1
 (Figure 4.7a).  From 
examining the ν4 planar bending vibration for these sediment samples, small amounts 
of dolomite (<5%) were detected (Table 4.1).   
As deeper sediment samples of these LMA cores were analyzed, it was 
apparent that the ν3 carbonate C-O stretch no longer resembled spectral profile I; 
instead, broadened spectral characteristics were evident, as characterized by spectral 
profile II (Figure 4.7b).  As sediment samples from theses cores were also 
characterized by positive δ 
13
C values, no contribution from microbially mediated 
carbonates may safely be assumed 
4, 11
.  Additionally, examining the ν4 planar bending 
vibration revealed that the concentration of dolomite significantly increased with 
depth to >20%.  Yet again, in the deepest regions of these cores, the analyzed 
sediment samples showed IR signatures resembling spectral profile I, while, 
coincidentally, the dolomite concentration again decreased to a few percent (Table 
4.1).  These observations confirm the conclusion that the ν3 IR feature broadens with 
an increase in dolomite concentration, as characterized by spectral profile II, and that 
spectral profile I exemplifies samples consisting mostly of biogenic calcite.  
The IR-ATR analysis of MMA core sediment samples in the ν4 spectral region 
suggests that dolomite is present in the majority of these core samples (Table 4.1).  In 





depleted authigenic carbonates, and the obtained IR spectra in the ν3 region resemble 
spectral profile III (Figure 4.7c).  Accordingly, it is concluded that spectral profile III 
represents samples with both dolomite concentrations >20%, and the appearance of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonate precipitates.   
Cores of HMA exhibit ν3 spectroscopic features resembling all four spectral 
profiles (Table 2).  The first few cmbsf of sediment in these cores (except core 26—
biogenic calcite, spectral profile I) reveal small (<5%) dolomite concentrations, show 
negative δ 
13
C values, and exhibit broad ν3 spectroscopic features, resembling spectral 
profile IV (Figure 4.7d).  Deeper HMA sediment samples with increasing dolomite 
concentration (>20%) and still negative δ 
13
C values of carbonates exhibit a 
resemblance to spectral profile III.  In some of the deepest sediments without 
detectable 
13
C-depleted carbonates, but relatively high dolomite contributions, 
spectral profile II is observed (Table 4.1).  A complete collection of IR spectra and 
mineral characterizations is given in Figure A-1.1. 
Summarizing the results obtained for LMA, MMA, and HMA sediment 
samples, it is evident that each spectral profile is representative of different natural 
settings: 
 Spectral profile I is distinctive of sediment samples consisting of biogenic 
calcite characterized by positive δ 
13
C values; 
 Spectral profile II is observed for sediments with high dolomite 
concentrations (>20%), and biogenic calcite characterized by positive δ 
13
C values; 
 Spectral profile III describes sediments with authigenic carbonates (calcite 
and dolomite) with negative δ 
13
C values;  
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 Spectral profile IV represents samples with authigenic calcite, and is 
characterized by negative δ 
13
C values. 
The evaluated IR data of the collected sediment samples clearly indicate that 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates reveal specific broadening of the ν3 carbonate C-O 
stretch (spectral profile III and IV), and are characteristic of MMA and HMA cores, 
which are located in close proximity to cold seeps.  Therefore, it is evident that using 
IR-ATR spectroscopy enables direct detection of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates, 
and thus facilitates locating cold seep sites.  However, the appearance of dolomite 
mineral in sediments causes spectral broadening (spectral profile II), which is similar 
to that of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates.  Thus, visually differentiating profiles 
III and IV from profile II is difficult; consequently, a more sophisticated and robust 
evaluation procedure based on changes in IR carbonate signatures has been 
developed. 
 
4.5.4 Establishing an IR based indicator for 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates    
To establish a reliable IR-based analytical model for detecting 
13
C-depleted 
authigenic carbonates, a numerical indicator sensitive only to 
13
C-depleted authigenic 
carbonates, and not to the additional presence of dolomite, is required. 
 
4.5.4.1 Categories 
Initially, six categories of marine sediments were identified (with three 
sediment core samples per category), as summarized in Table 4.2.  An analyzed 
sediment sample was then assigned to a category based on the carbonate make-up and 
δ
 13
C value.  Within these six categories, only gravity cores containing dolomite and 
calcite carbonates were used. 
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Category 1 consists of the sediment samples characterized by positive δ 
13
C 
values, comprising biogenic calcite and minimal dolomite contribution (<5%).  
Analyzing this category provides IR absorption features of sediment samples with a 
majority of biogenic calcite.  Categories 2 and 3 comprise sediment samples with 
positive δ 
13
C values, consisting of biogenic calcite and dolomite concentrations 
ranging from >5 to 62%.  These two categories demonstrate IR spectral changes due 
to an increase in concentration of dolomite in marine sediments.  Category 4 
represents sediment samples with negative δ 
13
C calcite and minimal dolomite 
contribution (<5%).  Analyzing this category provides IR absorption features of 
sediment samples with a majority of authigenic calcite.  In categories 5 and 6, all 
samples showing 
13
C-depleted calcite and dolomite concentrations ranging from >5 to 
61% are summarized.  In these two categories, changes in the ν3 region are associated 
with two factors: 
13

















Table 4.2: Six categories established depending on their carbonate make up δ
 13









C depleted sediment samples, ± represents standard deviation, AU-arbitrary units).  
 
  Indicators 
Category Description 







) (AU) F 
1 D<5%, δ
13
C(+) 2.72 ± 0.64 20.08 ± 2.30 1422 1481 1523 57.80 ± 4.58   
2 5%<D<49%, δ
13
C(+) 4.01± 1.8 21.46 ± 6.89 1427 1483 1521 45.87 ± 5.38 55.6 ± 8.7 
3 D>49%, δ
13
C(+) 8.51 ± 2.09 N/A 1433 1486 N/A 63.20 ± 4.47   
4 D<5%, δ
13
C(-) 1.87 ± 0.25 10.50 ± 1.35 1423 1479 1517 108.44 ± 10.23   
5 5%<D<49%, δ
13
C(-) 3.73 ± 1.35 N/A 1430 1487 N/A 101.57 ± 6.77 103.9 ± 9.3 
6 D >48%, δ
13





 Six different indicators (A-F) were developed to unambiguously identify the 
changes in the 3 region, as the contribution of authigenic carbonates to the overall 
carbonate make-up increases (Table 4.2).  The first indicator (A) is calculated by 
dividing the area under peak 1 by the sum of peak areas 2 and 3 (Figure 4.7 a-d) for 
all samples within the six categories.  The second indicator (B) represents the ratio of 
the areas under peaks 1 and 3.  Indicators C-E are the frequency positions of peaks 1, 
2, and 3, respectively.  Indicator F is calculated as the ratio of the sum of areas under 
three peaks (1, 2, and 3) of the 3 C-O stretch, and the sum of areas in the 4 region 
(calcite and/or dolomite).  All reported values for the six indicators are averages with 
the standard deviations given in Table 4.2. 
The value of indicator A increases as the dolomite concentration in the 
sediment samples increases; however, as the contribution of 
13
C-depleted carbonates 
increases, no significant change is detected (Table 4.2).  Therefore, indicator A is not 
useful for detecting 
13
C-depleted carbonates as it is sensitive only to changes 
associated with the addition of dolomite; alternatively, this knowledge may also be 
derived from spectroscopic features in the ν4 region. 
Examining the values of indicator B, it is evident that, as the concentration of 
dolomite increases, the deconvolution of the third peak becomes impossible; thus, 
these values are not presented for categories 3, 5, and 6 (Table 4.2).  Even though the 
value of B decreases by approx. 50% with the addition of 
13
C-depleted carbonates 
(Category 4), no firm conclusion is obtained due to the disappearance of the third 
peak. 
Indicator C indicates that the position of the first peak is subject to a blue shift 
by approx. 10 cm
-1
 as the dolomite concentration in the samples increases.  However, 
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no changes were observed with addition of 
13
C-depleted carbonates.  Hence, this 
indicator is of minor utility, as it only reveals changes associated with the addition of 
dolomite.  Analyzing indicators D and E, no significant changes, except the 
disappearance of the third peak as dolomite concentration increases, are detected 
(Table 4.2).  The data presented in Table 4.2 clearly indicate that five (A-E) 
indicators are apparently not conclusive, as they are extremely sensitive to the 
appearance of dolomite, making following the spectroscopic changes due only to the 
appearance of 
13
C-depleted carbonates difficult. 
However, indicator F was found to clearly point towards the presence of 
13
C-
depleted carbonates in sediment samples (Table 4.2).  The F value of 55.6 ± 8.7 
(average ± standard deviation) for categories 1, 2, and 3 (
13
C-rich sediments) rises to 
103.9 ± 9.3, while it almost doubles in magnitude for categories 4, 5, and 6 (
13
C-
depleted sediments), enabling a clear differentiation between the two cases.  In 
addition, it is important to note that the values of indicator F for categories 1, 2 and 3 
(with the only known difference being the dolomite concentration) show minimal 
variation, which supports the conclusion that the dolomite content does not strongly 
affect the value of this indicator.  The same behavior is evident in comparing indicator 
F values for categories 4, 5 and 6.  
In conclusion, after comprehensive analysis of IR carbonate spectral changes 
in the ν3 spectral region, indicator F was determined to be highly suitable for detecting 
the presence of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates without interference from 
dolomite minerals within marine sediment samples.   
 
4.5.5 Utilizing indicator F for gravity core sediment sample analysis 
To test the applicability of indicator F, 13 additional gravity cores at different 
depth levels were analyzed and evaluated (Figure 4.8).  Figure 4.8a shows sediment 
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samples characterized by positive δ
 13
C values having an average indicator F value of 
53.5 ± 11.4, and sediment samples with negative δ
 13
C values having average F values 
of 104.3 ± 15.8.  The clustering profile of indicator F values in Figure 4.8a clearly 
corroborates the potential of classifying sediment samples by the contribution of 
13
C-
depleted authigenic carbonate. 
Furthermore, using indicator F facilitates the detection of changes in the 
contribution of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonate as a function of core depth (Figure 
4.8b).  For example, cores 9 (223-331 cmbsf), 29 (0-3), 26 (0-3), 7 (10-13), and 8 (0-
3) show no detectable contribution of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonate based on IR-
ATR results (F values at approx. 61.2 ± 4.6); however, at other core depths (9 (5-6, 
120-123 cmbsf), 29 (20-100), 26 (15-40), 7 (200-203), and 8 (15-123)) the F values 
rises to 99.9 ± 10.7, thus indicating the presence of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonate 
in these sediment layers, which is confirmed by the δ
 13
C values given in Table 4.2.  
Consequently, this information may be used for locating areas of past seepage 
activity.  Furthermore, analyzing the areas of presently active seepage as a function of 
core depth may provide information as to when this seepage was formed. 
Within selected samples, the limitation of information based exclusively on 
IR-ATR spectroscopy is evident.  For example, when analyzing sediment samples 
from core 30 (Figure 4.8b), with F values of 62, 69, and 77, corresponding to δ
 13
C 
values of -0.8, -1.4, and -2.5, respectively, the F values of 62 and 69 are close to 
(upper bound) F values characteristic of positive δ
 13
C sediment samples.  In such 
borderline cases, the detection of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates using only IR-
ATR data may remain challenging.  However, it is important to note that the general 
trends derived from the developed analytical model still hold true even in samples 
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such as core 30, as the contribution of 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonate increases, 
resulting in increasing F values.  














Figure 4.8: (a.) Indicator F values for sediment samples (b.) Indicator F 





In this study, IR-ATR spectroscopy was utilized for the first time for 
evaluating and characterizing the distribution, variations, and origin of carbonate 
minerals within sediment formations surrounding a hydrocarbon seep site—MC 118 
in the Gulf of Mexico.  A semi-quantitative analysis of calcite-dolomite compositions 
relative to the overall carbonate content in sediment samples was established, which 
presents a first approximation of the characteristic variability of dolomite 
compositions within marine sediment at MC118 site.  
Furthermore, IR-ATR spectroscopic studies of gravity core sediment samples 
revealed distinct absorption profiles of the ν3 asymmetric carbonate stretch spectral 
region, which enabled the derivation of an analytical model based on IR data for 
directly detecting and classifying 
13
C-depleted authigenic carbonates associated with 
cold seep ecosystems.  Thus, IR-ATR spectroscopy provides a direct on-ship and, in 
future, in-situ analytical tool for characterizing hydrocarbon seep sites, thereby 
facilitating advances in rapid spatiotemporal characterization of cold seep ecosystems.  
 
4.7 OUTLOOK 
From this chapter, it is evident that IR-ATR spectroscopy represents a 
technique capable of evaluating carbonate minerals in marine sediments on ship and 
potentially in-situ.  A variety of information can clearly be obtained simply through 
qualitative and semi-quantitative applications of this technique; however, additional 
research is required to improve the accuracy of IR-ATR analysis. 
First, it is important to note that the spectral changes of the ν3 asymmetric 
carbonate absorption feature are derived from changes in the morphological and 
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crystal structure of carbonates, which is controlled by physiochemical changes (e.g., 
chemical and biological changes in pore water chemistry) during carbonate 
precipitation 
83
.  In this work, spectral changes due physiochemical changes of 
sediment carbonates resulting from diagenetic change (dolomitization, as shown by 
the appearance of dolomite) were taken into the account when constructing the 
analytical model; however, there is a possibility that other physiochemical changes of 
sediment carbonates resulting from geophysical or geochemical processes (i.e., 
sediment uplift, lithification, etc.) could result in similar spectroscopic observations, 
and be limiting factors for this technique 
82
.  Thus, to improve the sensitivity of this 
technique, a larger and more diverse sample size should be analyzed in the future; in 
addition, this should aid with construction of an analytical model that takes into 
account interference from other carbonates, e.g., Mg-calcite. 
During this study, 110 samples from the MC118 site in the Gulf of Mexico 
were analyzed; to fully understand the capabilities and limitations of this technique, a 
diversity of samples needs to be studied, not only from different sites in the Gulf of 
Mexico, but from different global locations.  Also, more thorough characterization of 
major sediment components from various geographic regions and marine settings 
coupled with advanced data evaluation routines (i.e., the application of multivariate 
calibration and classification routines) is necessary to realize the full potential of IR 
spectroscopic strategies for quantifying carbonate minerals in marine sediments.  
Overall, the simplicity and potential of the method presented in this chapter is 
expected to motivate broader application of this technique for on-ship screening of 
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Infrared Spectroscopic Monitoring of Surface Effects during Gas 
Hydrate Formation in the Presence of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 
  
The main objective of this chapter is to expand the understanding on the role of 
surfactants during gas hydrate formation at surfaces.  Mid-infrared (MIR) evanescent 
field absorption spectroscopy, utilizing silver halide fiberoptic waveguides routed 
through a pressurized cell, was applied for studying these processes.  This experimental 
method allowed detailed spectroscopic observations of detergent-related surface 
processes during sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) mediated gas hydrate formation.  The 
processes involving the key molecular players—water, SDS, and propane gas—were 
spectroscopically monitored in close vicinity of the fiber surface, thus providing evidence 
for the role of SDS as a promoter of gas hydrate growth.  Based on unique insights into 
the individual contributions of the involved molecules, a mechanism for the SDS-induced 




Since the discovery of gas hydrates in the deep sea, and in regions with 
permafrost areas, significant interest has emerged related to their potential as natural gas 
resources 
1-3
.  On a molecular level, gas hydrates draw attention due to their ability to 
serve as high capacity gas storage medium 
1, 4
.  However, industrial applications 




the potential of scaling to economically feasible levels: (1) the unfavorable kinetics of gas 




Several studies clearly indicated that SDS is an effective promoter for reducing 
the induction time of hydrate nucleation and/or increasing the rate of hydrate growth after 
nucleation 
1, 5-7
.  The role of the surfactant can be related to the surface and interfacial 
activity of surfactant molecules, which promote gas solubilization in water and positively 
affect the nucleation ability at the interface 
3, 8, 9
.  While common understanding of 
surfactant effects during the hydrate formation in unstirred gas/liquid systems has 
progressed remarkably during the past decades, only limited direct experimental evidence 
is available to fully describe the role of surfactant molecules during hydrate nucleation 
and growth 
1, 6, 10-26
.  To this end, this chapter describes propane hydrate formation in the 




5.2.1 Gas hydrates  
5.2.1.1 History and significance 
Gas hydrates, also called gas clathrates, are naturally occurring solids comprised 
of water molecules forming a rigid lattice of cages containing a small guest molecule 
(e.g., CH4, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, and CO2) 
27
.  Although the term clathrate is more 
appropriate, because it implies a non-stoichiometric gas and water composition, the term 






The initial discovery of gas hydrate structures is credited to Sir Humphrey Davy, 
when he demonstrated that a solid could be formed when an aqueous solution of chlorine 
was cooled below 9.0°C 
29
.  In 1823, Faraday confirmed the existence of this solid 
compound and suggested that its composition was approximately one part chlorine and 
10 parts water 
30
.  Interest in clathrate hydrates over the next 120 years focused on 
identifying hydrate guests and corresponding compositions.  In 1934, the potential of gas 
hydrates to block oil and gas flow lines originated research on inhibiting their growth 
31
.  
Although hydrates are a hindrance to maintaining flow in oil and gas pipelines, various 
beneficial applications of clathrate hydrates have also been also explored ranging from 
water desalination 
32
 to gas storage and transportation of methane 
33
 and hydrogen 
34, 35
.  
A significant novel development occurred in the 1960s when it was realized that clathrate 
hydrates of natural gas exist in vast quantities in the earth’s crust 
36-38
.  Natural gas 
hydrates have been discovered worldwide: in arctic permafrost ~100 meters below the ice 
and in continental slope sediments where water depths exceed 300 meters 
4
 (Figure 5.1).  
Current estimates show that hydrates could contain from 10
15 





methane at standard temperature and pressure (STP) 
39, 40
.  Naturally occurring gas 
hydrates are of significance for three primary reasons: (1) as potential alternative energy 








The need for energy drives much of the current natural hydrate research, and 
hydrate exploration programs are in progress worldwide 
48, 49
.  Estimates on the amount 
of methane stored in gas hydrates are highly speculative and widely spread 
27
.  Current 









.  If these estimates of reservoir sizes are correct, then the amount of 
methane carbon in gas hydrates is twice the carbon present in all known fossil fuel 
deposits (coal, oil, and natural gas) 
27
.  Considerable research efforts are focused on 
developing economically viable technologies for the extraction of gas hydrates as an 
alternative energy resource 
41, 42, 45
.  Currently, there are three principal methods of 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Worldwide distribution of gas hydrate deposits. Red circles are inferred, 





recovering hydrates: thermal stimulation, depressurization, and inhibitor injection 
27
.  
Western Siberia was the first permafrost region to recover methane from hydrates; 
however, the operations were costly and did not show sufficient progress 
52
.  Alaska’s 
North Slope oil fields were found to contain hydrates, and the first attempt by the United 
States to tap into these hydrates was reported in April 2003 
53
.  Advances have been made 
in recovering gas hydrates; however, a global scale on the recovery of methane from 
these structures is likely years if not decades away 
27, 41, 42, 45
.   
5.2.1.1.2 Hazard 
Besides being an unconventional potential source of methane, gas hydrate 
deposits are also significant as possible geologic hazards 
27, 54
.  If the temperature is 
increased at a fixed pressure, or the pressure decreased at a fixed temperature, or both, the 
hydrate deposits may become instable and dissociate.  This makes hydrates a potential 
explosive hazard for exploration rigs, production platforms, and pipelines, especially at 
deep water conditions 
54
.  The hazards from dissociated hydrates have been evaluated in 




The possible connections between the Earth climate and hydrates have long been 
of interest to geoscientists, and the debate is far from resolved today 
27, 43, 44, 46, 56
.  Since 
methane is both sequestered and released from gas hydrates depending on the pressure-
temperature regime, the potential exists that methane from gas hydrates may reach the 
atmosphere 
27
.  A large release of methane from this source could have a significant 
effect on the global climate, past, present, and future.  However, the extent of this 





, and a variety of contradictory opinions exist on this issue.  For example, Nisbet 
suggests that the dissociation of clathrates contributed to the rapid increase in 
atmospheric methane at the end of the last glaciation, which accelerated the retreat of the 
continental ice sheets 
57
.  On the contrary, Paull et al. points out that clathrates are 





The crystal structure of gas hydrates was largely elucidated via X-ray diffraction 
studies in the early 1950s 
59
.  Clathrate hydrate are represented in many different crystal 
structures 
60
, however, currently there are only three structures known to occur in natural 
environments: structure-I (sI), structure-II (sII), and structure-H (sH).  sI and sII each 
have two cavity dimensions (small and large), whereas sH has three dimensions (small, 
medium, large) 
61
.  sI predominates in the Earth’s natural environments 
28
. 
The relationship between the guest molecule, the cage sizes, and their ratios in the 
lattice largely determines which structure will form, especially for simple (i.e., single 
guest) hydrate systems 
62
.  Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1 contain the general structural 
characteristics for the cage units respective to each hydrate classification, as summarized 
by Sloan 
41




 and small 
5
12
 cages in a ratio of 3:1.  These cavities may be filled with smaller gas molecules 
(diameter 0.4-0.55 nm) 
28
 such as methane, ethane, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide 
56
.  





cages, as well as 5
12
 cages in a ratio of 1:2 
56





 cage (diameter 0.6-0.7 nm) 
28




sII guests.  The stoichiometry for sII hydrate is approximately 24 gas : 136 H2O.  sH has 













 cages in a ratio of 1:2:3 
61
.  Two guests are required to form sH, where one 
guest stabilizes the small and medium cages, such as methane, and a larger guest (0.8-0.9 




 cages, such as methylcyclohexane 
61
. 
In all three structures, there is typically only one guest molecule within each cage; 
however, at unusual conditions such as very high pressure multiple-cage occupancy has 
been observed with unusually small guests including hydrogen or noble gases.  These 















Figure 5.2: Three hydrate structures found in nature and the cage building blocks for each 
structure. (Hester et al., 2009) 
*A widely adopted nomenclature for cage structures follows the description; ni
mi
, where ni is the number of 








Gas hydrates form, if small (< 0.9 nm) guest molecules contact water at ambient 
temperature (< 300 K) and moderate pressure (> 0.6 MPa) 
28
.  On a molecular scale, 
single small guest molecules are encapsulated by hydrogen-bonded water cavities in 
these non-stoichiometric hydrates 
28
.  Guest-molecule repulsions open different sizes of 
water cages, which combine to form the three well-defined unit crystals shown in Figure 
5.2.  
In the past few years, simple gas hydrates of methane, ethane, and propane have 
been studied in detail in our laboratory by Dobbs et al. 
63, 64
.  The phase equilibria of the 
pure gases in contact with water have been mapped out, both experimentally and 
computationally, by Sloan 
41
.  This chapter of the dissertation concentrates on propane 
gas hydrates grown from surfactant solutions prepared with sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) and deionized (DI) water.  Figure 5.3 presents a literature summary of data points 
        Table 5.1: Cage characteristics for the three known clathrate hydrate structures. 
 
Hydrate crystal structure sI sII sH 

























Number of cavities  per unit cell 2 6 16 8 3 2 1 
Average cavity radius  (Å) 3.95 4.33 3.91 4.73 3.91 4.06 5.71 
Number of water per unit cell 46 136 34 
      *A widely adopted nomenclature for cage structures follows the description; ni
mi
, where ni is the number  






for the pressure vs. temperature phase diagram for the propane + water system with V –





Throughout this work, propane gas hydrates were usually grown at temperatures 
ranging between 0 and 4°C, as shown in Figure 5.4.  Pressure limits were established 
prior to experiments to prevent liquefaction of propane gas.  Temperatures were 






Figure 5.3:  Pressure vs. temperature diagram for propane + water system.  






5.2.2 Infrared spectroscopy of gas hydrates  
Bertie and co-workers made a significant contribution to infrared (IR) studies of 
gas hydrates 
66-69
 suggesting that the strength of the hydrogen bonds in the gas hydrates is 
very similar to that of ice 
66, 69
.  Following the pioneering studies of Bertie et al., various 
studies were conducted utilizing IR spectroscopy in transmission-absorption 
configurations for the investigation of clathrate films grown from vapor deposition, and 
on the epitaxial growth at highly reflective surfaces in vacuum chambers 
41, 67, 69-74
.  
Beyond this work, IR has not yet been a widely adopted technique for hydrate studies, 





















Figure 5.4: Published values for liquid water (Lw)-liquid water (H)-hydrate (V)-vapor 
phase boundaries respective to the simple hydrates of propane grown from deionized 
water. (Sloan, 1998) 





which likely results from the strong IR absorption of liquid water encountered during 
conventional transmission-absorption measurements 
41, 67, 69-74
.  
Recently, methods based on attenuated total reflection (ATR) IR spectroscopy 
have been developed to analyze gas hydrates 
63, 75-79
.  These studies demonstrated the 
potential of IR-ATR spectroscopy as a straightforward and valuable analytical tool for 
investigating clathrate hydrates in-situ at appropriate temperatures and pressures 
63, 75-79
.  
In the study by Oyama et al., the capability of the ATR technique to spectroscopically 
study gas hydrates was demonstrated for the first time 
78
.  IR-ATR was used to compare 
the spectral profiles of CO2(gas) and CO2(aqueous) with that of CO2(hydrate) for simple 
sI CO2 hydrates grown from an aqueous solution 
78
.  In 2004, Zhang and Ewing reported 
a detailed analysis of IR-ATR spectra for sI SO2 clathrate 
79
.  
Using IR spectroscopy, Prasad et al. studied the formation of CO2 clathrates, both 
sI and sII structures, in naturally occurring minerals, thereby additionally demonstrating 
the metastable nature of sII CO2 hydrate 
80
.  In 2008, Dartois and Deboffle analyzed 
methane hydrate crystal by IR spectroscopy, and specifically focused at the ν3 
asymmetric CH-stretching mode of the entrapped methane molecule in water cages, 
thereby providing an infrared spectroscopic identification for astrophysically relevant 
methane clathrate hydrates 
75
.  In the following year, a brief note was published on the 




 The latest findings were reported by Kumar et al., where the cage occupancies of 
CO2, CO2/H2 and CO2/H2/C3H8 hydrates were determined on the basis of the peak area 




from the FTIR spectra, and the hydrate phase composition obtained from gas 
chromatography 
77
.  Additionally, as previously mentioned our research group has shown 
MIR evanescent field spectroscopic investigations on the nucleation, growth, and 




5.2.3 Gas hydrates growth in the presence of surfactant  
Numerous studies have been performed to determine how the addition of 
surfactant to liquid water affects the hydrate nucleation and formation 
1, 6, 10-26
.  Several of 
these studies have indicated that certain surfactants promote hydrate nucleation, and thus, 
accelerate hydrate growth 
1, 5, 16, 20
.  Among the surfactants investigated, sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) (Figure 5.5) was found to be among the most effective molecules for 
reducing the induction time for hydrate nucleation and/or increasing the rate of hydrate 
growth after nucleation 
1, 4-6
.   
 
Melnikov and co-workers were the first to observe propane hydrate formation in a 
chamber partially charged with water containing SDS 
16, 17
.  In the presence of SDS, 
hydrate crystals were no longer formed as a dense film at the horizontal gas/liquid 
interface, but migrated toward the vertical walls of the pressure vessel.  Upward growing 
 





porous layers were evident with the pores containing a liquid solution introduced by 
capillary forces, thereby maintaining the gas/water contact within the confines of the 
hydrate layers.  Therefore, it was proposed that the nucleation and growth of hydrate 
originates at the water/solid interface via a mechanism driven by capillary effects.  This 
hypothesis of a capillarity-driven hydrate-formation mechanism was later supported by 
Watanbe et al., Gayet et al., and Otukani et al.
13, 24, 26
  
Zhong and Rogers also reported a significant decrease in hydrate nucleation times 
upon addition of SDS, and suggested the utility of surfactants in facilitating the high-rate 
production of natural gas hydrates, which may be stored or transported as fuel gas stocks 
1
.  It was experimentally shown that, at a concentration of 242 ppm SDS, a significant 
change in hydrate induction time occurs, which was defined as the critical micelle 
concentration (CMC).  If the surfactant exceeds a concentration of  242 ppm in solution, 
hydrates develop extremely fast in a quiescent system 
1
.  It is noteworthy that following 
these experiments the authors have proposed that the CMC at the hydrate forming 
conditions occurs significantly below the accepted CMC for SDS at STP (approximately 
2300-2700 ppm ) 
81, 82
.  Based on these results, surfactant micelle formation mechanisms 
were proposed where the micelles are hypothesized to play a major role in the hydrate 
nucleation and formation 
1, 83.  SDS micelles containing gas molecules may adsorb at the 
surface and displace already structured water clusters 84, which in turn promotes and 
accelerates hydrate formation 41.   
Independent experiments by Sun et al. and Han et al. appear to support the 
proposed hypothesis of surfactant micelle formation mechanisms 
14, 85
.  Indeed, Sun et al. 




hydrate forming conditions, and have determined the CMC for SDS to be 500 ppm 
85
.  
Han et al. have proposed that the CMC for SDS is reached at a concentration of 300 ppm 




However, the surfactant micelle formation mechanism has been disputed by Di 
Profio et al., Watanabe et al., and Zhang et al. 
6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 26
  Specifically, based on 
electrical conductivity measurements it was reported that there was no indication of 
micelle formation for the relevant SDS concentrations at hydrate formation conditions 
11
.  
Watanabe et al. suggested that SDS forms a hydrated solid in lieu of micelles for 
concentrations exceeding the CMC under hydrate formation conditions, since the 
temperature during hydrate formation is below the Krafft point at which the solubility of 
the surfactant is equal to the CMC 
10, 24-26
.  This conclusion was supported by Zhang et 
al., who demonstrated that at methane hydrate formation conditions the Krafft point of 
SDS does not shift from the Krafft point at atmospheric pressure 
15
.  In a separate paper, 
the authors have investigated the relationship between tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate 
induction and SDS adsorption at the hydrate/liquid interface.  The adsorption behavior 
was studied with -potential measurements and pyrene fluorescence measurements, thus 
providing evidence that the reduced induction time may result from the adsorption of DS- 
(dodecyl sulfate) at the hydrate/liquid interface 
86, 87
.  
It is necessary to highlight that the concentration profiles of SDS and hydrate-
forming gas during hydrate nucleation, growth, and dissociation in the vicinity of 
surfaces (as described in this chapter) have not been reported to date.  Yet, elucidating 




industrial applications, as a detailed understanding of these processes enables deliberately 




The present chapter provides direct spectroscopic evidence on the role of SDS 
during gas hydrate formation at surfaces utilizing in-situ MIR evanescent field absorption 
techniques via a silver halide fiberoptic waveguide routed through a custom designed 
pressure cell 
63
.  Pioneering experimental evidence is provided that detergents—here, 
SDS—facilitate the transport of gas molecules to the solid/liquid interface where gas 
hydrate nucleates.  As a result, a mechanism is proposed describing the role of SDS in 
decreasing hydrate nucleation times, and in promoting hydrate formation, based on direct 
spectroscopic evidence on the importance of interactions among surface-induced 
structured water assemblies, propane gas molecules, and SDS.   
 
5.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.4.1 Reagents 
Aqueous solutions of 380 ± 2 ppm (mg/L) of SDS (Sigma-Aldrich, Reagent 
Grade, St. Louis, MO) prepared with deionized (DI) water (R=18.2 MΩcm at 25°C) 
without additives to further facilitate hydrate growth.  Propane gas (Instrument Grade, 






5.4.2 Gas hydrate pressure vessel 
In this study, a 304 stainless steel (SS) vessel developed by our research team 
with a sample volume of approximately 500 mL was used to facilitate hydrate formation 
conditions and IR spectroscopic access 
63, 64, 88
, as shown in Figure 5.6.  Primary cooling 
of the sample volume was achieved by continuously flowing a thermo-regulated solution 
(50/50 water/ethylene glycol) through a 304 SS tube tightly wrapped in a 1‖ cooling coil 
at a flow rate of approximately 85 mL/min.  The internal cooling coil provided nine 
continuous loops with 1.5‖ of effective coil length inside the pressure vessel.  A custom 
high-pressure optical viewport (0.75‖ effective viewing diameter) provided access for 
visual inspection of the sample during hydrate formation and measurements.  An imaging 
system, consisting of an Intel PC Camera (Model CS110, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, 
CA) with a universal serial bus (USB) interface enabled image capture and viewing 




The internal temperature of the pressure vessel was monitored using a Model 
THX-400-NPT-72 1/4" MNPT pipe-plug thermistor probe with a 2252 ohm resistance at 
25°C (Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT).  Pressure monitoring of the sample 
volume was facilitated by a Sensor System Solutions, Inc. (3S, Inc., Irvine, CA) Model 
5100 amplified media isolated silicon pressure transducer (Part No. 5100-B2-1000-A-P1) 
suitable for operation at harsh conditions up to pressures of 1000 psi (6.9 MPa).  
For spectroscopic access probing a cross-section of the hydrate formation 
chamber, a fiber coupling system with custom-made PTFE ferrules and Swagelok 




300 mm long core-only silver halide (AgX, X = Cl0.3 – 0.4Br0.7 – 0.6) fiber with a diameter 
of 700 µm through the liquid phase contained within the pressure vessel.  The optical 
setup for in-situ spectroscopic monitoring of gas hydrate formation and dissociation was 
coupled to a Bruker IFS/66 Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Bruker 
Optics Inc., Billerica, MA).  Radiation modulated by the interferometer was guided 
outside of the spectrometer and focused onto a polished in-coupling facet of a 700 µm 
diameter core-only AgX fiberoptic waveguide via an off-axis parabolic mirror with a 2-
in. focal length.  IR radiation was propagated via total internal reflection along the AgX 
fiber, and routed through the hydrate chamber, thus creating an evanescent field along the 
fiber surface due to the refractive index contrast with the surrounding medium 
(approximately 2.1 for the AgX fiber and 1.36 for the aqueous sample matrix).  The 
emanating divergent cone of IR radiation was collimated at the distal end of the fiber 
with another 2-in. focal length off-axis parabolic mirror, and then focused onto a Stirling-
cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector (Model K508, Infrared Associates, 
Stuart, FL) using another 2-in. focal length off-axis paraboloid.  The detected signal was 
processed via an impedance-matched MCT-1000 preamplifier (Infrared Associates, 
Stuart, FL), and connected to an external input channel of the FT-IR spectrometer.  A 
polycarbonate box was constructed around the entire hydrate setup to enable purging the 
optical path with compressed dry air to stabilize the atmospheric humidity and CO2 

























5.4.3 Gas hydrate formation and IR spectra acquisition 
Prior to any experiment, the pressure chamber was purged with plentiful amounts 
of propane gas.  Then, the polycarbonate box around the hydrate setup was purged with 
compressed dry air until stable atmospheric conditions (humidity and CO2) were 








Figure 5.6: Optical image describing the setup utilized for MIR fiberoptic 
spectroscopic studies monitoring propane gas hydrate growth and dissociation. The 
silver halide fiber probes a cross-section of the pressure vessel via evanescent field 






reference spectrum was collected (averaging 250 spectra at a spectral resolution of 0.5 
cm
-1
).  Next, continuous spectroscopic measurements (averaging 250 spectra with 
resolution of 0.5 cm
-1)
 were started, and the pressure vessel was filled with approximately 
315 mL of aqueous solution containing 380 ppm of SDS, submerging the internal cooling 
coil, as well as the AgX fiber routed through the liquid sample.  The chamber was then 
pressurized with propane gas followed by initiation of the cooling process.  Pressure and 
temperature data were continuously logged throughout the entire measurement series, and 
correlated with the recorded IR spectra.  Hydrate dissociation was typically initiated by 
reducing the chamber pressure below the liquid/solid hydrate phase boundary determined 
by the system temperature and the respective hydrocarbon gas.  
 
5.4.5 Water ice formation procedure 
Water ice formation experiments were performed using the same experimental 
procedure described for propane gas hydrate with two exceptions: (i) ice formation was 
initiated by lowering the temperature in absence of guest propane gas, and (ii) ice 
dissociation was initiated by raising the vessel temperature rather than changing the 
vessel pressure 
 
5.4.6 Evanescent field penetration depth  
The depth at which the evanescent field probes into the adjacent sample is 
dependent on the optical parameters summarized in Equation 1 
90
.  The focus of the 






.  The penetration depth of the evanescent field (dp) for this spectral region was 
calculated at 278-298 nm using  
 











,                                 Equation 5.1 
where is the incident angle of radiation normal to the reflection interface (45 deg), n1 is 
the refractive index of the silver halide fiber (2.1), n2 is the refractive index of the sample 
solution (1.36) surrounding the silver halide fiber, and  is the wavelength of the 
radiation propagated through the waveguide (3000-2800 cm
-1
).  Hence, in this study, the 
term ―vicinity of the fiber surface‖ describes an analytical volume extending 
approximately 300 nm from the waveguide surface into the adjacent liquid or solid 
sample medium. 
 
5.4.7 Non-spectroscopic evaluation of gas hydrates growth 
During the present studies, alternative tools complementary to IR spectroscopy 
were applied for determining hydrate nucleation times, growth, and dissociation for 
additional verification.  Conventional indicators for the nucleation of gas hydrates grown 
from aqueous solution include visual observation, and pressure and temperature changes 
63, 64
.  The nucleation of gas hydrate in a closed non-isobaric system is generally 
accompanied by a rapid decrease in system pressure from the incorporation of dissolved 
gas into the hydrate structures 
41
.  Also, an increase or irregular fluctuation of the solution 
temperature is usually observed resulting from the latent heat of hydrate formation during 
the phase transition of liquid water to ice 
41




obtained during the formation of propane hydrate with SDS indicating abrupt changes in 
the data streams of temperature and pressure, which are characteristic of hydrate 
nucleation and growth, are shown in Figure 5.7.   
 
 


































Figure 5.7: Pressure and temperature traces recorded during propane hydrate 
formation with SDS indicating a rapid drop in pressure and increase in temperature at 
hydrate nucleation.  The pressure increase at ~96-97 hrs reflects the intermittent 
introduction of propane into the sample chamber. Temperature spikes are resulting 
from localized hydrate growth in close proximity to the submersed temperature probe 




In addition, an optical viewport provided access for visual inspection of the 
processes occurring inside the sample chamber during hydrate measurements. An 
imaging system consisting of a PC-operated video camera enabled image capture and 
continuous viewing inside the hydrate growth chamber.  Figure 5.8 shows selected 
images captured during pre-nucleation, nucleation, growth, and dissociation of propane 
hydrate.  Hence, correlation between spectroscopic data, changes in pressure and 
temperature, and visual observations provide sufficient evidence of hydrate nucleation, 
growth, and dissociation, thereby establishing a laboratory-based observatory system 











































Figure 5.8: Image series depicting the sample chamber contents throughout propane 
hydrate growth with SDS. An optical image of liquid water (a.) is followed by 
hydrate nucleation (b.) and growth (c. – f). The final image series shows solid hydrate 
(g.), and pressure induced dissociation with the formation of surfactant foam (h.) until 
returning to the initial conditions with gas bubbles attached to the sapphire window of 






5.4.8 IR spectra acquisition without a pressure vessel 
Neat SDS and propane gas spectra were recorded using a Bruker Equinox 55 
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA).  The 
spectrometer was equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride 
(MCT) detector (Infrared Associates, Stuart, FL), and an in-compartment horizontal 
attenuated total reflection (ATR) unit (Gateway, Specac Inc., Woodstock, GA) equipped 
with a trough top plate and a trapezoidal ZnSe ATR crystal (nD = 2.43 at  = 5 µm, 
MacroOptica, Moscow, Russia) providing six internal reflections.  
Aliquots of 1 mL solution containing 3.2 g/L of SDS in DI were deposited at the 
ZnSe crystal surface, and IR spectra were continuously recorded until the water phase 
evaporated.  Propane gas spectra was obtained by placing a portion of the propane gas 
hydrate sample retrieved from the pressure vessel within the internal sample 
compartment of the FT-IR spectrometer for open-path IR transmission-absorption 
spectroscopic evaluation of the outgassing constituents during dissociation.  All IR 
spectra represent the average of 100 spectra recorded at a spectral resolution of 2 cm
-1
 
while the instrument—with exception of the sample compartment—was purged with dry 
air.    
 
5.4.8 Data evaluation 
The obtained IR spectra were analyzed by evaluating the height of a characteristic 
peak maximum, or via the peak area (PA) integration of selected absorption features 




height evaluation was performed at symmetric absorption features, using a Lorentzian 
local least squares minimization curve fitting function. 
 
5.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.5.1 IR monitoring of gas hydrate formation  
In the present study, gas hydrates were formed from DI water containing 380 ppm 
of SDS in a customized pressure cell, enabling spectroscopic monitoring, as shown in 
Figure 5.6.  The SDS concentration was selected based upon studies by Zhong and 
Rogers 
91
, which demonstrated that ethane hydrate induction times significantly 
decreased at concentrations exceeding 242 ppm.  During these experiments, it was 
observed that SDS indeed accelerated nucleation during hydrate formation and that, after 
nucleation, the hydrate grew at comparable rates at the walls of the pressure vessel, at the 
surface of the cooling coil, and at the surface of the silver halide (AgX) waveguide.  
Therefore, it is assumed that interactions of constituents at and with the silver halide fiber 
surface—and possibly photo reduced silver Ag
0
 in part present at this interface—lead to 
comparable effects observed for the stainless steel surfaces exposed during these 
experiments, i.e., the walls of the pressure vessel and the cooling coil.   
There are three major molecular components involved in the hydrate forming 
system studied here: water, propane, and SDS.  Using fiberoptic IR evanescent field 
absorption spectroscopy, processes involving the presence and transformation of these 
molecular constituents in close vicinity to the fiber surface were monitored.  Given the 




analytical volume extending approximately 300 nm from the waveguide surface into the 
adjacent liquid or solid sample medium generates the analytical signal. 
 
5.5.1.1 Monitoring of water 
The process of water transitioning from the liquid phase to the solid (gas hydrate) 
state is observable by significant changes of four primary IR absorption features of water 
(Figure 5.9):  
(i) the intense and broad absorption feature ( 3750–2750 cm-1 ) related to the O-
H stretch (νOH) shifts to the red by approx. 120 cm
-1 92
 ; 
(ii) the lowest intensity absorption feature (2375–1875 cm-1) comprising the 3rd 
libration overtone (3νL) shifts to the blue 
92-99
; 
(iii) the frustrated rotation feature (< 1000 cm-1) also known as the libration mode 
(L) shifts to the blue 
92-99
;  
(iv) the strongly absorbing H-O-H bending mode (ν2) (1750–1500 cm
-1
) 













In this chapter, IR data collected throughout hydrate nucleation, growth, and 
dissociation was evaluated by combining the intensity-independent evaluation of 3νL with 
the inversely related amplitude responses associated with the respective ν2 feature 
63
.  A 
detailed description of monitoring IR features as water converts to gas hydrate has 




5.5.1.2 Monitoring of propane and SDS 
During the propane gas hydrate formation experiment in the presence of SDS, IR 
spectra were continuously collected, thereby monitoring hydrate nucleation, growth, and 
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Figure 5.9:  Fiberoptic IR-ATR spectra for liquid water and propane hydrate with labeled 






dissociation.  Upon hydrate nucleation, the recorded IR spectra revealed the appearance 
and rapid increase in intensity of five absorbance peaks in the spectral regime of 3000-
2800 cm
-1
 corresponding to the CH stretching region (2964, 2938,
 
2918, 2875, and 2850 
cm
-1
), as illustrated in Figure 5.10.  Since the only molecules containing CH groups 
within the studied system are SDS and propane gas, the observed absorbance peaks must 
be associated with concentration changes of SDS and/or propane gas within the 
exponentially decaying evanescent field propagating along the surface of silver halide 
fiber serving as the ATR waveguide.  Thus, two control experiments were conducted to 
determine which absorptions peaks are associated with propane gas, and which associate 
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Figure 5.10: (a.) MIR evanescent field spectra displaying spectral changes of water during 
propane hydrate formation revealing the appearance of SDS and propane absorption features 






5.5.1.2.1 Control experiment #1 - offline IR spectra acquisition 
To determine which absorptions peaks are associated with propane gas upon 
completion of a propane gas hydrate experiment, a small portion of solid hydrate was 
removed from the pressure chamber and spectroscopically analyzed.  As the solid gas 
hydrate sample was melting/outgassing, IR spectra were continuously collected, and 
unambiguously identified as propane gas.  In addition, the IR spectra of 3.2 g/L SDS in 
DI water were recorded to verify the position of the characteristic absorbance peaks of 
SDS.  The collected propane gas and SDS spectra are overlaid in Figure 5.11a 
confirming that the absorbance feature at 2964 cm
-1
 (νCH-band) corresponds to propane 
gas, while SDS gives rise to the absorbance signatures at 2850 and 2918 cm
-1
 (symmetric 
(νsCH), and asymmetric (νasCH) –CH2 stretching and deformation bands, respectively). 
 
However, due to a significant overlap of SDS and propane gas absorption features in the 
spectral region of 2960-2860 cm
-1





may be established.  
5.2.1.2.2 Control experiment #2 - ice formation 
Further validation of propane gas and SDS peak positions may be derived from IR 
comparison studies of propane hydrate and pure water ice formation—both in the 
presence of SDS, as shown in Figure 5.11b.  During the spectroscopic studies of pure 
water ice formation, no propane gas is present within the system; therefore, if any 
absorbance peaks are observed within the CH spectral region, they have to be associated 
with SDS.  Water ice formation studies were conducted using the same experimental 
protocol as for gas hydrate studies (see water ice formation procedure in ―materials and 









upon ice nucleation, thereby confirming that these peaks are associated with 
SDS molecules.  The other three peaks (2938,
 
2964, and 2875 cm
-1
) are absent in these 
spectra.  As the latter signatures are only present during propane gas hydrate experiments,
 
they are associated with an increase in the concentration of propane gas along the surface 
of the silver halide fiber.  Two control experiments confirmed that the absorbance 
features at 2938,
 




 correspond to propane gas, 
while SDS gives rise to the absorbance signatures at 2850 and 2918 cm
-1
 (symmetric 
(νsCH), and asymmetric (νasCH) –CH2 stretching and deformation bands, respectively)
101, 
102, 103
.  With the CH stretching features unambiguously assigned to SDS and propane, it 
was possible to closely monitor the behavior of SDS and propane gas in the vicinity of 
the waveguide surface during the progression of the gas hydrate growth. 
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Figure 5.11: (a.) IR-ATR spectra of propane gas and SDS, (b.) MIR evanescent field spectra 
displaying spectral changes of water during propane hydrate and water ice formation 
revealing the appearance of SDS and propane absorption features upon hydrate nucleation, 





5.5.2 Propane hydrate formation in the presence of SDS   
After an entire propane gas hydrate experiment lasting approximately 13 days, IR 
spectra collected throughout the study were evaluated by maximum peak height analysis 
for the 3
rd
 libration overtone (3νL) at 2210 cm
-1
, and by peak area (PA) integration 
analysis for the H-O-H bending mode (ν2) at 1640 cm
-1
.  Furthermore, peak area 
integration analysis of the symmetric vsCH band at 2850 cm
-1 
associated with SDS, and 
of the νCH-band at 2964 cm
-1
 associated with propane gas were performed to 
unambiguously monitor any increase or decrease in concentration of these species during 
hydrate formation, growth, and dissociation at the waveguide surface.  
 
5.5.2.1 H-O-H bending mode (ν2) 
PA integration (in the spectral range of 1791-1573.2 cm
-1
) was applied for 
evaluating the phase-related (liquid vs. solid) amplitude changes of ν2 throughout gas 
hydrate formation and dissociation, as shown in Figure 5.12a.  An initial increase in PA 
at 19 hrs is observed, which results from the system pressurization.  Furthermore, 
occasional spikes in PA were later determined to be contributions from fluctuations in 
ambient humidity, relative to the humidity present during collection of the initial 
reference spectrum, given the duration of the conducted experiments.  Hydrate nucleation 
(which was simultaneously confirmed by non-spectroscopic parameters, including in-situ 
recorded temperature and pressure traces, as well as visual inspection (Figures 5.7 and 
5.8)) is evident by a sharp decrease in PA at approximately 97 hrs after starting the data 
collection.  Following hydrate nucleation, a gradual decrease in PA is observed until 




surface is completed.  At 241 hrs, dissociation of the formed gas hydrate was induced by 
a pressure change, and monitored by an increase in PA (ν2 intensity increases) with 
progression of the dissociation process.  The decrease in PA at around 250 hrs resulted 
from a segment of solid gas hydrate impacting at the fiber surface, which was determined 
by analyzing the images captured simultaneously via the pressure cell viewport.  Hydrate 
dissociation was completed after approx. 262 hrs without any spectroscopically or 




 libration overtone (3νL) 
Evaluation of the 3νL overtone feature at approx. 2210 cm
-1
 was performed by 
monitoring the shift of the peak maximum position throughout the hydrate formation and 
dissociation process.  The temperature dependence of the 3νL peak maximum is readily 
observed during the first 75 hrs of the study, while the temperature was decreased to 
reach hydrate formation conditions.  A strong blue shift of approximately 100 cm
-1 
associated with water transitioning from the initial liquid phase to the solid state (propane 
gas hydrate) was observed following the peak maximum of 3νL in the period from 97 to 
110 hrs.  Reversibility of this shift in peak position was observed following the pressure-
induced dissociation of gas hydrate starting at 241 hrs until completion of the hydrate 
dissociation at 262 hrs. 
 
5.5.2.3 C-H stretch of SDS and propane 
For studying the role of SDS and propane during gas hydrate formation, the SDS 
peak at 2850 cm
-1
, and the propane gas peak at 2964 cm
-1




integration of the spectral regions 2861.5-2846.5 cm
-1
 and 2973.9-2947.5 cm
-1
, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.12a.  A substantial increase in PA of the SDS and 
propane gas peaks was observed 97 hrs after starting the data collection, which 
corresponds to the nucleation of gas hydrate following the data evaluation of the v2 and 
3vL peaks associated with water.  Lasting for approximately 5 hrs, the PA of the propane 
peak was gradually decreasing, which indicates that the concentration of propane gas in 
the proximity of the waveguide surface has continuously been reduced to an undetectable 
level.  In contrast, the PA of the SDS peak—and thus, the concentration of SDS within 
the evanescent field emanating from the waveguide surface—remained constant 
throughout gas hydrate growth.  Upon initiation of the gas hydrate dissociation, the PA of 
the SDS peak decreased to an undetectable level once the gas hydrate dissociation was 
completed.  Again, the brief increase in PA of SDS and propane gas at approximately 250 
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of fiberoptic evanescent field spectra evaluating the H-O-H and 
combination bands characteristic for water during propane hydrate growth from DI water (a) with 






5.5.3 Propane hydrate formation in the absence of SDS 
Over periods of approximately 30 days, propane hydrate formation studies in the 
absence of SDS were performed using the same experimental protocol as for the propane 
gas hydrate studies involving SDS; the IR spectra collected during propane hydrate 
nucleation, growth, and dissociation were analyzed using the same data evaluation 
protocols.  During these control experiments, significant differences in the IR spectra 
were observed, compared to gas hydrate formation experiments involving SDS, as shown 
in Figure 5.12b.  The collected IR spectra did not provide any evidence for absorbance 
peaks in the spectral region 3000-2800 cm
-1
 where propane gas signatures should occur.  
Evaluation of the 3νL overtone vibration along with the ν2 feature revealed that hydrate 
nucleation occurred approximately 500 hrs after starting the data collection, as evident in 
Figure 12b.  During these experiments, the pressure-induced hydrate dissociation was 
initiated at 650 hrs.  To confirm the visual observation, the spectral region characteristic 
for the CH features was evaluated by peak integration analysis.  As evident in Figure 
5.12b, no PA increase for the CH region was observable during gas hydrate formation in 
the absence of SDS.  As discussed in detail below, these findings substantiate the 
potential role of SDS as a propane gas carrier during the formation of gas hydrates. 
 
5.5.4 Unraveling the role of SDS during gas hydrate formation and growth  
Based on the experimental data obtained during these studies the role of SDS 
surfactant during gas hydrate formation is derived, as schematically shown in Figure 




we were not able to definitely differentiate between SDS molecular assemblies, micelles, 
or small SDS particulates of hydrated solids 
26
, as the intensity of absorption signatures 
was  relatively weak and the peaks were quite diffuse. However, based on literature data 
it is likely that the peak positions at 2850 cm
-1
 and 2917 cm
-1
 indicate the formation of 
hydrated solids at the later stages of the process 
103, 104
 .   
The obtained spectroscopic data (Figures 5.10 and 5.12a) clearly indicate that the 
major role of SDS is the delivery of hydrocarbon gas molecules to the surface 
(solid/water interface) where the gas hydrate nucleation occurs.  This delivery mechanism 
originates from hydrophobic interactions between SDS and propane, as confirmed by 
studies demonstrating an increase of hydrocarbon solubility in water upon the addition of 
SDS 
3, 8
.  Furthermore, the surface tension at the water/gas interface decreases, which 
allows more hydrocarbon gas to migrate to the bulk 
85
.  One may suggest that the 
diffusion of propane gas from the water-gas interface to the water-solid interface can be 
controlling the time of gas hydrate nucleation; however the experiment without SDS 
(Section 5.5.3) should provide comparable rates of propane diffusion to the water-solid 
interface. Thus, this scenario may safely be dismissed.  
From a thermodynamic point of view, the addition of SDS to water may render 
the system entropically more favorable for gas hydrate nucleation at the solid surfaces.  If 
non-polar and relatively small solute molecules - here propane gas - are added to a water 
matrix, water molecules structure around these constituents without reducing their 
hydrogen-bonding sites—a process known as hydrophobic solvation 
105
.  The 
organization process of water molecules, which are hydrophobically forced to reorient 




entropically a highly unfavorable process 
105
.  With the addition of SDS molecules to the 
system, non-polar gas molecules, such as propane, associate with the surfactant 
molecules via strong hydrophobic interactions, thereby forming surfactant-gas associates.  
The formation of such associated structures reduces the driving force for the water 
structuring process, and thus renders the system entropically more favorable.
105
   
Since SDS-propane gas associates are less solubilized by water molecules due to 
the significant increases in size 
105
, the induced desolubilization facilitates their delivery 
to and deposition at the liquid/solid interface, i.e., the chamber walls, the cooling coil, 
and the surface of the fiberoptic waveguide 
9
.  In addition to the migration of SDS-gas 
assemblies to the surface, the negatively charged polar moiety of SDS is characterized by 
a high affinity toward metal, metal oxide, and silver halide surfaces, which are slightly 
positively charged at the experimental pH of 5.5 
9, 106-108
.  This affinity further promotes 
the interfacial deposition of SDS-gas assemblies.  
At (metal) surfaces, water is strongly suspected to form a structured layer 
84, 109, 
110
.  Therefore, upon deposition of SDS-gas assemblies at the surfaces of the hydrate 
chamber and of the optical fiber (here, silver halide), structured water molecules are 
displaced, while gas molecules are released in close vicinity due to the reduced surface 
tension as SDS interacts with the surface.  Consequently, enhanced concentrations of 
solubilized gas molecules and of structured water molecule assemblies providing pre-
organized fragments of crystalline water structures, are locally present, thereby 
facilitating the formation of solid gas hydrate particles, i.e., clathrate structures at or near 
the surface 
41




The spectroscopic data recorded in this study confirms the nucleation of gas 
hydrate at the waveguide surface, and the presence of surfactant, along with propane, 
within the evanescent field (Figure 5.10).  In the first 30-60 min following nucleation, 
the absorbance intensity of the propane and the SDS IR signatures slowly increased due 
to SDS-propane assemblies migrating toward the waveguide surface where clathrate 
particle growth is observed (Figure 5.12a).   
Approximately 5 hrs after the initial nucleation, propane absorbance signatures 
significantly decrease, while SDS IR absorption remains constant throughout the hydrate 
growth (Figure 5.10).  The decrease in propane concentration along the silver halide 
fiber surface results from the gas encapsulation within the clathrate cages; this reduces 
the detectable amount of propane within the evanescent field emanating from the 
waveguide surface.  In contrast, the SDS concentration remains largely constant 
throughout the hydrate growth, since SDS molecules adsorb to the surface of the silver 
halide fiber and onto gas hydrate particles 
86
 and remain present within the interstitial 
water of gas hydrates.  Given its molecular dimensions, SDS may not be incorporated 
into the water cages 
4
.  As pressure-induced hydrate dissociation occurs, the characteristic 
SDS absorbance signatures decrease beyond the detection limit of IR evanescent field 
absorption spectroscopy (Figure 5.12a) as the surfactant is reconstituted into the bulk 
solution 
9
.   
In support of the proposed hypothesis, the control experiments revealed that, in 
the absence of SDS and despite the formation of gas hydrate, no propane gas signatures 
are recorded within the evanescent field during IR studies (Figure 5.12b).  This further 




enhanced interaction with structured water molecule assemblies during detergent-
mediated hydrate nucleation.   
 
5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter describes an effective and original IR technique for monitoring gas 
hydrate formation in the presence of SDS surfactant at a molecular level.  The intensity-
independent evaluation of the 3
rd
 libration overtone, coupled with the inversely related 
amplitude responses of the H-O-H absorption band, provides a straightforward evaluation 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Schematic illustration of the mechanism of gas hydrate nucleation in the 
presence of SDS. A structured layer of water molecules is present at the metal (oxide) 
surface and displaced by SDS-gas assemblies migrating toward the liquid/solid interface. 
Reduction of the surface tension results in the release of gas molecules in the vicinity of 
the surface readily available for gas hydrate formation with displaced prearranged water 





technique for monitoring gas hydrate nucleation, growth, and dissociation, and for 
elucidating the involved molecular mechanisms. 
Supporting evidence for the role of SDS as a nucleation promotor was established 
throughout the present study, providing unique insights on the role of surfactants in gas 
hydrate formation.  The obtained experimental data allowed the derivation of a 
mechanism as to how SDS decreases the induction time for hydrate nucleation and 
promotes hydrate formation.  In general, fiberoptic mid-infrared evanescent field 
spectroscopy reveals a significant potential for in-depth studies on a wide variety of 
surfactants to elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved in promoting gas hydrate 
nucleation and growth.  
 
5.7 OUTLOOK 
5.7.1 Differentiation between micelles, admicelles, and individual SDS molecules 
In this chapter, in-situ studies using MIR evanescent field absorption 
spectroscopy were utilized for observation of detergent-related surface processes during 
SDS mediated gas hydrate formation.  As with most linear optical methods used for 
interface studies, MIR fiber-optic spectroscopy technique relies on absorption within the 
evanescent field; hence, surface sensitivity here translates into addressing a regime on the 




Thus, the data produced in the studies herein do not enable definite differentiation 
between SDS molecular assemblies, micelles, admicelles, individual SDS molecules, or 




Thus, it is suggested using vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS), a 
highly surface-sensitive analytical technique, as a complimentary technique to MIR 
evanescent field spectroscopy to differentiate between different conformations of SDS 
molecules during gas hydrate nucleation.  VSFS has been already successfully been used 
to differentiate between SDS monolayers and SDS micelles, and may be the appropriate 
technique for confirming the proposed molecular models of hydrate growth discussed in 
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Mid-infrared Fiberoptic Sensors for the Detection of Trace Amounts of 
Water in Hydrocarbon Matrices 
 
This chapter focuses on quantifying trace amounts of water in hexane (as a model 
for oil and petroleum) using mid-infrared (MIR) evanescent field absorption 
spectroscopy.  A silver halide fiberoptic waveguide was utilized to interrogate in-situ 
water-in-hexane emulsions.  Unmodified and surface-modified fibers (the latter modified 
with either non- or crosslinked polyacrylic layers) were utilized for the measurements.  
The limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantification (LOQ) of water in hexane 
utilizing tin-crosslinked polyacrylic acid modified fibers were 76 and 170 ppm, 
respectively.  The IR absorption signature of water in hexane can be observed for 
concentrations as low as 10 ppm.  The obtained results indicate that the proposed sensing 




Water content measurement technologies are important for evaluating the quality 
of petroleum products and industrial oils 
1, 2
.  Small amounts of emulsified water in 
petroleum products may facilitate corrosion of refinery equipment 
3, 4
.  Most industrial 
machinery requires lubrication by oil to operate efficiently and reliably; oil is also used as 
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a hydraulic fluid in heavy equipment.  Both lubrication and hydraulic oils degrade at a 
much faster rate, if contaminated with water.  For example, the amount of water in 
turbine oil is critical to the performance and longevity of the equipment 
5-7
.  Thus, the 
quantification of water in various petroleum products and industrial oils is crucial.  The 
ability to measure water contamination of oil on-site, as soon as possible after drawing a 
sample or even in-situ is a substantial benefit in obtaining accurate results on potential 
water levels.  Off-site analysis for traces of water in oil may be compromised due to the 
potential variability in the water concentration introduced by storage, transportation, or 
shipment of a sample 
7
.  There is a variety of commercially available instruments for the 
detection of water content in oil, however, they frequently lack in sensitivity and 
reproducibility when measuring low ppm (parts per million) levels of water in oil.  Thus, 
there is need for an in-situ, cost-effective, and rapidly responding sensor to detect water 
in industrial oils and petroleum products at low ppm levels. 
Currently, the primary standard for measuring water in oil remains to be the Karl 
Fischer coulometric titration (KF) 
1, 8, 9
.  Detection limits of 10–50 ppm water in oil are 
desirable for early warning to prevent equipment failure.  Detection limits as low as 10 
ppm are possible using KF titration.  However, KF has some practical drawbacks for on-
site analysis, including complicated sample preparation, the use of hazardous and 
expensive chemical reagents, and the length of time required to perform the analysis 
9
.  
A few published articles describe spectroscopic techniques for tracing water in oil 
1, 6, 9-12
.  Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is capable of the non-destructive analysis of 
trace levels of water in oil-based products with LOD of 45-515 ppm 
6
.  Araujo et al. 
proposed a setup utilizing an in-situ NIR (near-infrared) probe capable of in-situ 
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measurements detecting amounts of water in crude oil in the range of 0.53-6.3% (5300-
63000 ppm) 
4
.  Zhao et al. have developed an experimental setup for low water content 
measurements in crude oil based on NIR spectral absorption based on a fiber-optic sensor 
12
.  The lowest measured concentration of oil in water reported in this work was 0.1% 
(approximately 1000 ppm).  NIR and mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy were used to 
determine water in lubricating oils for marine engines in the range from 0.1 to 3.7%. 
(1000-37000 ppm) 
10
.  Additionally, accurate determinations of water were shown using 
bench-top Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy.  However, the lowest 
currently achievable detection limits for water in oil are on the order of 100–500 ppm 
depending on the type of oil 
13
. 
In principle, IR spectroscopy offers a reliable option for providing rapid detection 
of water in oil-derived products with no or minimal sample preparation 
14
.  Specifically, 
sensors utilizing evanescent field absorption spectroscopy provide the capability of 
evaluating both viscous and highly absorbing samples (i.e., oil and water) 
15-17
.  To this 
end, this chapter presents the design and application of MIR evanescent field fiber-optic 
absorption spectroscopy for the detection of water in a hydrocarbon matrix (hexane).  
Such MIR evanescent field fiber-optic sensors eliminate many of the concerns associated 
with measuring water via KF.  This spectroscopic method may be far less time 
consuming than KF measurements, and does not require any hazardous reagents. 
 
6.2 INTRODUCTION 
Water is a common contaminant in a variety of industrial oils and petroleum 
products.  Thus, quantification of water in these products is crucial.  This chapter 
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demonstrates an original MIR evanescent field fiber-optic setup for the detection of water 
in water/hexane emulsions.  To increase the sensitivity and improve limits of detection, a 
waveguide-based sensing platform (silver halide fiber) was coated with a layer of 
hydrophilic polymer (tin-crosslinked polyacrylic acid, PAA-Sn), which attracts water into 
the sensing region comprised by the evanescent field.  Polymer or polymer-like films 
have frequently been deposited onto the waveguide surface for enhancing analyte 
detection of a variety of compounds 
18-21
.  In this work, water detection in hexane (used 
as a model for oil/petroleum derived matrices) enabled limits of detection (LOD) and 
limits of quantification (LOQ) at 76 and 170 ppm, respectively.  Moreover, the water IR 
absorption signature was still observed at 10 ppm.  To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the smallest amount of water detected to date using IR based evanescent field sensing 
techniques. 
 
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
6.3.1 Reagents and solutions  
Hexane (Certified ACS grade) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, 
NJ) and used as a model system for oil/petroleum derived substances.  Natural crude oil 
was supplied by ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Company (Annadale, N J).  
Deionized (DI) water (R=18.2 MΩcm at 25°C) was used as the target analyte.  The 
volume of water was measured using a 0.1-10, 1-100, and 50-1000 L Eppendorf 
pipettes (calibrated pipette with error <0.3% RSD by volume, Eppendorf North America 
Inc., New York, NY).  PAA (number average molecular weight of 100,000 g/mol) was 
purchased from Aldrich as a 35% aqueous solution.  The polymer was precipitated in a 
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10-fold excess (volume) of acetone (Fisher Scientific) and dried.  To prepare the PAA-Sn 
coating, 0.2 g of the polymer was first dissolved in 10 ml of ethanol.  Then 0.1 g of SnCl4 
x 5H2O was added to the polymer solution and stirred (~ 5 min) until complete 
dissolution.  The coating was deposited within 20 min after the solution preparation. 
 
6.3.2 PAA layer deposition 
Core-only silver halide fibers (AgX, X = Cl0.3 – 0.4Br0.7 – 0.6) were purchased from 
JT Ingram Technologies Inc., and were coated with a PAA/PAA-Sn layer by a dip-
coating method (using DC Mono 160 dip-coater from NIMA Technologies Ltd.).  This 
technique involved dipping the fiber clamped at one end into a polymer solution (ethanol 
from Fisher Scientific).  Prior to deposition, the fiber was rinsed with methylethylketone 
(Fisher Scientific) to remove possible contaminations.  The coated fiber (protected from 
light) was allowed to dry at ambient air followed by annealing at 70
o
C for two hours in 
an oven.  The same experiment was conducted at a silicon wafer (Semiconductor 
Processing Co.) to determine the thickness and swellability of the deposited layers via 
ellipsometry.  The morphology of the fiber - unmodified and covered with the polymer 
films - was imaged with atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
 
6.3.3 Instrumentation and characterization 
The stirring cell experimental setup was designed around a Bruker Equinox 55 
Fourier transform (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA).  Ellipsometry 
was performed with a COMPEL automatic ellipsometer (InOmTech, Inc.) at an angle of 
incidence of 70
0
.  The refractive index for PAA was assumed to be n =1.5.  AFM studies 
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were performed using a Dimension 3100 (Digital Instruments, Inc.) microscope in 
tapping mode to study the surface morphology of the modified substrates at ambient air 
using silicon tips with spring constants of 50 N/m.  Imaging was performed at scan rates 
in the range of 1-2 Hz.  Static contact angle measurements were performed using a 
contact angle goniometer (Kruss, Model DSA10).  The contact angle was calculated 
using the tangent method.  Contact angle measurements were performed with a static 
time of 60 seconds before the angle measurement.  For contact angle measurements at the 
fiber surface, the fiber was flattened using cold pressing.  The contact angles were 
determined with an accuracy of + 4 degrees. 
 
6.3.4 Stirring cell 
A blender with volume of approximately 1000 mL was adapted to enable preparation of 
a water-in-hexane emulsion and detection of water in the hexane matrix.  The mixing 
speed was controlled with a potentiometer connected to the blender cell.  For 
spectroscopic access probing a cross-section of the stirring cell, a fiber coupling system 
with custom-made PTFE ferrules and Swagelok components (Swagelok, Solon, OH) was 
developed that was suitable for sealing and routing a 45 cm long bare core silver halide 
(AgX) fiber with a diameter of 700 µm through the liquid phase contained within the 
stirring cell.  (The ends of the optical fiber were manually polished; see Appendix 
Section A-2.1)  The optical setup for in-situ spectroscopic monitoring of the oil in water 
matrix was developed around a FT-IR Bruker Equinox 55.  Radiation modulated by the 
interferometer was guided outside of the spectrometer and focused onto a polished in-
coupling facet of the fiberoptic waveguide via an off-axis parabolic mirror with a 2-in. 
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focal length.  IR radiation was propagating via total internal reflection along the AgX 
fiber routed through the stirring cell, thus creating an evanescent field along the fiber 
surface due to the refractive index contrast with the surrounding medium (approximately 
2.1 for the AgX fiber and 1.36 for the aqueous sample matrix).  The emanating divergent 
cone of IR radiation was collimated at the distal end of the fiber with another 2-in. focal 
length off-axis parabolic mirror, and then focused onto a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury-
cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector (Model K508, Infrared Associates, Stuart, FL) using 
another 2-in. focal length off-axis paraboloid.  The detected signal was processed via an 
impedance-matched MCT-1000 preamplifier (Infrared Associates, Stuart, FL), and 










6.3.5 Rotations in the stirring cell 
To measure the number of rotations per minute (RPM) of the stirring cell, a small 
magnet was attached to the mixer rotor with aid of super glue and an electromagnetic coil 
was placed in the proximity of the rotor.  When the magnet passes the coil, a current 
pulse is generated in the coil.  To estimate the pulse frequency (which corresponds to the 
rotor RPM), the signal from the coil was digitized with aid of a computer sound card.  
The pulse frequency was estimated by Fourier transformation of the current pulses in 
Labview.  Figure 6.2 presents the RPM as a function of the potentiometer settings.  In 
this work, setting 24 was used producing approximately 3000 RPM. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Rotations per minute (RPM) in the stirring cell as a function of 
potentiometer settings. Measurements were conducted with assistance of Dr. Zdyrko 
at Clemson University. 
 












6.3.6 Spectral data analysis 
During the experiments in this chapter, for each sample concentration six spectra 
were acquired (averaging 250 scans each) in 120 s intervals at 2 cm
-1
 spectral resolution; 
thus, measuring each concentration for 12 minutes.  Using the OPUS software (Bruker 
Optics Inc., Billerica, MA), the infrared absorption features of water were evaluated by 
peak area analysis.  Peak areas underneath the O-H absorption stretch at 3750–3000 cm
-1
 
were integrated.  Peak areas from each spectral region collected during replicate 
measurements were averaged, and used for further calculations.  In the remainder of this 
chapter, the three averaged peak areas for a given spectral region and respective sample 
mixture are referred to as PA. 
To establish quantitative calibration functions for analyzing water in hexane, the 
PAs were plotted versus the percentage of water in hexane.  The LOD and LOQ of water 
in hexane were extracted from the calibration plot (LOD: 3 concentration determination 
from the regression fit using the criterion of three times the noise of a blank sample.  
LOQ: 6 concentration determination from the regression fit using the criterion of six 
times the noise of a blank sample).  
 
6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
This research is focused on quantifying trace amounts of water in a hydrocarbon 
matrix (hexane) using MIR fiber-optic evanescent field absorption spectroscopy.  To 
model real world conditions where water is usually emulsified in an oil-like matrix, an 
optical fiber was immersed in a hexane-water mixture placed in a blender (Figure 6.1).  
Continuous turbulent stirring of the mixture (at 3000 RPM) caused formation of a water-
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in-hexane emulsion.  This emulsion created without any surfactant addition is 
representative of a macro-emulsion with droplets ranging in size from several microns to 
tens of microns 
22, 23
.  
From the initial trials, it was evident that the experimental setup allows 
monitoring of the components within this turbid mixture (Figure 6.3).  Water has a very 
intense and broad absorption feature observed from 3750–2750 cm
-1
, which corresponds 
to the O-H stretch, as well as a strongly absorbing H-O-H bending mode that occurs at 
1750–500 cm
-1
.  The lowest intensity absorption from approx. 2375–1875 cm
-1
 is the 3
rd
 
libration overtone.  The libration mode - also called frustrated rotation - exhibits an 
intense absorption feature at < 1000 cm
-1 24
.  In this study, the most intense O-H 
absorbance water peak was used for detection of water in hexane, as shown in Figure 
6.3a.  Crude oil, from which industrial oil and petroleum products are derived, exhibits 




C-H stretch and C-H bending 
vibrations in the range of 1500–1350 cm
-1 25
.  It is evident that hexane, which is a 
hydrophobic substance such as crude oil, has an IR spectrum very similar to oil, and may 
thus be used as a surrogate during the present initial experiments (Figure 6.3b).  
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6.4.1 Unmodified fiber 
First, an experiment using unmodified AgX fibers was conducted to detect how 
an increase in water concentration in hexane affects the IR signature of the emulsion.  
Water from 0-0.1% was added to the constantly stirred hexane matrix while the IR 
spectra were continuously acquired (Figure 6.4a, Table 6.1).  Note that the size of the 
liquid droplets in the emulsions was shown not to vary at low concentrations of the 
dispersed phase, if the stirring parameters were kept constant 
23, 26, 27
.  Therefore, changes 
in the IR spectra (as the concentration of water is increased) cannot be associated with 
changes in diameter of the water droplets. 
As illustrated by the arrows in Figures 6.4a and b, the absorbance intensity of 
water increases with water addition.  The obtained results (Figure 6.4c) also demonstrate 
that water apparently replaces hexane from the sensing region at the fiber surface (i.e., 
the evanescent field).  Once the water content in the system reaches 0.1%, the absorbance 
 
Figure 6.3:  Overlap of IR-ATR spectra of (a.) water and crude oil, (b.) hexane and crude 
oil. 
 


























































intensity remains the same as for 0.8% (Figure 6.4b).  This indicates that at these 
relatively higher concentrations additional water molecules are apparently not detected 
within the evanescent field of the AgX fiber.  In fact, it can be estimated from Figure 
6.4b that the absorbance intensity stops increasing at ~ 0.06%, as shown in Figure 6.4b, 
d.  This indicates that above this concentration additional water molecules are not 
detected anymore by the evanescent field, as the entire fiber is covered with a layer of 
water. The thickness of the water layer can be estimated to be much higher than the 
evanescent filed of the optical fiber, since as mentioned previously formed water droplets 
are on the range of 1 to 10 µm in diameter.  
Figure 6.4e yet demonstrates that concentrations from 0 to 0.06% follow a linear 
trend; thus, a first order linear calibration curve was established for this concentration 
regime (Figure 6.4e).  Note that for water concentrations below 0.02% (e.g., 0.01%), a 
very low water IR signal was observed, which did not allow reasonable quantification.  
Therefore, the unmodified optical fiber enabled the quantitative detection of water in the 








Figure 6.4: (a) IR-ATR spectra of 0-0.1% water in hexane using AgX fiber with no 
polymer coating, (b) enlarged region of O-H stretch of water, (c) enlarged region of C-
H stretch of hexane, (d) PA of O-H stretch, (e) first order linear calibration function. 
 



















































































































































Table 6.1: Parameters for establishing calibration curves (± number represents standard 
deviation). 
Concentration (%) Concentration (ppm) Peak Area (AU) 
Unmodified AgX fiber (Range 0-600 ppm) 
0 0 0 
0.02 200 6.49 
0.03 300 11.69 
0.04 400 16.94 
0.06 600 23.56 
y=-0.43+405.7*x, R=0.995   
PAA modified AgX fiber (Range 0-1000 ppm) 
0 0 0 
0.01 100 3.85 
0.02 200 22.23 
0.03 300 30.42 
0.04 400 33.74 
0.06 600 44.89 
0.08 800 51.26 
0.1 1000 59.63 
y=93.78(15.65*x)/(1+15.65*x)     
PAA-Sn modified AgX fiber (Range 0-1000 ppm) 
0 0 0±2.4 
0.00007 0.7 0.73±1.06 
0.00014 1.4 0.96±1.06 
0.001 10 2.56±1.36 
0.003 30 3.17±2.07 
0.005 50 3.61±0.8 
0.01 100 10.38±0.33 
0.02 200 16.88±1.39 
0.03 300 22.67±2.1 
0.04 400 30.31±5.28 
0.06 600 38.13±2.98 
0.08 800 47.90±1.85 
0.10 1000 51.64±5.56 
y=88.35(12.84*x)/(1+12.84*x)     
LOD 76 ppm & LOQ 170 ppm   




The IR response from water is apparently associated with water droplets 
accumulating at the fiber surface (Figure 6.5).   
 
Once a droplet is interacting with the fiber surface, two scenarios may be 
occurring.  In the first scenario, the droplet spreads across the fiber surface to maximize 
the contact area with the surface.  The tendency of a material to spread across a surface in 
a matrix of another material is described via the spreading coefficient 
28, 29
:  
 = Equation 6.1 
where ,  and  are the interfacial energies (tensions) for each component pair.  
In our case,  is the spreading coefficient of water (component 3) at the fiber 
(component 1).  Index 2 refers to the hexane matrix.  must be positive for matrix 3 






Figure 6.5: Accumulation of water droplets at the PAA-Sn modified (left) and 




negative, the second possible scenario is in effect—the droplet of water in contact with 
the fiber surface will reveal a certain value of a contact angle (), which can be estimated 
from the following equation 
30
:  








                                     Equation 6.2 
The spreading of the water layer across the fiber surface in principle should 
provide the optimum sensitivity of this IR method for the water detection, since 
maximum amount of material would be located within an evanescence wave region 
(~250 nm from the fiber surface 
16
).  The maximum sensitivity for the detection of water 
for the contact angle scenario will depend on the value of the angle.  Indeed, from 
straightforward geometric considerations it is evident that at lower values of the contact 
angle more water molecules contained within the droplet would be located within the 
evanescent field (Figure 6.5).  To differentiate between the scenarios, the interfacial 
energies for each component pair were estimated from the following equation 
31
:   




























                          Equation 6.3 
where subscripts a and b represent components, and superscripts d and p refer to the 
dispersive and polar contributions to the surface energy , respectively.  The dispersive 
and polar contributions to the surface energy can be obtained from contact angle 
measurements using the following expressions 
32
: 
                                                       
d p                                         Equation 6.4 
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 are the dispersive and polar components for the surface 










 for both liquids are known.   
The contact angles at the optical fiber surface were determined for water and 
hexadecane in the course of this study, and the spreading coefficient and contact angle for 
the hexane/water/fiber system were estimated.  The results of our evaluations (along with 
the parameters used) are presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.  Thermodynamics indicate 
(that there is no spreading of the water across the fiber surface in the hexane 
matrix.  Conversely, a relatively high contact angle (82
o
) is formed if a water droplet is in 
contact with the unmodified fiber surface.  Therefore, the AgX waveguide-sensing 
platform may achieve a further increase in sensitivity and a better LOD of water in the 
hydrocarbon matrix via surface modification of the fiber surface.  To conduct further 
experiments on detection and quantification of the water content in hexane at lower 
concentrations and over a more extended concentration range, the surface properties of 
the silver halide fiber were modified to make it more hydrophilic. 
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Table 6.2: Surface energies and contact angles for liquids and substrates. 








p,  mJ/m2 Contact angle, degree  
Water Hexadecane 
original fiber 46.1 27.25 19.8 58 5 





66.5 41.8 41.8 N/A N/A 
Water
**
 72.8 21.8 51 N/A N/A 
Hexadecane
**
 26.35 26.35 0 N/A N/A 
Hexane
*** 
18.4 18.4 0 N/A N/A 
*     
Estimated from PAA-Sn and water values assuming parameters to vary 
linearly with the volume fraction of the components 





Fiber modified with 
PAA-Sn  
Fiber modified with 




 21.2 38.2 42.7 
 mJ/m
2
 51.3 51.3 51.3 
 mJ/m
2
 14.2 2.3 1.1 
 mJ/m
2
 -44.3 -15.7 -9.7 
Contact angle
*
, degree 82 46 36 
WA, mJ/m
2
 58.3 86.8 93 
*




6.4.2 Modified fiber 
6.4.2.1 PAA coating 
The silver halide fiber was modified with a coating comprising hydrophilic and 
water soluble polyacrylic acid (PAA) to increase the fiber surface hydrophilicity.  
Specifically, a thin layer of the polymer was deposited at the fiber surface by dip coating 
from ethanol solution followed by annealing.  A layer of the same solution was likewise 
deposited at the surface of a silicon wafer.  Ellipsometry performed for the film coated at 
the wafer indicated that a film of ~40 nm was achieved.  Figure 6.6 shows AFM images 
of the unmodified fiber along with the fiber modified with a PAA layer.  The difference 
in surface morphologies indicates that the PAA layer was deposited at the fiber surface.  
In addition, the solubility of the PAA film in hexane and water was tested.  For 
this purpose, the wafers covered with the PAA layer were immersed in hexane and water 
for 30 minutes.  Ellipsometric measurements revealed that hexane does not remove the 
layer from the surface.  Conversely, treatment with water removed the film from the 
wafer surface leaving just 1-2 nm of adsorbed PAA layer as a residue.  Nevertheless, IR 
measurements using the fiber modified with PAA film were performed on the 





Figure 6.6: AFM topographical (a.-c.) and phase (d.-f.) 1.5 x1.5 m images of: (a and 
d) unmodified fiber; (b. and e.) fiber modified with PAA layer; (c. and f.) fiber modified 
with PAA-Sn layer.  For topography images the vertical scale is 200 nm. For the phase 
images the vertical scale is 100 degrees. 
 
 
a. b. c. 
d. e. f. 
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In the experiments involving the modified fiber, the water concentration in the 
hexane matrix was varied from 0 to 0.35% (Figures 6.7a-c).  The spectroscopic data 
demonstrate that the absorbance associated with the O-H stretch increases with increasing 
water content.  The absorbance also shows a higher intensity than that observed for the 
unmodified fiber for the same water content (Figures 6.4 and 6.7).  This indicates that 
water interacts more intensly with the modified surface.  Once the water concentration 
reaches 0.25%, the signal associated with water does not increase any further.  From 
Figures 6.7b and c it is evident that water at 0.02% in hexane may be detected, which is 
similar to the experiment using no PAA film.  The plot in Figure 6.7c may be described 
by a Langmuir-type equation for surface coverage 
34
: 
                              
         
     
 ,                             Equation 6.6 
where A is the absorbance intensity, K is the effective equilibrium constant, and c 
represents the concentration (the parameters used can be found in Table 6.1.).  However, 
reproducing this data was challenging, as there were large deviations and a drop in 
sensitivity observed.  The explanation for this was the partial dissolution of the PAA 
layer by the thin water film attracted to the surface.  It is important to note in Figure 6.7a 
that with time there is a decrease in the absorbance intensity observed for the peaks at 
~1720 cm
-1
 and 1300-1200 cm
-1
, which are representative absorption features of the PAA 
film (IR spectra of PAA, Figure A-2.2).  The absorbance intensity of these peaks is 
decreasing (becomes negative) as the water concentration increases in the solution.  Even 
though we were able to establish a quantitative trend in Figure 6.7c, the obtained data is 
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not sufficiently reproducible and thus of limited practical utility due to the instability of 
the polymer coating over time.   
  
 
Figure 6.7: (a.) IR-ATR spectra of 0-0.55% water in hexane using AgX fiber coated 
with 40 nm thick PAA polymer film, (b.) enlarged region of O-H stretch of water, (c.) 
best fit calibration curve based on a Langmuir-type surface coverage. 
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0.3 PAA modified AgX
























































6.4.2.2 PAA-Sn cross-linked coating 
The next step in this study was to improve the stability of the PAA coating to 
prevent its removal from the fiber surface upon the addition of water.  Specifically, to 
stabilize the hydrophilic film the PAA layer was cross-linked after deposition.  It is well-
known that increasingly cross-linked polymers are less soluble 
35
.  PAA was crosslinked 
with tin ions, which are insoluble in water PAA-Sn salt.  The cross-linking mechanism is 
shown in Figure 6.8 (the detailed procedure has been described in the experimental 
section).  AFM and ellipsometry studies using silicon wafers as a substrate have 
confirmed that the cross-linked polymer layer remains stable in water and hexane.  Next, 
the AgX fiber was coated with ~90 nm of the PAA-Sn film.  The thickness of the coating 
was determined using ellipsometry at the model substrate (the silicon wafer).  Again, 
AFM imaging confirmed the deposition of the coating at the fiber surface (Figures 6.6c 
and f). 
 
The sensing performance of the AgX fiber coated with the PAA cross-linked film 
was tested with the stirring cell setup.  Water was added to hexane starting from 0 to 
 
Figure 6.8: Schematic of PAA cross-linking using SnCl4. 
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0.15% (Figure 6.9).  As illustrated by arrows in Figures 6.9a and b, the absorbance 
intensity of water increases with the addition of water.  The obtained results (Figure 
6.9c) also demonstrate that the water replaces hexane from the sensing region of the fiber 
(evanescent field).  The absence of the negative peak associated with the removal of PAA 
from the surface confirmed the stability of the coating.  In general, the water absorbance 
peaks give higher intensity than those observed for the unmodified fiber for the same 
water content (Figures 6.4 and 6.9).  This indicates that water interacts stronger with the 
modified surface. 
Figure 6.9b clearly shows that at 0.001% (10 ppm) of water in hexane the O-H 
peak remains clearly detectable in the IR spectra.  (Note that this experiment was 
reproduced three times.)  The peak area (PA) of each O-H absorption feature was 
integrated to establish a calibration function to correlate absorbance vs. concentration of 
water in hexane from 0.00007 to 0.16% (saturation limit of the polymer film), as shown 
in Figure 6.9d.  The error bars represent the standard deviation (calculated from 
consecutive three measurements).  Table 6.1 summarizes the fit parameters for the 
calibration equation.  The fit equation again follows a Langmuir-type equation (Equation 
6.6) for surface coverage.  A LOD of 76 ppm and a LOQ of 170 ppm of water in hexane 
were extracted from the calibration plot. 
To estimate the threshold sensitivity of the system the concentration range < 
0.01% water in hexane was enlarged, as shown in Figure 6.9e.  At 0.0001% (1 ppm) 
water in hexane, the PA values are slightly higher compared to 0% water; however, these 
changes are very small and do not facilitate a quantitative evaluation.  The PA value of 







Figure 6.9: (a) IR-ATR spectra of 0-0.15 % water in hexane, (b) enlarged O-H stretch of 
water, (c) enlarged C-H stretch of hexane , (d) best fit calibration curve (Langmuir type), 
(e) PA of water (0-0.01 %) in hexane. 
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and e).  These findings indicate that our experimental setup may detect 10 ppm of water 
in hexane; to the best of our knowledge, these are the lowest values reported for 
comparable IR techniques, and even for other sensing strategies. 
The obtained results demonstrate that with the application of a stable polymer 
layer at the waveguide surface the sensitivity was significantly improved.  We explain 
this improvement with the thermodynamically more favorable interaction between water 
and the fiber surface in the hexane matrix.  Thermodynamic calculations (using Eqs. 6.1-
5, Table 6.3) revealed that the surface modification of the fiber with the hydrophilic 
polymer does not cause spreading of the water at the modified fiber surface in the hexane 
matrix (.  However, the contact angle of water at the fiber for the 
hexane/water/fiber system decreases significantly—from 82 to 46
 o 
(Figure 6.4, right and 
left, respectively).  Therefore, the amount of water contributing to the IR signal increases, 
since more molecules per (1-10 m) droplet are sensed by the evanescence field 
(propagating up to ~250 nm above the fiber surface).  In fact, one can estimate 
(calculations in appendix A-2) that the contact area for a water droplet increases approx. 
2 times, if the contact angle decreases from 82
o
 (unmodified fiber) to 46
o
 (PAA-Sn 
modified fiber).  Note that at concentrations below the saturation limit the IR signal is 
approx. 1.5 times stronger for the modified fiber than for the unmodified one (Figures 
6.4d and 6.9d).  This observation is in accordance with the contact angle estimations. 
Another important factor for practical applications is the swellability of the PAA-
Sn film in water, which may contribute via enrichment to the obtained signal.  To this 
end, swelling studies at these films in the presence of water and hexane vapors were 
performed using ellipsometry.  The layer demonstrated a relatively high affinity to water 
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(35% swelling, the polymer layer thickness increased to approx. 120 nm), and a low 
affinity to hexane (0.5% swelling).  The swellability results demonstrated that at low 
concentrations the sensitivity is further promoted by the penetration of water into the 
PAA-Sn film acting as an enrichment layer. Therefore, the wettability parameters were 
reevaluated taking swelling into account.  Specifically, the surface energy of the swollen 
polymer film was assumed to vary linearly with the volume fraction of the constitutive 
PAA-Sn and water components (Table 6.2).  These thermodynamic calculations (Table 
6.3) indicate that even for the swollen film there is no spreading of water across the fiber 
in hexane (  In fact, the contact angle of water on the fiber covered with the 
swollen PAA-Sn film for the hexane/water/fiber system decreases from 46 to 36
 o
. 
Besides the difference in the extent of water-fiber contact area, the improved 
performance of the coated fiber can be explained by the increased adhesion between the 
water droplet and fiber surface for the modified fiber.  The level of adhesion may be 
approximated via the work of adhesion, WA, defined as the reversible work required to 
separate a unit area of liquid from a substrate 
29, 36
.  In the case of the hexane/water/fiber 
system considered in this work, the work of adhesion is defined as: 
                                               12 32 13AW                                    Equation 6.7 
The higher the resulting value of WA, the stronger the adhesion between the water droplet 
and the fiber surface.  Calculations of WA for the modified and unmodified fibers are 
reported in Table 6.3.  The work of adhesion is approximately 30% higher for the surface 
modified with the PAA-Sn layer.  Additionally, taking into the account the extent of 
surface contact between the water droplet and the AgX fiber, which is approx. 2 times 
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higher for the modified fiber (see calculations in Appendix Section A-2.3), the work of 
adhesion per droplet becomes approximately 60% higher for the PAA-Sn modified AgX 
fiber.  Therefore, in the constantly stirred hexane matrix, the probability of attachment of 
a water droplet to the fiber surface is higher for the modified fiber.  In analogy, the 
probability of detachment of an already attached droplet is lower for the modified fiber. 
 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy was used to detect 
and quantify the concentration of water in hexane.  An unmodified fiber enabled the 
detection of the presence of water in hexane to a level 0.02% (200 ppm) water in hexane.  
The application of a PAA-Sn polymer layer at the silver halide fiber surface enabled the 
on-line MIR detection of water in hexane to a level of10 ppm.  To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the only IR-based sensing technique detecting such low concentrations 
of water in an organic matrix.  It is hypothesized that the enhanced performance of the 
modified fiber is associated with an increased level of water/fiber wettability, and 
increased water/fiber adhesive interactions for the fiber covered with the PAA-Sn layer.  
Additionally, the swellability of the PAA-Sn film in water may add to the increase in 
sensitivity by enrichment effects. 
 
6.6 OUTLOOK 
This chapter represents an advance toward utilizing MIR fiber-optic evanescent 
field sensors with appropriate polymer modified waveguides for in-situ low level 
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detection of trace amounts of water in petroleum products and industrial oils.  The 
determined LOD and LOQ are competitive with other laboratory methods and with 
commercially available techniques; however the reproducibility must be improved, 
especially at low ppm levels.  Construction of a modified stirring cell is suggested with 
an optimized alignment of the optical elements and the fiber enabling to eliminate the 
realignment procedure for every new measurement, which adds to the variance.  
Additionally, the stirring cell should provide flow-through capabilities, which will enable 
more flexibility for measuring different concentrations.  A precisely controlled stirring 
system should be added to the modified stirring cell. 
Furthermore, the length, diameter, and shape of the AgX fiber may be further 
optimized.  An enhancement of the evanescent field sensitivity could be achieved by 
tapering the fiber within the measurement region, as previously shown 
16
.  In addition, 
MCT detectors with higher sensitivity in the 3-5 µm region (water absorption region) 
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In-situ Analysis of Crude Oil in Water at ppb Concentrations Using 
Mid-infrared Fiberoptic Evanescent Field Spectroscopy 
 
This chapter focuses on quantifying trace amounts of oil in water using mid-
infrared (MIR) evanescent field absorption spectroscopy.  Silver halide fibers were 
utilized as MIR waveguides to spectroscopically interrogate oil-in-water emulsions.  
Either unmodified fibers or fibers modified with grafted epoxidized polybutadiene layers 
were used for these studies.  While unmodified fibers provided detection levels of oil at 
the ppm level, the surface modification of the fiber enabled the on-line MIR analysis of 
crude oil in water at ppb levels.  Specifically, crude oil IR absorption signatures at levels 
of 46 ppb were still quantified.  The proposed sensor system requires no sample 
preparation, and is based on a single measurement that can may be completed in a matter 
of few seconds. 
 
7.1 MOTIVATION 
Oil spills occur every day worldwide 
1
. Large spills may cause extensive damage 
to marine life, terrestrial life, human health, and natural resources 
1, 2
.  Oil that enters the 
ocean comes from many sources, some being natural seepage, some being accidental 
spills or leaks, and some being the result of chronic and careless habits in the use of oil 
and oil products.  The global volume of the natural seepage of petroleum is difficult to 





Additionally, a historical review and analysis of reported oil spills exceeding 10,000 
gallons in the International Oil Spill Database 
4
 shows that since the early 1960s nearly 
300 million gallons of oil have spilled into US marine waters, and approx. 200 million 
gallons of oil on US soil originates from land pipeline leaks 
1, 5
. However, it is important 
to note that yearly consumption of petroleum products by US is approximately 7 billion 
gallons, thus comparatively only a very small fraction of oil is spilled 
6
.  Nevertheless, the 
impacts to the ecosystems, and the long-term effects of environmental pollution caused 
by oil contaminations are global concern 
7
.  Nowadays, oil spills along with their 
prevention, characterization, and remediation continue to be a widely researched topic of 
great concern in many countries.  Therefore, early and unambiguous detection of trace 
amounts of oil in water is important for monitoring the health of ecosystems 
8
. 
In recent years, the detection of hydrocarbons spilled at sea has been significantly 
advanced 
9, 10
.  Wang and Fingas have reviewed frequently used methods based on gas 
chromatography (GC) or GC coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) for the detection and 
characterization of oil spills and environmental forensic investigations 
1
.  These methods 
provide low parts per billion (ppb) sensitivity for the detection of crude oil in water 
11
.  
However, there are some particular drawbacks associated with these methods, such as 
laborious sample collection and preparation, and substantial time required to perform the 
analysis.  Moreover, it is difficult to design in-situ sensors utilizing these techniques 
2
.  
In this respect, spectral techniques such as infrared (IR) spectroscopy represents a 
reliable option for providing rapid results with no or minimal sample preparation 
12
.  
Today, a number of portable sensing systems are based on diamond single-reflection 





Sensors utilizing IR-ATR induced evanescent field absorption spectroscopy provide the 
capability of evaluating both viscous and highly absorbing samples in aqueous 
environments 
13-15
.  Other portable systems use fiber-optic probes whose sensing tips are 
constituted to operate in reflection mode for the direct measurement of samples 
2
.  
Additionally, mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy coupled with multivariate pattern-
recognition methods has been successfully applied to characterize oil pollutions 
16-19
.  
Moreover, a variety of portable, commercial, hand-held MIR analyzers have been 
reported in the last few years 
20, 21
. 
Despite of significant research conducted on MIR based sensors; the limits of 
detection (LOD) and sensitivity of these sensors have not been comparable to GC-MS 
based techniques for analyzing trace amounts of oil in water.  As of recently, the best 
limits of detection for IR based methods were reached by extraction of crude oil into a 
nonpolar, hydrocarbon-free solvent followed by measurement of the infrared absorption 
spectrum of the extract 
12, 22-25
.  Most of these methods use 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-
trifluoroethane (CFC-113), tetrachloromethane, or carbon tetrachloride; however, these 
solvents are known ozone-depleting compounds 
26-28
.  A commercially available device 
by PerkinElmer requires tetrachloroethylene-assisted oil extraction followed by MIR 
spectrometry achieving a limit of detection of 0.5 mg/L (500 ppb) 
29
.  Romero and Ferrer 
have developed a procedure using solid-phase extraction, thereby avoiding the use of any 
kind of solvent, with a detection limit of 0.034 mg/L (34 ppb) (n-hexadecane was used as 
a model for oil)
24
.  The use of separation techniques or solvent extractions prior 
spectroscopic analysis significantly slows down the detection process and makes these 
techniques less timely for in-situ analysis 
12, 23, 30, 31
.   
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Therefore, it is vital to develop straightforward-to-use, sensitive, cost-effective, 
rapid, and miniaturizable sensing techniques for on-site and in-situ analysis of crude oil 
in water.  To this end, this chapter reports on design, construction, and testing of a 
sensitive MIR evanescent field fiber-optic sensor for the detection of crude oil pollutants 
in water.   
 
7.2 INTRODUCTION 
The in-situ determination of trace amounts of oil in water is beneficial for 
environmental forensic analysis of oil spills and contaminations.  To this end, the study 
presented in this chapter is focused on quantifying trace amounts of oil content in water 
using MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy.  To increase the sensitivity and 
improve the limit of detection, a waveguide-based sensing platform utilizing silver halide 
fibers was coated with a layer of a hydrophobic polymer (epoxidized polybutadiene, 
EPB), which attracts crude oil into the evanescent field sensing region.  Polymer or 
polymer-like films have widely been deposited onto waveguide surfaces for enhancing 
the detection of various compounds 
32-35
.  The MIR fiberoptic sensing method developed 
herein provides a threshold sensitivity of 46 ppb of crude oil in water.  To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the smallest amount of crude oil detected with MIR based technique 







7.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
7.3.1 Reagents and solution preparation 
Natural crude oil supplied by ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Company 
(Annandale, NJ) was added to deionized (DI) water (R = 18.2 MΩcm at 25 °C).  The 
mass of crude oil was determined using a GR-200 analytical mass balance (A&D 
Company, engineering Milpitas, CA).  Since the amount of 0.0001 g is the smallest value 
possible to be measured with the GR-200 analytical mass balance, smaller concentrations 
were prepared by diluting 0.0006 g of oil in 10 mL of water.  The volume of water used 
for dilution crude oil samples (<0.0006 g of crude oil) was measured using a 100–1000 
L Eppendorf pipette (Eppendorf North America Inc., New York, NY).   
Polybutadiene (Mw = 424,540 g/mol, PDI 2.93 (GPC)) from Aldrich was 
epoxidized in CHCl3 solution in the presence of stoichiometric (to double bonds) 
amounts of formic acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide 
36
.  The reaction was perfromed at 





.  The vinyl proton signal was used to monitor the extent of the reaction.  The 
epoxidation yielded EPB with 60% molar content of epoxy groups. The epoxidation was 
conducted in collaboration with Dr. Zdyrko at Clemson University. 
 
7.3.2 EPB layer deposition 
Core-only silver halide fibers (AgX, X = Cl0.3 – 0.4Br0.7 – 0.6) purchased from JT 
Ingram Technologies Inc. were coated with an EPB layer by a dip-coating method (using 
DC Mono 160 dip-coater from NIMA Technologies Ltd.).  This technique involved 
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dipping the fiber clamped at one end into a polymer solution (0.5% of EPB in chloroform 
from Spectrum).  Prior to the deposition, the fiber was rinsed with methylethylketone 
(Spectrum) to remove possible contaminations.  The coated fiber (protected from light) 
was allowed to dry in ambient air followed by annealing at 70
o
C for two hours in an 
oven.  The fiber was rinsed with chloroform to remove any ungrafted EPB 
macromolecules.  The same experiment was conducted at a silicon wafer (Semiconductor 
Processing Co.) surface to determine the thickness and swellability of the grafted EPB 
layer via ellipsometry.  The morphology of the EPB film was studied with atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). 
 
7.3.3 Instrumentation and experimental setup 
A detailed description of the instrumentation and characterization techniques used 
in this chapter can be found in Section 6.3.3.  A block diagram and a description of the 
experimental setup can be found in section 6.3.4 (Figure 6.1). 
 
7.3.4 Spectral data analysis 
Each experiment using one AgX fiber was performed in triplicate.  For all 
experiments reported in this chapter, five spectra were acquired for each sample 
concentration averaging 250 scans each in 80 s intervals at 2 cm
-1
 spectral resolution, 
thus measuring each concentration for the time period of approximately 6 minutes.  
Using the OPUS software (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA), infrared absorption 
features of crude oil were evaluated by peak area analysis. Peak areas underneath the CH 
stretch feature at 2940 to 2880 cm
-1
 were integrated.  Peak areas from each spectral 
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region collected during replicated measurements were averaged and used for further 
calculations. Consequently, from here on the three averaged peak areas for a given 
spectral region and respective sample mixture will be indicated as PA.   
To establish quantitative calibration functions for analyzing crude oil in water, the 
PAs were plotted versus the amount of crude oil added to water in parts per million 
(ppm).  The calculated limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantification (LOQ) of 
oil in water were extracted from the calibration plot (LOD: 3 concentration 
determination from the regression fit using the criterion of 3 times the noise of a blank 
sample. LOQ: 6 concentration determination from the regression fit using the criterion 
of 6 times the noise of a blank sample).  
 
 
7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to model real-world conditions where oil is emulsified in water, an 
optical fiber was immersed into an oil-in-water mixture placed into a blender.  
Continuous turbulent stirring of the mixture (at 3000 RPM) caused the formation of an 
oil-in-water emulsion.  This emulsion was created without any addition of surfactant, and 
is representative for macroemulsions with the size of droplets at the level of several 
micrometers 
38
.  Specifically, published results indicate that the size of the oil droplets in 
such emulsions is on the order of 10 to 100 microns 
39-42
.  From initial trials it was 
evident that the experimental setup allows spectroscopically monitoring the components 





stretch) and 1500-1350 cm
-1 
(CH bending vibrations) 
24
.  In this study, the CH stretch 
region has been selected for quantitative due to the most intense absorption features of 
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 (Figure 7.1).  However, practically no interference with the 
measurements was observed, as the CH stretch is clearly detected on the shoulder of the 
OH stretch, therefore rendering the detection of crude oil straightforward. In future, 
multivariate calibration techniques may further enhance the sensitivity of such 












7.4.1 Unmodified fiber 
Experiments using unmodified AgX fibers were conducted to detect how an 
increase of crude oil concentration in water affects the IR signature of the emulsion.  
Crude oil from 0 to 1022 ppm was added to constantly stirred water solutions, and IR 
































Figure 7.1:  Overlay of the IR-ATR spectra of water and crude oil. 
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spectra were continuously acquired.  It is necessary to highlight that the size of the oil 
droplets was shown not to vary at this low level of oil content, if the stirring parameters 
were kept constant 
42
.  Therefore, changes in the IR spectra (as the concentration of oil is 
increased) are not resulting from changes in the diameter of the oil droplets. 
Figure 7.2a presents IR spectra of oil in water, as the oil concentration was 
increased from 0 to 1022 ppm.  As illustrated by the arrows in Figure 7.2a, the 
absorbance intensity of the CH stretch increases as the crude oil concentration increases, 
and the absorbance intensity of the OH stretch associated with water decreases.  The 
obtained result demonstrates that crude oil displaces water from the sensing region at the 
fiber surface (i.e., the evanescent field of the fiber).  It is necessary to highlight that visual 
inspection of the fiber after a measurement confirmed that oil is present at the fiber 
surface.  Once the oil content in the system reached 1022 ppm, the absorbance intensity 
remained similar to the signal obtained at 511 ppm (Figure 7.2b).  These results indicate 
that at these relatively high concentrations additional oil is not detected anymore, as the 
AgX fiber is apparently fully covered with crude oil extending beyond the penetration 
depth of the evanescent field.  In fact, it was estimated that the absorbance intensity stops 
increasing at approximately 283 ppm (Figure 7.2c). 
The peak area (PA) of each CH absorption feature was integrated for three 
parallel measurements for establishing a calibration function to correlate absorbance 
versus concentration of crude oil in water from 0 to 1022 ppm.  Table 7.1 summarizes 







































































































12 Unmodifeid AgX 










































Figure 7.2: Unmodified fiber.  (a.) IR spectra of crude oil content in water as oil 
concentration increases from 0-1022 ppm, (b.) enlarged region of C-H stretch of crude 


























(ppm) Peak Area (AU) 
Standard 
deviation 
Unmodified AgX fiber (Range 0-1023 ppm) 
0 0.00 0.029 0.375 
8.2 11.71 1.099 0.456 
38.46 54.94 4.501 0.244 
72.98 104.26 7.199 0.671 
364.16 520.23 10.160 0.613 
715.84 1022.63 10.504 0.770 
Langmuir like fit: First order linear:   
yy=11(0.016*x)/(1+0.016*x) y = 0.238+0.074*x, R=0.99 
LOD 7  ppm & LOQ  16  ppm LOD 12 ppm & LOQ 27 ppm 
EPB modified AgX      (Range 0-215 ppm) 
0 0.00 0.061 0.066 
0.6 0.86 2.128 0.188 
1.68 2.40 3.345 0.269 
6.21 8.87 4.896 1.210 
18.21 26.01 7.478 1.921 
38.88 55.54 10.050 1.915 
88.87 126.96 13.003 2.528 
150.33 214.76 14.028 2.431 
Langmuir type fit : 
y=14.81(0.05*x)/(1+0.05*x)       
Range 0-1 ppm 
0 0.00 0.000 0.066 
0.0325 0.05 0.176 0.006 
0.065 0.09 0.306 0.021 
0.13 0.19 0.495 0.114 
0.325 0.464 0.812 0.241 
0.650 0.929 1.199 0.146 
Langmuir type fit :    y=1.82(1.94*x)/(1+1.94*x)   
LOD 63 ppb & LOQ 140 ppb    




Figure 7.2c illustrates a Langmuir-type fit (Equation 6.6) for the measurements 
presented in Figure 7.2a.  The calibration plot indicates that it is possible to differentiate 
between the absence of oil in water and concentrations up to 11.3 ppm.  However, at 
concentrations below 11.3 ppm, no significant IR signal from oil was detected anymore.  
The LOD and LOQ derived from the Langmuir fit was calculated to be 7 ppm and 16 
ppm, respectively (Table 7.1).   
In addition, Figure 7.2c demonstrates that concentrations from 0 to 104 ppm 
follow a linear trend, and thus a first-order linear calibration curve was established for 
this region (Figure 7.2d).  Judging by the R-value (goodness of the fit) of 0.99, the data 
points clearly follow the linear trend.  Using the linear calibration function, the LOD and 
LOQ were determined to be 12 ppm and 27 ppm, respectively, which is similar to the 
ones derived from the Langmuir-type fit (Table 7.1).   
The IR signature from oil is associated with the attachment of oil droplets to the 
fiber surface, similar to the previously studied effects of water-in-oil at hydrophilic 
surfaces (Figure 7.3).  Once a droplet is present at the fiber surface, there are two 
possible scenarios.  According to the first one, the droplet spreads across the fiber to 
maximize its contact area with the surface.  The tendency of one material to spread across 
a surface in a matrix of another material is described via the spreading coefficient 
(Equation 6.1) 
44, 45
.  In this case,  is defined as the spreading coefficient for oil 
(component 3) at the fiber (component 1).  The index 2 refers to the water matrix.  
must be positive for matrix 3 (oil) to spread over matrix 1 (fiber) in the presence of 
matrix 2 (water).  If  is negative, the second possible scenario is in effect.  Namely, 
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the droplet of oil in contact with the fiber will demonstrate a certain value for the contact 
angle (), which can be estimated from Equation 6.2 46.   
 
Spreading of oil across the fiber should give rise to the highest achievable 
sensitivity of such IR sensors for the detection of oil, as more absorbing material is 
located within the evanescent field (extending ~300 nm from the fiber surface 
14
).  The 
highest sensitivity for oil in the contact angle scenario will depend on the value of the 
angle.  Indeed, from straightforward geometrical considerations it is evident that at lower 
values of the contact angle more oil from the droplet will be located within the 
evanescence field (Figure 7.3).  To differentiate between the tow scenarios the interfacial 
energies for each component pair have been estimated using Equation 6.3 
47






Figure 7.3: Presence of crude oil droplets at the EPB modified (left) and unmodified 




The contact angles at the optical fiber for water and hexadecane were measured, 
and the spreading coefficient and contact angle for the oil-water-fiber system were 
estimated.  Results of these evaluations (along with the parameters used) are presented in 
Tables 7.2 and 7.3.  (Hexadecane was used as surrogate for oil in these estimations.)  
The thermodynamics indicate ( that there is no spreading of the oil across the 
fiber in the water matrix.  Conversely, a relatively high contact angle (96
o
) is obtained, if 
an oil droplet is in contact with the unmodified fiber surface.  Therefore, further increase 
in sensitivity and better limit of detections for crude oil in water using the AgX 
waveguide sensing platform should be attained via appropriate surface modification of 














 Table 7.2. Surface energies and contact angles for liquids and substrates. 
 
















Contact angle, degree 
water hexadecane 
Unmodified fiber 46.1 27.25 19.8 58 5 
EPB film 32.74 26.25 6.5 81 5 
Water* 72.8 21.8 51 N/A N/A 













7.4.2 Modified fiber 
In order to modify the fiber surface, a thin layer of epoxydized polybutadiene was 
deposited at the fiber surface by dip coating from chloroform solution followed by 
annealing.  Using the same solution and experimental procedures, the layer was also 
deposited at the surface of a silicon wafer.  Ellipsometry performed for the films 
deposited at the wafer indicated that a film of approximately 45 nm thickness was 
deposited at the substrate. 
The selection of EPB was based on the inherent hydrophobicity of the polymer.  
In fact, the water contact angle for the EPB film deposited at the model silicon wafer 
substrate was approx. 82
o
, which is significantly higher than the water contact angle of 
58
o
 determined for the unmodified fiber (Table 7.2).  Thermodynamic calculations (using 
Equations 6.1–6.5, Table 7.3) revealed that surface modification of the fiber with the 




Unmodified fiber Modified with EPB fiber 
mJ/m
2
 14.2 34.9 
 mJ/m
2
 51.4 51.4 
 mJ/m
2
 19.8 6.5 
 mJ/m
2
 -57.1 -21 
Contact angle
2
, degree 96 56.5 
WA, mJ/m
2
 45.8 79.8 
1.
Hexadecane was used in calculations as an oil surrogate 
2
 Contact angle is calculated for oil (hexadecane) on fiber in water matrix 
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hydrophobic polymer does not cause spreading of the oil across the modified fiber in the 
water matrix ( .  However, the contact angle of oil at the fiber for the oil-water-




(Figure 7.3, right and left 
respectively).  Thus, the amount of oil contributing to the IR signal is increased, as more 
absorbing material per (10–100 m) droplet can be sensed by the evanescence field 
(emanating up to ~300 nm above the fiber).   
Another reason for selecting EPB is the reactivity of the polymer 
49
.  Epoxy 
functionalities of EPB are quite reactive and ensure adhesion of the EPB coating at the 
fiber surface.  Additionally, the epoxy groups may react with each other at higher 
temperatures, and thus cause additional cross-linking of the deposited layer.  Cross-
linking further stabilizes the EPB film and prevents delamination during application in 
liquid media.  In fact, the fiber and the wafer modified with the EPB layer were rinsed 
with chloroform (an excellent solvent for this polymer) several times without any 
indication of layer removal by the solvent treatment. 
EPB films deposited at the model surface of the silicon wafer and at the AgX 
fiber were thoroughly characterized.  Figure 7.4 shows AFM images of the unmodified 
fiber along with the silicon wafer, and the fiber modified with an EPB layer.  From a 
comparison of the surface morphologies, it is evident that the EPB layer was anchored to 
the fiber surface.  AFM imaging after the wafer was covered with the EPB layer and 
exposed to a stirred water and (in a separate experiment) hexadecane environment for 
approximately 3 hours did not reveal any significant changes in surface morphology.  
Additionally, ellipsometry measurements showed no removal of the polymer layer after 
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Finally, the level of interaction of hydrocarbons and water with the EPB layer was 
studied via ellipsometric measurements.  Namely, the swelling of the film in the presence 
of water and hexane vapors was measured.  The layer demonstrated a somewhat higher 
affinity to hexane (6% swelling) than to water (2% swelling).  However, once for 
comparison the layer was exposed to the vapor of a solvent for this polymer 
(chloroform), the thickness of the EPB film was increased by more than 80%.  The 
 a. b. c. 
d. e. f. 
 
 
Figure 7.4: AFM topographical (a.-c.) and phase (d.-f.) 1.5 x1.5 m images: (a. and d.) 
silicon wafer modified with EPB layer; (b. and e.) unmodified fiber; (c and f) fiber 
modified with EPB layer.  For topography images the vertical scale is 20 nm (a.), 200 nm 
(b.), and 60 nm (c.). For the phase images the vertical scale is 100 degrees. 
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swellability results demonstrated that only minute amounts of oil and water may be 
absorbed by the layer during IR measurement of oil-in-water emulsions. 
Figures 7.5a and 7.5b present IR spectra of oil emulsion in water with increasing 
oil concentration from 0 to 214 ppm.  The spectroscopic data demonstrate that the 
absorbance intensity of CH stretch increases, as the crude oil concentration increases.  
Simultaneously, a peak at (3750-2750 cm
-1
) associated with water decreases.  These 
results indicate that oil displaces water at the fiber surface.  Once the oil concentration 
reached 114 ppm, the signal associated with oil did not increase any further indicating 
that the fiber is fully covered with crude oil within the evanescent field sensing region.  
This value is approx. 2.5 times lower than the saturation value of 283 ppm obtained for 
the unmodified fiber surface.  This phenomenon was directly associated with the contact 
angle between the oil droplets and the fiber surface in the oil-water-fiber system.  In fact, 
one can estimate (see calculations in Appendix Section A-2.3) that the contact area for 





 (EPB-modified fiber).  It is necessary to highlight that at concentrations 
below the saturation limit, the IR signal is approx. 2 to 3 times stronger for the modified 
fiber compared to the unmodified one (Figure 7.2c and 7.5c).  This observation is also in 
accordance with the contact angle estimations. 
Figure 7.5c illustrates the PA of the CH stretch versus the concentration of crude 
oil. Additionally, a Langmuir-type curve (Equitation 6.6) was fitted to the calibration 
points in Figure 7.5c.  It is evident from Figures 7.5a–c that it is possible to differentiate 





















The IR absorption signal associated with 1 ppm oil in water is relatively strong 
(Figure 7.5a), and thus measurements at lower concentrations were conducted to test the 
experimental setup at ppb levels of oil in water.  Figure 7.6a presents IR spectra of oil in 
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Figure 7.5: Modified with EPB layer fiber. (a.) IR spectra of crude oil content in water as 
oil concentration increases from 0-214 ppm, (b.) enlarged region of C-H stretch of crude 




water with oil concentrations increasing from 0 to 1 ppm.  Figure 7.6b illustrates a 
Langmuir-type fit (Equation 6.6) for the PA versus crude oil concentrations.  (Fitting 









The higher effective equilibrium constant (K) values were obtained for the lower 
concentrations of oil in water rather than for the higher concentrations, which is 
explained as follows.  At low concentrations the probability that droplet arriving to the 
surface will land on the droplet which is already located on the fiber is low.  Therefore, 
practically each arriving droplet contributes to the IR signal.  This leads to the higher K 
values. 
 The data presented in Figure 7.6b indicate that it is possible to still differentiate 
between 0 ppb oil in water and 46 ppb.  Thus, the threshold sensitivity of this 
experimental setup utilizing EPB-modified AgX fibers is 46 ppb of oil in water.  
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Figure 7.6: (a.) IR spectra of C-H stretch of crude oil content in water as oil concentration 




Calculated LODs and LOQs for the established calibration curve were determined at 63 
ppb and 140 ppb, respectively (Table 7.1).   
The obtained results demonstrate that by application of a polymer layer at the 
waveguide surface – here an AgX fiber -  the LOD and LOQ of the experimental setup 
may be lowered by several orders of magnitude from approximately 12 and 27 ppm to 63 
ppb and 140 ppb, respectively (Table 7.1). Even more importantly, the spectral 
signatures of crude oil in water using polymer-modified fibers could still be observed at 
46 ppb compared to 10000 ppb at unmodified fibers, which is a significant improvement.   
Besides the difference in the extent of oil-fiber contact, the improved performance 
of coated fibers may be further explained by the fact that adhesion between the oil droplet 
and fiber surface is higher for the modified fiber.  The level of adhesion can be 
approximated via the work of adhesion (WA), defined as the reversible work required to 
separate a unit area of liquid from a substrate 
45, 50
.  In the case of the oil-water-fiber 
system considered in this study, the work of adhesion is defined by Equation 6.7.  The 
higher the resulting value of WA, the stronger the adhesion between the oil droplet and the 
fiber surface.  Calculations of WA for the modified and unmodified fibers are reported in 
Table 7.3. The work of adhesion is approximately two times higher for the EPB-
modified surface.  Additionally, taking into account the extent of surface contact between 
the oil droplet and the AgX fiber, which is approximately 2 times higher for EPB-
modified fiber, the work of adhesion per droplet is approximately 3.5 times higher for the 
EPB-modified AgX.  Therefore, in the constantly stirred water matrix, the probability of 
an oil droplet attaching to the fiber is higher for the modified fiber.  Likewise, the 




In this chapter, MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy was used without 
prior separation techniques or solvent extraction to detect and quantify the amount of 
crude oil in an oil-in-water emulsion.  The unmodified fiber enabled the detection of the 
presence of oil in water at levels of 11 ppm.  The application of an EPB polymer layer at 
the silver halide fiber surface has enabled the on-line MIR detection of crude oil in water 
at low ppb levels.  Using this experimental setup, crude oil IR absorption signatures can 
be identified at concentration levels as low as 46 ppb.  To the best of our knowledge, this 
is the only IR-based sensing technique facilitating ppb-level direct detection of oil in 
water at such low concentrations.  The obtained characterization results suggest that the 
enhanced performance of the EPB-modified fiber is associated with a higher level of oil-
fiber wettability, and adhesive oil-fiber interaction. 
 
7.6 OUTLOOK 
This chapter describes the application of MIR fiber-optic evanescent field 
spectroscopy utilizing polymer-modified waveguides for the in-situ detection of low-
level oil concentrations in water.  The LOD and LOQ of this method are competitive with 
current laboratory techniques and commercially available methods.  However, the 
reproducibility needs to be further improved.  To this end, a more robust experimental 
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
The objective of this thesis was the design and application of mid-infrared (MIR) 
sensor platforms facilitating the analysis of hydrocarbon containing systems at extreme 
conditions.  Specifically, the focus was on the potential of MIR spectroscopy toward 
studying hydrocarbon seep ecosystems, and for measurement scenarios associated with 
oil/gas production, storage, and transportation.  As a result of these studies, it was 
established that MIR sensors based on evanescence field absorption spectroscopy are an 
effective measurment platform for analyzing and monitoring target constituents at such 
conditions.  It is expected that the developed sensing approaches will be utilized for 
design of fieldable MIR sensor prototypes in the near future. 
In particular, the quantitative determination of diamondoid compounds 
(adamantane) in organic and hydrocarbon media is enabled utilizing IR-ATR 
spectroscopy.  LODs and LOQs along with solubility limits of adamantane in 
dichloromethane, hexane, carbon tetrachloride, and standard crude oil were determined.  
In addition, the developed analytical strategy enabled the detection of adamantane in a 
real world crude oil matrix.  The presented efforts thus provide a sensing platform for the 
detection and monitoring of diamondoid constituents in naturally occurring crudes and 
petroleum samples.   
Next, IR-ATR spectroscopy was utilized for evaluating and characterizing 
distribution, variations, and origin of carbonate minerals within sediment formations 
surrounding a hydrocarbon seep site - MC 118 in the Gulf of Mexico.  IR-ATR 
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spectroscopic studies revealed that carbonates formed from different sources of HCO3
-
 
may be identified by diverse infrared (IR) spectroscopic absorption profiles of the ν3 
asymmetric carbonate stretching vibration.  Furthermore, these profiles have been utilized 
for establishing an analytical model to directly detect and classify 
13
C-depleted authigenic 
carbonates associated with cold seep ecosystems.  It was demonstrated that IR-ATR 
spectroscopy may in future be implemented as a direct on-ship – and potentially in future 
in-situ - analytical tool for characterizing hydrocarbon seep sites, thereby facilitating 
advances in the rapid spatiotemporal characterization of cold seep ecosystems.  
MIR evanescent field absorption spectroscopy was also utilized to expand the 
understanding on the role of surfactants during hydrocarbon gas hydrate formation at 
surfaces.  This experimental method allowed detailed spectroscopic observations of 
detergent-related surface processes during SDS-mediated propane hydrate formation.  
The obtained IR data enabled deriving a potential mechanism how SDS decreases the 
induction time for hydrate nucleation, and promotes hydrate formation.  These studies 
thus demonstrated the potential of MIR fiberoptic evanescent field sensors for in-depth 
investigations on surface related phenomena to elucidate the molecular mechanisms 
involved in promoting gas hydrate nucleation and growth. 
In addition, this thesis demonstrated the quantification of trace amounts of water 
in hydrocarbon matrices (hexane) using MIR fiberoptic evanescent field absorption 
spectroscopy.  The sensitivity and limit of detection were significantly improved by 
coating the fiberoptic waveguide-based sensing platform with a layer of hydrophilic 
polymer (tin crosslinked polyacrylic acid).  Specifically, the application of this polymer 
layer has enabled the on-line IR detection of water concentrations in hexane as low as 10 
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ppm.  These results indicate that MIR evanescent filed sensing has a significant potential 
for in-situ detection and monitoring of water in industrial oils and petroleum products. 
Finally, the quantification of trace amounts of oil in water using MIR evanescent 
field sensing was demonstrated.  Unmodified and polymer-modified waveguides using 
grafted epoxidized polybutadiene layers were utilized during these studies.  The surface 
modification of the fiber enabled the MIR analysis of crude oil in water at low ppb 
concentration levels, which are to the best of our knowledge the lowest directly detected 
concentration levels of oil in water reported to date for IR-based sensing techniques.  
Therefore, MIR fiberoptic evanescent field spectroscopy using polymer-modified 

























Table A-1.1:  Core numbers, water depth, core depth, latitude and longitude.   
Core # Water depth (m) Core depth (cm) Latitude Longitude 
4414 966 25 28º51.132 88º29.550 
1 903 211 28º51.264 88º29.952 
2 895 151 28º51.337 88º29.634 
4 894.6 154 28º51.461 88º29.490 
5 887 191 28º51.482 88º29.470 
7 895.3 205 28º51.342 88º29.574 
8 894 121 28º51.353 88º29.586 
9 877 450 28º51.448 88º29.503 
21 894 122 28º51.2498 88º29.5907 
22 897 66 28º51.2400 88º29.5920 
24 893 22 28º51.1388 88º29.5399 
26 889 46 28º51.1551 88º29.4879 
29 889 105 28º51.3293 88º29.4996 
30 892 131 28º51.1402 88º29.1340 
31 891 103 28º51.1438 88º29.3996 










0-3 99 2     0.68 
8-10 99 1     
16-18 99 1   1.362 
90-93 76 24     
210-213 54 46   0.99 
4 
5-8 94 6     0.89 
28-31 99 1  X 0.75 
53-56 51 49   0.65 
83-86 79 21     
113-114 70 30     
153-156 100 0   1.33 
5 
0-2 94 6     1.17 
24-28 97 3   0.84 
40-43 94 6   0.32 
70-73 67 33     
110-113 80 20     
150-153 95 5     
190-193 88 12   -3.9 
35 
0-4 96 4     0.15 
25-28 90 10     
50-53 95 5     
75-78 74 26     
100-103 58 42     
130-134 38 62     0.28 
MMA 
8 
0-3 99 1     0.31 
15-18 88 12   -3.31 
30-33 65 35 X  -9.21 
45-48   XX    
75-78 51 49 X    
100-103 56 44 X    
120-123 51 49   -7.56 
7 
0-3 97 3     0.99 
10-13 97 3     
20-23 99 1   0.39 
60-63 56 44 X  -9.36 
80-83   XX    
100-103 45 55 X    
150-153 39 61     
200-203 54 46     -9.03 
 




Core # Depth (cmbsf) Calcite % Dolomite % MgCalcite Crude oil δ13C (‰) 
MMA 
2 
0-3 86 14     -3.55 
5-6 81 19 X    
6-7 71 29 X    
7-8 60 40 X  -9.02 
8-9 61 39 X    
9-10 57 43 X    
10-12 56 44 X    
12-14 58 42 X    
14-16 57 43 X    
16-18   XX    
25-28 52 46 X    
50-53 61 39 X    
75-78 54 46 X    
100-103 68 32     
125-128 66 34     
150-153 59 41 X    
170-175 51 49   -3.4 
29 
0-3 98 2     0.96 
20-23 100 0   -4.67 
40-43   XX    
60-63 63 37 X    
80-83 58 42   -8.87 
100-103 60 40   -5.5 
21 
0-5 95 5     1.32 
30-33 98 2     
50-53 99 1   0.16 
88-91   XX  -18.8 
110-115   XX  -18.4 
22 
0-4 100 0     0.73 
20-24 98 2   0.81 
50-53   XX  -18.45 
60-63   XX  -16.65 
24 
0-3     XX XX -7.96 
6-9   XX XX   
12-15   XX XX -20.07 
30 
15-18 93 7     -0.86 
30-33 95 5   -2.56 
45-48 95 5     
60-63 76 21     
75-78 59 41     
95-98 44 56   -1.4 









0-5 93 7       
5-6   X  -9.69 
8-9   X    
40-43   XX    
120-123 87 13   -9.34 
233-236 36 64     
328-331 45 55   0.79 
428-431 55 45     
26 
0-3 98 2     0.82 
15-18 63 37   -7.31 
26-29 44 56     
37-40 31 69   -13.79 
45-47 31 69     
4414 
0-3 100 0 X   -9.9 
3-6 100 0 XX    
6-9  0 XX XX   
.9-12  0 XX XX   
12-15  0 XX XX   
15-18  0 XXX X -23 
18-21  0 XX X   
21-24  0 XX XXX -19.02 
31 
0-3 100 0     -4.54 
17-20 73 27   -6.26 
40-43 84 16     
80-83 72 28     
60-63 56 44     
100-103 41 59 X    
110-113   XX X   
120-123     XX X -33.28 
*X – weak intensity IR signatures seen for this compound 
 XX-medium intensity IR signatures 







Figure A-1.1: IR-ATR spectra of v3 and v4 regions for the sediment samples analyzed. 






















































































































































A-2 MIR Fiberoptic evanescent field spectroscopy for the analysis of 
water/hydrocarbon emulsions 
 
A-2.1 Polishing of of the facets of AgX fibers 
To achieve sufficient optical quality for high coupling efficiencies of the silver halide 
waveguide, the ends of the fiber were cut with a sharp blade followed by sequential 
































Figure A-2.1: Silver halide fiber after (a.) cutting, polishing with (b.) 3 μm, (c.) 1 μm, and 


















































































Figure A-2.3-1. Schematic representation of the liquid droplet (gray color) at different 
wetting angles at the surface. 
A-2. 3 Calculations for the droplet contact area estimation 
In collaboration with Dr. Zdyrko, Clemson University 
To estimate the contact area of a droplet with constant volume but different 
contact angle following considerations were applied.  The droplet of the liquid (grayed in 
Figure A-2.3-1) was enclosed by a sphere of arbitrary radius R.  The radius of the droplet 
circle contact with the surface, r, and height of the droplet h or h+h1 was expresses via 
the contact angle Θ, and the radius R of the enclosing sphere around the droplet. 
For contact angle values < 90
o
, r and h are equal to: 
 
r=R*cos(90- Θ); h=R*(1-sin(90- Θ)). 
 
For contact angle values > 90
o






Knowing h and r as function of R, the volume of the droplet may be expresses solely in 
terms of R and the contact angle value.  
For contact angle values < 90
o




For contact angle values > 90
o




Setting the volume of the droplet to be V=1 for known contract angles, the corresponding 
radii of the enclosed sphere can be readily determined (using Excel Solver).  Thus, the 
corresponding radii of the droplet contact circles may be derived. 
 
 
